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PREFACE
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Tills research Is as a result of my previous paper based on some theological and 
hermeneutical problems in tlie Kîlmyii Bible translation with special refei’ence to sin in the OT 
at St Paul's United Tieological College, Liimtru, Kenya. This researdi which was imdertaken as 
partial fulfilment of a Baclielor of Divinity Degree was imder the supervision of the Rev Johan 
Beks, Hebrevi? and OT tutor and Dean of Studies. :
In tills study, J realised tliat my efforts to have a clear tmderstancUng of tliis subject
_were cmtailed by the laclt of a deeper Imowledge on the area of taboo, wliich to my smprise 
dom inated tlie Kikuyu life as a whole.
:
Again, my life as a Bible translator, after college., pushed my desire, to do research on 
taboo even further, after encountering a number of Hebrew terms that fimcllon to mark off an 
imtoudiable zone or objects or impose restrictions in relation to sancta. This research is an 
attempt to bridge the two cultmes, tlie OT and the ICQcuyu, from the point of view of taboo, 
through tlie Bible translation.
I shall begin by defining anthropologically the idea of taboo, ie considering different 
cultures from, the standpoint of Polynesia. The OT terminologies that connote taboo In certain 
contexts have taken the major part of this research and iiave been thoroughly examined.
These terms include, H nv) , * p i n  ► Y P ^  tmd Y l 'p v i  . Once tins is done,
and I am now confident that these words exist m  the OT, an attempt has been made to subject 
to scrutiny the tTanslalional problems these Heiirew words create for the Kllaiyu Bible 
translators, Tliis has been achieved through a careful study of the Kikuyu words expressing 
the Idea of a taboo, namely mugiro, thahu, magigi and ng'ukl Furthermore, following Walter 
Houston's advice, and given the elasticity of the term  taboo, 1 have endeavoured to make more
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precise distmctlons not only between the various term s treated, but in relation to K IP , 
Thus, 1 have distinguished between, on the one. hand, the ritual uiideanness generated by 
natural process {e.g. cliildbirth) or social responsibilities (Ijurial of tire dead), w hidi creates a 
restriction in  relation to the cult, but is purifiable, and, on the other, tlie infringement of 
proMbitions, wMcli is desaibed  as ' malting yourselves unclean' in the rhetoric of tlie Holiness 
Stratum  {Lev 11:43ff 18;24ff) and wliich is punishable bu t not purifi able.
Such a comparison has not been done m  isolation. Inevitably, different Bible versions 
had to be consulted for further illumination, on tlie dif.ficulties involved in  tliis Idnd of 
translation and also in  assisting us to reach tlie best Kikuyu reiiclei’ing of the sister .Hebrew 
words.
viii
INTRODUCTION
'You are to dlstmgtdsh between the holy and the common, and between the unclean 
and the dean .’
Man, from time immemorial, has throughout lived h i a world torn  between choices, 
clean, and unclean. His desire has always been to strive for the ' clean'. But has this goal been 
easily achieved, if ever?
Opinion varies from society to society as to what should be considered clean or 
unclean. But this problem has even been much more compoimded. by the need to set tlie 
criteria to be used in  determining what objects or acts are to be avoided because of their 
inherent impurlry, and who should impose such proMbitions. It is common knowledge that 
for these iiijmictions to be respected and honoured the]/ m ust come from the m outh of a cliief 
or a priest or a king.
Similarly, in  the OT, it is the priest hi the name of Yahweh who sets ritual guidelines, ie 
he helps Ms people to make the distinction between the holy and the common and between 
the unclean (cf Lev 10:10). Yahweh is considered, to be the author of the ' pure-mipui’e' rules. 
That means Israel was by no means miique in. the ancient world in  associating restrictions 
(especially) on diet specifically with the cult of their God' (Houston 1993:33). Subsequently, for 
Israel to be a special people as is required by God, they have no choice but to be holy ju st as he 
is holy, something that calls for complete adherence to these regulations.
The OT exlnbits very close affinities to other tribal societies as far as these rules are 
concerned, both  in their formulation and contents. While in other societies, like the 
Polynesian, the term  ' taboo' has been used to describe these proMbitions, in. certain contexts
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tlie OT words lilte AVb 19 , \1/Hp , p n n  , ypW  , etc have been applied to convey the same 
idea.
The need to have the Hebrew Bible translated into indigenous languages in different 
parts of the world, especially for my own people, the KUmyii of Kenya, implies that, among 
other biblical terminologies, Hebrew words convening the idea of taboo have to be translated. 
But how would that be done, given that the Kikuyu had different names describing their 
innumerable taboos covering all the spheres of life? Obviously, tTanslation of su d i words 
poses almost unresolvable problems, not only for the translators in  their effort to decide on 
winch words to use, but also for the readers who may find the traj.vdad.on meaningless,
A study to attem pt to unearth the underlying basic translational problems at this time 
in the history of the Kikuyu Bible is quite opportauie. It Is hoped that tliis will shed more light 
not only on the difficulties involved, but also the seriousness with which such Hebrew words 
should be treated by Bible translators and consultants in Kenya in general, and among the 
Kikuyu m  particular.
CHAPTER ONE
THE NATURE OF TABOO AS AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONCEPT
Introduction
In the last quarter of tlie nineteenth and the first part of tlie twentieth centuries, the study of 
taboo became the centre of interest, no t only for theologians but also anthropologists, 
sociologists and psydiologists. The concept of taboo w hidi seems to have a high degree of 
religious overtones had to be investigated from various angles of academic analysis: 
tlieological, anthropological, sociological and psychological. These scholars, with their 
researching instruments handy, had to dissect tlie cultures of diffei'eiit tribal societies^ and 
cross- exarnine them  carefully, so as to determine, from the point of view of their study, the 
origin and significance of taboo among these people.
Such works indude, among others, William R Smitli (1889), The Religion o f the Semites, 
in which Smith gives special attention to Jewish and Muslim taboos, and Sir James Frazer 
(1911-1915), who devoted a whole volume in the Golden Bough to  taboos among the ancient 
peoples, "rite work of Smith and Frazer influenced psychologists who felt the need to do more 
research, this time from the standpoint of psydiology. Wilhelm Wundt (1916), the Elements o f  
Polk Psychology, came up with the theory that taboos originated from fear of demonic powers. 
Sigmund Freud (,1.913) was influenced by Wundt and in  Ms attempt to develop Wundt's idea he
 ^ The t e r m-  ' t r i b a l  s o c i e t i e s '  h a s  b e e n  a d a p t e d  f r om R o g e r  M 
K e e s i n g  ( . 19 81 : 3 )  a n d  r e f e r s  t o  ' p r i m i t i v e  p e o p l e ' ,  K e e s i n g  s a y s  
t h a t  a l t h o u g h  i n  a n t h r o p o l o g i c a l  u s a g e  t h e  word  ‘' p r i m i t i v e '  i s  
i n t e n d e d  t o  r e f e r  o n l y  t o  r e l a t i v e l y  s i m p l e  t e c h n o l o g i e s ,  
u n f o r t u n a t e l y  i t  h a s  p e j o r a t i v e  c o n n o t a t i o n s .  A y i s i  ( 1 9 7 2 )  h a s  
u s e d  t h e  t e r m s  ' p r i m i t i v e  s o c i e t y , '  ' s i m p i e  s o c i e t i e s   ^ and  
' p r i m i t i v e  p e o p l e '  i n t e r c h a n g e a b l y ,
further introduced the concept of a m b iv a le n c e .2 Recently, other scholarly studies on taboo 
and other related subjects have been done by people like Franz Steiner {1967), Tabocr, Mar>'
" î
Douglas (1970), Purity and Danger and Jdcob Milgroml 1991), Leviticus 1'16.
Unfortunately, EUberg-Schwartz's (1990), the Savage in Judaism, which would have been
,:C.
of unquestionable relevance to our study, came into my possession too late to respond to 
satisfactorily. Elberg-Schwartz's approach to the study of Judaism in the perspective of other 
cultures is particularly remarkable. He argues from the outset for a change of attitude towards 
the savages: 'The argument of this book is contained in the title. The savage in Judaism 
exposes and challenges the opposition between Judaism and ’savage’ religions that have 
shaped the conceptualization of Judaism in the discourse of modernity' (ix). EUberg-Schwartz 
has no difficulty in suggesting that the interpreters of Judaism have something to learn from 
'the discipline of anthropology or comparative inquiry', fo r example, referring to Herder Ideas 
for the Philosophy of History (1980 [1782-83], 1:51-52), he says that ’Primitive religions do not 
deserve the bad press they received during the Enlightenment. Early religion was not based on 
fear or stupidity as earlier writers had suggested, but was rather a noble, grand, and poetic 
reaction of the hum an to the natural world.'
But more interesting is part two of this book, entitled 'Cows, Blood and Juvenile Fruit
Trees' (115-217). ETnder this rubric, Eilberg-Schwartz has dealt extensively w ith  animal
metaphors in die rituals and narratives of Israelite religion; menstrual blood, semen, and
discharge - the fluid symbolism of the human body; and incest, among other things. To him
these issues have metaphoric and symbolic meanings. He argues that the concept of metaphor
makes it possible to see the significance of animal names In the Hebrew...Israeiite thought is
saturated with metaphors drawn from domains of experience concerned with raising animals
and growing crops' (117).
____________________________
2 S ee  Bacon ( 1 9 9 0 : 2 0 8 ) ,  ' T a b o o '  The E n c y c l o p a e d i a  A m e r i c a ,  
C o n n e c t i c u t  , f o r  a  c o m p l e t e  summary  o f  s c h o l a r l y  s t u d i e s  on  t a b o o .
Concerning the dietary rules he says that they Etre a dramatization of the metaphors 
that govern Israelite thought. Israel Identifies itself witli tlie herds and flodts by eating them  
and dissociates itself from the animals that represent otiier nations by dedaiing animals 
inedible' (125), Since Israelite social Me according to Hlberg-Sdiwartz has parallels with the 
animal kingdom^ hei'ds and flocks, or is patteiTied on animal behaviour, so to speak, incest 
taboo should be traced to the same oiigin (Dent 27:20; Lev 18:6 cf Deut 27:23; Lev 20:14), On 
mensti’ual blood, semen, and discharge, the pendulum sliifts from metaphor to symbolism He 
suggests tliat 'the levltical rules regarding bodily fluids represent a Idnd of palimpsest, in 
which symbolisms are superimposed on the same raw data. There are distinctions 
men/women, hfe/deatla, and control/lack of control'dSQ).
Hberg'Schwartz's work is plausible, especially his readiness to use anthropology as a 
hrmtful way of understanding the OT ritual im purity  However, the use of metaphors and 
symbolism should not be overemphasized and need not be seen as the sole approach to the 
proper comprehension of the OT taboos.
hi the present study I shall examine taboo in  the OT in  the light of ICilcuyu Bible 
translation. Inevitably, for us to enter into the field of translation, we shaU have to cover a 
similar ground as my predecessors who dealt with this idea of taboo at length and whose work 
we have quoted extensively. But since a detailed comparative study is beyond our scope, it wül 
suffice to examine, briefly, the meaning of the term 'taboo', and then compare the Polynesian 
understanding of taboo with the Kiltuyu people of Kenya.
la te r  in this work, before we embark on the problems of translation, we shall, first of 
all, consider in depth various forms of taboos in the Hebrew scriptures.
Definition
The most recent, dictionary definition of taboo in  the Collins Concise English Dictionary 
(1992:1371)reads;
1. forbidden or disapproved of taboo words,
a2. (m Polynesia) marked off as saci’ed and forbidden,
3. any prohibition resulting from social or other conventions,
4. ritual restriction or undeao.,
5. (transt.) to place under a taboo (from Tonga tabu)
M their attempt to understand the meaning of taboo and its significance among the 
tribal societies, anthropologists came up with different definitions of this term. Frazer
(1888:1 S) says that,
taboo (also w ritten tabu and tapu) m the name given, to a system of religious 
prohibitions which attained its fullest development in Polynesia (from Hawaii to New 
Zealand) but of which under different names traces may be discovered in  most parts of 
the world. The 'taboo* is common to the different dialects of Polynesia, and is perhaps 
derived from ta to mark', and pu, an adverb of intensity. The compound word 'taboo*
(tabu) would thus originally mean 'marked thoroughly*. Its ordinary sense is 'sacred'. It 
does not, however, imply any moral quality, but only 'a connexion with the gods or 
separation from ordinary purposes and exclusive appropriation to persons or things 
considered sacred; som etim es it means devoted as by a vow*. :
Taboo I take it to be a mystic affair. To break a taboo is to set in  motion against oneself 
mystic wonder-working power in one form or another. It may be of the wholly bad 
vjiiriety.
A few years later, Northcote WMttidge (1911:337), writing for the same encyclopaedia, 
gave his definition of taboo as the Polynesian name given to prohibitions enforced by religious 
or magical sanctions. He fuither says that in  Melanesia the term  is tambu, while in  Malaysia 
and East Indies it is pantang, bobosso, pamali, and in North America the word for tabu is 
wakan. The word tabu, he says, is derived from  Ta\ to mark, and *pu\ an adverb of intensity.
Almost at this same period, Afarret, quoted by Steiner (1967:108), gave his 
understanding of taboo. He says :
■ii
;
According to Burris (1974:225-27), taboo means 'negative mana', where mana means 
mysterious force found in things which are potentially dangerous and contain a strange power
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to do liim harm. He also says tliat taboo cart be treated as positive mana, where positive mana
refers to .mysterious powers which can be used to  secure the good and to avoid or ward off the
evil. Burris further observes tha t tlie hmdamentaî principle from which taboo springs is the
fact tha t the thing in  question is strange, or new, abnormal, and hence dangerous.
Tlie neai' contemporary of Bunis was Margaret Mead, quoted by Steiner (22). Writing for
the Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, she had this to say about taboo:
tahu may be defined as a negative sanction, a proliibition whose infringement results in 
an automatic penalty without hum an or superhuman mediation. The word was 
.mtroduced in  English from Polynesia, and special Polynesian usages have coloured the 
interpretation of the instituti on.
Lastly I have Steiner (29) whose work on this subject has influenced me tremendously 
as far as my understanding of taboo among other tribal societies is concerned. He says that the 
best account we have of taboo from, the first half of the nineteenth century was written by de 
Ereycinet, who accompanied Kotzebue on his first journey (1817) and who translated taboo as 
prohibe ou défendu, and he described, the custom of taboo as an institution a la fois civile et 
religieuse.
According to Steiner (22), taboo is concerned with all the social mechanisms of 
obedience which have ritual significance; with specific and restrictive behaviour in  dangerous 
situations. He goes on to say that 'taboo deals with the sociology of danger itself for it is also 
concerned with the protection of individuals who are in  danger and with the protection of 
society from those endangered -and therefore dangerous - persons'.
This list of definitions is not exhaustive, but with the few examples at my disposal, Ï can 
now pause for a while and subject them to scrutiny. This approach will enable us to have at 
least a glim pse, if not a full understanding, of taboos.
A quick glance at the meanings of taboo given by various scholars reveal that there are 
bo th  agreements and disagreements as to the correct definition of taboo.
To begin with, it seems to me that all the definitions 1 have examined are in agreement
that taboo is a ritual restriction or prohibition whose infringement always results in ritual 
impmity or undeam iess which is consequently punishable. But there is one exception. 
According to Collins English Dictionary one of the definitions of taboo is 'any prohibition 
resulting from social or other conventions'. Admittedly, this definition does not necessarily 
have any ritual connotation. Furthermore, as we shall see later, in the biblical texts not eveiy 
taboo results in  litual impurity or uncleanness, even if tliere appears to be very dose analogy. 
Again, it is generally true  in the biblical text tliat undeanness is contracted without the 
infringement of a prohibition. Houston has pointed out that in the MbMcal texts and in Jewish 
thought generally it is the transgression of the proMbition, or the pollution of the sanctuary 
(Lev 15:30), and not the contraction of impurity in itself, which results in pmiishment. 
Secondly, taboo is a concept which was universally practised in many tiibal societies of the 
world, but different tribes used different terms to  refer to the same concept. According to 
Ayisi (1972:93), 'The Mnds of ritual prohibitions which are seen in most Polynesian societies 
are also found in various forms of African societies, with a few cultmal modifications.' Thirdly, 
wherever and whenever this term was used, it either had a religious or social value, hence its 
origin should be traced in both. For example, Ayisi has pointed out that if ritual purification 
was not perfomied on a person who had become ritually impure, tliat 'person was exposed to 
danger and something unpleasant would happen to him. The victim then constituted a 
sociological virus.' Lastiy, the use of the word 'undeanness' in these definitions implies the 
contagious nature of the violation of taboo.
NeveriJieless, while Mead argues that tabu is a negative sanction whose infringement 
results in an automatic penalty w ithout human or superhuman mediation, Steiner (26) 
perceives the punisltment of taboo breakers as civil. He gives an example of the islanders of 
Polynesia where a girl got a terrible beating for having eaten on board a ship that belonged to 
Captain Cook. To me there is no conflict between the two forms of punishment and I consider 
them correct. For while one form was applicable in one society, it was inapplicable, or peihaps 
completely unknown, In the other. For example, among the Kikuyu people a victim of taboo
5i:,
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suffered from îltoess which attacked the person automatically, as we shall see later. It should,
therefore, be accepted that the consequences of violating a taboo wei'e either automatic or civil
depending on the tribe and also the nature of the taboo thus violated.
The otliei’ fact wM di seems to be remarkable, and where scholars seem to be at
variance, is the dangerous and fearsome nature from w lddi taboo is said to have sprung.
Steiner (20, 128), among other anthropologists and psychologists, attributes wholesale the
source of taboo to  ’restrictive behaviom' in dangerous situations for', as he says, 'taboo deals
witli tire sociology of danger itself, or, to use Mary Douglas' (11-12) words, 'beliefs in  horrible
disasters which overtalce those who inadvertently cross some forbidden line or develop some
impure condition'. According to Mary Douglas (11)
But anthropologists who have ventured furtlrer into these primitive cultures find little trace of fear. Evans-Pritdiard's study of witchcraft was made among the people who 
struck him as the most happy and carefree of the Sudan, the Azande. The feelings of 
an Azande man, on finding that he has been bewitched, are not of terror, bu t of hearty 
indignation, as one of us might feel on finding him self the victim of embezzlement.
To support this argument, she cites another example of girls' initiation rites of the Bemba 
where the performers are seen in  casual, relaxed attitude. And so she concludes, 'so primitive 
religious fear, together with the idea tha t It blocks the functioning of the mind, seems to be a 
false trail f  or tmdei'standing theserehglons'.
In tlie light of this argument, I think it would not be rash to suggest that any 
generalized treatm ent of any cultmal concepts of other people is inhibitive, and Is hlteîy to 
render iiisigmficaiit tlie reason underlying such a concept, for e?r.ample, taboo behaviour, It is 
justifiable, therefore, to say that ideas such as taboo could only be understood, or understood 
best, if seen in  the  sociocultural, contexts in  which they operate.
Zttesse's work (1974:482-504) on tliis subject is plausible and convincing, and is worthy 
of mention, In his article 'Taboo and the .Divine Order' Zuesse begins with a negative approach 
witli which taboos and the reasons beljtind tiiem have been treated by sdiokirs lUce Hutton 
Webster, Tylor, James Frazer, .ievy-BruM and W C Willoughby (483). He cites one example, from
Webster's Tahm: A SocMogical Study, where Webster says, 'Fear Is systematized to taboo ... 
They make anything potentially dangerous and so projiipt [primitive man] to avoidances, 
wMd'i, to  their simplest forms, are almost as tosttoctive as those of lower animals' (482). 
Another similar example of a derogatory description of taboo is taken from Willoughby; 
'Africans who do foolish things to  th eh  terror of taboo should be classed, not with evil-doers, 
bu t w ith children who have been threatened with bugaboos till they shrielt at shadows' (484).
Zuesse's approach, following Emile DisrMieim and RadcUffe-Brown, is from the opposite 
direction. X o him,
taboo is the structural behaviour of culture, and all cultures are sustained by taboos 
(493). To understand a taboo, therefore, it is essential, to study its full specific cultural 
context. Ill that context taboos are rational, or perhaps rather supra-rationai, stoce they 
Involve not merely the cognitive but also the physical, moral and spiritual levels of 
experience (495).
In this approach which Zuesse terms 'Duiicheimian school', 'religious symbols represent 
the socialization and humanization of the cosmos, and by tliis fact they create a cosmos' (485). 
A similar opinion has been expressed by Adalf E. Jensen (1963:113) to  his discussion about the 
archaic cultivitors. Jensen has ai’gued that archaic religion Mice any other religion has produced 
a great number of configurations which are primarily forms to  which 'knowledge' is expressed. 
He has pointed out the significance of cultural behaviour of these people e.g. taboo. According 
to Jensen 'the life cycle to those cultures is paralleled by ritual commandments, taboo, and 
observances ttoough  which peoples try to ex^jress the world order as they see it.'
This approach is particularly im portant to  a study like this where different forms of 
taboos touching on different cultures are examined. The open-mindedness with which this 
method attempts to understand taboos, where the actions and sentiments of the societies 
concerned are given symbolic meaning (they are expressions of inner and deep-seated 
attitudes), wiH illuminate various aspects of these phenomena leading us to constructive and 
instructive conclusions on the criteria used to determine what bchavioui' or objects were to be 
considered taboo.
8
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The use of symbolism as the sole means by which tribal societies' cultnres can. be 
understood has, however, been cautioned against by Hallplke (1979:145), He points out that 'it 
would be quite misleading to suppose that because symbolism is particularly characteristic of 
pre-operato.Ty thought, it will therefore necessarily emerge and flourish proliiïcally in  all 
(tribal) societies*. .Hallptoc ratlier suggests that ’for this to .happen, the intermediary agencies of 
social and cosmological categories are necessaiy'. He. mountains that the tribal society's thought 
is .Intellectualty inaccessible to the. Fxu'opean etlmog.rap.her because of tlie innate difference 
between the two, HaUptoe. argues that since 'symbolism is inherently subhnguistic, the 
ethnographer can never be completely sure that he has properly understood the .meaning of a 
piece of symbolism, and in  many cases he can only hope, to malce mi educated guess'.
Following Hallpüte's argument, we have ft.triher evidence of the intellectual 
inaccessibility of tlie tribal society's thought or religious precepts to the Western scholars as 
shown by Jensen (196) in his examination of the etliical element in, for e^cample, taboo. .He 
remarks that 'If we search for die etliical component of the taboo, we must forgo comparison 
with the ethical base of our Westejn Social order.* This hand cap is caused by the fact that the 
'primitive taboos differ in  principle; rational, ie purposive, meanings cannot usually be stated.* 
Tiiis explains the reason why it is not very easy to see the logic behind die punisliment 
inflicted on people who broke certain forms of taboo among the uibal societies. For example, 
why was purification necessaiy for a pemon on wliom Kite's chopping fell? Among the Kücuyu 
people, 'If a .Kite, when .flying over a homestead let its dropping fall on any person, that person 
had to be purified, the .manner of pui'ificadon depending upon the sex of the person involved* 
(OC 1:21). To a Kikuyu, a .kite belonged to d ie forest, d ie  world of the spMts (the. bodies of dead 
people were taken to the .forest where they were eaten by hyenas) wliere other wild animals 
.lived. The dropping of a .Idte falling on a person symbolized die coming together of the two 
woi'lds “ die world of the livnig and die world of the dead, or better still, the world of people 
and die world of wild cuiinicds. Sometimes tiiat was tmpleasant and abominable. As we shall see 
later the .Kikuyu people, did not eat die flesh of wild animals except for the antelope (the family
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of sheep and goats), hi view of this, any asaoclatioiim thw ild animals was taboo. For example;
If a hyena should enter a village or home.,stead and dung eitlier in  the open clearing of 
the entrance (thome) or in  any courtyard, ceremonial purification was essential (OC 1:2);
of Archimedes when he realized during batliing that the volume of an irregular solid could be 
calculated by measuring the water displaced when it was immersed). Whereas the use of 
symbolism will inevitably feature quite prominently, we cannot say that we have 'found it', and 
an attem pt will be .made to  use other Imowledge acquired directly .from my participation in 
certain issues discussed in this paper, eg hunting.
Lastly, in  definition of taboo, the word Polynesia is important. It features quite 
prominently as the origm of the word taboo. It is worth om  while considering, before we 
conclude this section, the Polynesian understanding of taboo, and possibly looldng for 
analogies in  other cultures. Perhaps by so doing we shall have a clearer idea of taboo in the 
Hebrew soriptm es and among the Kikuyu than we have already.
The origin of the word taboo among the Polynesian is not an instance of disputation 
among the scholars. Steiner (31) says (and this should be considered true):
.1.0
fIf a jackal barked in  the entrance area or in  the comTyai'd of a homestead a ceremonial 
purification was necessaiy (OC 1:7); Should a toad, frog or lizard .fall or jum p into the 
fire in the heai'th of a hut, a pui'ificadon ceremony was essential (OC l:9);If an owl 
hooted near a homestead, or worse still, perched on any hut or granary, purification 
was necessary (OC 1:11). If a snaice was lolled within the confines of a homestead, a 
purification, ceremony had to take place (OC 1:12); and It was a taboo to lull a bird called 
'nyamindigf (cossypha or Robin ciiat) witliin the confines of the hom estead (OC 1:20).
Needless to say, the taboo commandments among the tribal societies had deeper, 
symbolic meaning inaccessible to a foreigner, and as Jensen (194) says, 'nothing could be. more 
obvious than that according to primitive belief, the commandments (taboo) incorporate the 
correct etliical behaviour, based on the  ethical code related to the idea of the divine.'
.Hallpike’s call for heedfulness in  the emphasis of symbolic duddation  of cultural value■
systems among the tribal societies is suggestive of the complexifies of tliis Idnd of study. I take 
it that it would be incorrect, even for the experts who are convinced tliat a certain approadi 
would be the best in  a cultural study, to say 'eureka' (like the traditionally Imown exclamation
...much of most theories of taboo stiU refers to Polyuesian taboo customs or compares 
the. Polynesian type with otliers. Therefore we need as background a brief description 
of thew orldng of Polynesian taboo.
l l ie  word taboo became part of tlie .English vocabulary when Captain Cook used it to 
describe his third journey rotm d tlie world in die edgliteenth century. I tinnk it is appropriate, 
at this point, to use extracts of Cook’s w itings [quoted by Steiner, (22,25)] and see how he 
came in  contact with the word taboo and what he understood about it. among die Polynesian. 
He says:
The people of A tool... resemble those of Otaheite [Tahiti] in  the slovenly state of their 
religious places, and in  offering vegetables and aiiimah to their gods. The taboo also 
prevmls in Atooi, in its full extent, and seemingly with much more vigour than even at 
Tongataboo. For the people here aiw/ays asked., with great eagerness and signs of fear to 
offend, whether tuiy p articulai' tiling, which they desired to see, or we were luiwUiing to 
siiow^ was taboo, or as they pronounced the word, tapoo?
In another place. Cook exjilicitly gives the concept of taboo a purely reUgious meaning, when 
he says:
We fixed on a .field of sweet potatoes adjohimg to the Moral, wliich was readil]/ granted 
to us; and the priests, to prevent the intrusion of the natives, immediately consecrated 
the place, by frdiig their wands rotmd the wail, by wliich it was enclosed. This sort of 
religious interdiction they call taboo: a word we heard often repeated during our stay 
tunongsr these islanders, and found to be of very powerful and extensive operation.
However, it seems Captain Cook, like anybody eJ.se who finds himself in  a new culture,
and one wliich is tottilly different from his own, could not actually understand the deep-seated
principles regulating taboos and their real significance among the indigenous. Tins is
especially clear in liis use of tJie words 'mysterious signUiCcUice', as he descii'.bes hum an
sacrifice inTaliill, where he says, as quoted liy Steiner (23):
The solemnity itself is called Poore Eree, or Chief's Prayer; and the wctim, who is 
offered up, Tataa-taboo, or consecrated man. This is the only instance where we have 
heard the word tal^oo used at tills island, where it seems to have the same mysterious 
significance as at Tong a...
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Steiner in  his response to the misnnderstanding of these words by Mareli, who gave 
tliejii a magico-rehgious significance, confhms tiiat Cook did not Imow the precise meaning of 
ilie. word taboo and it was thei'eiore a mystery to him.
So fcir, with the Idnd of background we have now, we can proceed and examine, 
comparatively, the concept of taboo in  the hght of Polynesia.
Menstrual Flow
It Is appropriate to point out at tlie outset that menstrual taboos, which is going to be 
our first area of study, are not a particularly Polynesian phenomenon. It is quite evident, as we 
shall see below, tliat the idea of undeanness believed to be inherent in m enstrual flow, is not 
an tmlmowit phenom enon in  many culttu'es all over the world.
According to Steiner (21), menstrual taboos among tlie Polynesian ranged from keeping 
the woman out of sight, tlirough details of strict hygienic avoidance, to her complete 
reintegration into daily life. Among the Marquesas a woman had to be kept out of sight foi' 
tliree days. Among the Maori tribes the woman moved out freely, and also worked in the 
house, only the bodily secretions being considered to be taboo. For the Tuhoe tribe, he says 
that the taboo applied to kopa, the cleansing material used by tlie women. Among tlie Weniale 
of Ceram, Indonesia, similar taboos were observed. Here, a woman with m enstrual flow stayed 
in sepai'ate houses or 'in designated places under the pile - dwellings; conversation with the 
segregated women or any sort of approadi is forbidden to the men' (j'ensen, 1963:200). One 
fact about Weniale understanding of menstruation is very interesting. Menstruation among 
tliese people, as says Jensen, 'is hnlced to Qie. moon, wlridi the Wenide consider tlie 
m anifestation of Rabie, one of the three chief Dema - deities.'
Pliny the Eider, quoted by Burris (1974:43), gives us an accotmt of menstrual taboos 
among the Romans. Pliny says that a woman who was menstruating was taboo, and tlierefore
12
^ o f  t h e  L a l a u n a  p e o p l e  o f  G oo de no ug h  i s l a n d  w h e r e  ' e a t i n g  the. 
raw  f l e s h  o f  c a p t i v e s  i n d u c e d  o r  r e n e w e d  t h e  f r e n z y  o f  H e a d o b a '
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considered harmful, l l ie  ritual undeanness inherent in  her was tliought to have enough power 
to sour m ust (grape juice), malce grain barren, IdU grafts, wither vegetables, duh mirrors, and
do a lot of other harm ful things.
Among the ÎOJaiyu people it was a taboo to come in contact with human blood in 
general But it was more serious if menstrual blood was involved. If a man had sexual 
intercourse with his wife and found later that she was menstruating, both he and Ins wife 
became ritually unclean. Again if a woman accidentally came in contact with m enstrual blood 
of another wife, she became ritually imclean. It was also a taboo for a young married m an to 
have sex w ith a girl in  her period, as says Lealcey (1977:1235):
I
If a yotmg unmarried man or married man who still belonged to the warrior class slept 
with a girl in the restricted form  known as nguiko, and if during the night the girl’s 
menses started and some of her blood contaminated liLm, but he did not notice tliis 
im til after he had left the hu t in  wiiich they had spent the night, he became 
contaminated with thahu (uncleanness) and had to be piulfled. The girl did not become 
contaniinated w ith thahu at all.
One thing that strikes us most in  these few examples is the belief in the transmission of 
ritual, uncleanness through m enstrual blood. Hence a woman in  tins state becomes tabooisllc, 
as does any person who comes in  contact with her blood. I shall try to find out later why blood 
was viewed w ith such great horror by many tidbes in  the world.
However, I tlnnlt it is worth mentioning here that whüe hum an blood, especially 
menstrual flow, was viewed as a source of undeanness in  many tribal societies, in  others It was 
a source of blessing. In her work, The Blood o f Kings: Dymasty and Ritual in Maya Art, Linda 
Scheie (1982) in  a very detailed account informs us how longs and queens had to shed their 
own blood on important ritual occasions, and this act was so significant that ’the bloodletter, 
often a stingray spine, was itself deified' (3). The victims of war, captured by the Maya people, 
became 'the State sacrifice victims, whose blood was then drawn and offered to the g o d s ' T h e
ij'S
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im portance attached to blood by the  Maya is  intriguing, Scheie notes:
At death, Maya Mngs were placed in  richly hirnislied tombs that often displaced the imagery of d ie watery Undemorld, their walls painted the colour of blood or in blood 
symbols. In the Maya tdew, none of these behaviours was bizarre or exotic but necessary 
to sustain die world. To spealc of the Maya and dieir rulers is, therefore, to speak of the 
blood of kings {15).
But what was the underlying motive behind this practice? Scheie informs us that 
'through bloodletting the Maya sought a vision they believed to be the manifestation of an 
ancestor or a god' (176). This information is crucial.. Here we have blood viewed not so much as 
a source of the Me of an individual, but as a means by which people seek inspiration by 
communicating with the Underworld: through visions produced after di’awitig large atnoiints 
of blood, 'they came directly into contact w ith their gods, and ancestors' (177). But, very 
importantly, we must not lose sight of the sacredness with which blood among tlie Maya is 
considered: it was the m ost precious and sacred substance of this world' (176).
To summarise, while the use of blood in  this way is unique, it nonetheless helps us to 
have a glimpse of the centrality of blood in  human life and the symbolic significance which 
different ti lbal societies all over the world attach to it. For example, Mbiti (1987:185), says that 
in many societies in Africa it was a taboo to shed the Icing's blood because it was The very 
essence of bis life and therefore tha t of his nation'.
Childbirth
h i Frazer's (16) article on taboo, we can identify a few examples of taboos imposed on 
new mothers and their new hom . He says: 'Mothers after childbirth were taboo, and so were 
their new-born children. Whatever a new born child touched became taboo in favour of the 
child'.
(Young, 1 9 8 3 : 1 0 5 )
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.Among the Kikuyu people, the midwife who assisted a woman at diiidbirtii was
regulating population'. According to Keesing, l.indenbautn ’notes that pollution taboos and the
supposed to be an old woman who had stopped ('hildbearing, and was therefore free from 
sexual desire or intercourse, lliis had to be done since it was a taboo for a woman who had 
had sexual intercourse, to come in contact with a woman at cliildbirth or immediate])' after. 
Kabetu {1972:8) tells us that a Kikuni woman was taboo until alter the fourth da\’ of her 
childbirth, when her head was shaved, symbolically disconnecting her from the uncleanness of
!l
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afterbirth. The shaving was also followed later in the day b)‘ a ceremonial sexual act between■
the wife and the husband to further disconnect thy wife from the inipurilies of afterbirth. But 
why? Keesing (1981:150) tells us how l.indenbautn (1972), basing Ills explanation on the hug a of 
Highland New- Guinea, notes that pollution taboos related to women arc symbolic means of
accompanying sexual polarization are most commonly found where population pressures are 
extreme’. Whiting (19G4), also referred to by Keesing, gives the polarization of the sexes a 
cultural meaning and a nutritional value. lie suggests that 'it may be that semen and the
mother's milk must be kept separate: but bv spacing cliildbirth the adaptive consequences mav
'include insuring maximum protein for injants in a society subsisting dangerously close to the 
margins of protein deficiency'.
Whereas these explanations seem to be convincing, they are nonetheless perij)heral and
secondary. 1 he universality of sexual related pollution rules out the possibility of this kind of
interpretation. It is most unlikely that the natives were conscious of these values (symbolism)
which seem to appeal to a foreigner.'^
-------------------------------------------
* K e e s i n g  ( 342  ),  who i s  i n  agr eement .  wi i l i  L i ndei tbaum ’ s 
C'co l o g i c a l  (?xpl a n a  l i o n  of  s e x u a l  p o l a r i i y ,  h o we v e r  s a y s  b u t  
c o n t e m p o r a r y  Kwa io L r a d  i i ot i a  l i s t s ,  f u l l y  a wa r e  t h a t  suel i  e u s  t oms 
l i m i t  p o p u l a t  i on  a t  a t i me  when t h e y  a r e  d w i n d l i n g  i n  nu mb e r s  and 
l)e l e a g u e  red. by C h r i s t i a n i t y ,  c o n t i n u e  t o  f o l l o w  a nee  s t r a  1 r u l e s ’ .
To me t h i s  a w a r e n e s s  may n o t  be o r i g i n a l  and  i t  may be a l a t e r  
d e \ e 1opme n t .
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Primarily, the m odem  biological tinderstandmg of the reproductive system {eg 
.menstruation, birtli and afterbirtli) was vaguely .known by tlie tribal societies, if they Imew 
anything at all, and yet in tills process they saw life come and go; thei'e was .life and deatli at 
the same time. At these weakest points of a woman's Hfe, cku'e a man approach his wife in  his 
attem pt to satisfy his sexual desire?. That would be like a doctor having sexual intercourse witii. 
h is /h e r patient. Unbelievable! At this point it is no t pleastue b u t care that Is needed.
Incest
Taboos among tlie tribal societies were not confined only to sexuality; rules regulating 
marriage were also prevalent and widespread. We sliall now consider this aspect of human 
sexual prohibitions between two persons who are too closely related: incest.
According to Driver {1990:840), incest is a heterosexual relationship tliat is disapproved 
of by society because tlie partners ai’e too dosely related by blood, marriage or traditional 
connection. Keesing (.1981:262) remarks tliat a central question in. social antiiropology for 
decades has been why human societies proliib.lt matings between siblings, and between 
parents mid children, as incestuous. Why are there incest taboos?' Whereas .Keesing informs us 
tliat incest was accepted in, for instance, .Ptolemaic and Roman. .Egypt, the Azande of .Africa, 
Peru and Hawaii, he nevertheless points out that the nicest taboo is univei'sal.
For example, in the Western system, as says Lucy Man* (1965:84):
'incest is thought of as so.metMng particularly dreadful, not to be mentioned witiiout a 
shudder, if at all. We have all heard of Oedipus, who was so appalled when he learned 
he had unknowingly .married his m otlier that he pu t out his eyes'.
Lucy further' informs us how ELlzabetlian dramatists 'ascribed incestuous relations to 
particularly villainous characters.' Again, there was a m an called Byron who left his home in  
England 'when it was said that he was a lover of his half-sister.' Among the Kalenjin of Kenya,
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according to Kipkorir (1973:50), there were forbidden marriage relationsMps and before 
mariiage process could begin, a full process of identification of tlie m am age pai’tners was 
conducted. Such forbidden, relationships 'included members of tlie same totem, simge and 
mama against whom there was an absolute taboo, and cross-cousins to the thü d remove.' The 
Kliaai people considered 'incest the worst and unremissible crime' (fensen 1963:310). A victim 
of such transgression, as says Jensen, is punished by expuMon, denial of death rites, and 
denial of burial in the clan's burial plot.
Incest prohibition is a phenomenon whose origin, like many other cultural concepts, 
has puzzled many scholars. As a result, many theories have been advanced in the attem pt to 
find out the real beginning of incest prohibitions. Firstly, as the New .Encyclopaedia Britannica 
(1985:278-9)e%plains,
prohibition on incest with a group and the corresponding rules of exogamy require 
males to seek sexual and marital partners outside the group, thereby establishing 
functional alliances with the men of other groups with whom they have exchanged 
women.
Secondly, we have the origin, of Incest prohibitions traced from socW needs. The same 
encyclopaedia states:
Another theory, emphasizing sociirfizalion, argues that the taboo is an important 
method of regulating the erotic imjmlse in  childi’en, preparing them  to function with 
m ature restrain t m  adult society.
From, the standpoint of psychologists incest prohibition has its source m. ambivalent 
em otions. This is clearly stated in  the encyclopaedia:
The psychoanalytic explanation of Sigmund Freud speculated that the horror of incest 
derived from the combination of ambivalent emotions toward one's immediate family 
and repressed forbidden desires to commit sexual acts with family members of the 
opposite sex.
Lastly, we have soclobiological anthropologists who consider incest prohibition as a
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matter of genetics. Ih e  same source says:
From the viewpoint of die sodobiologlcal antliropologist incest, exogamy and 
eudogamoits marriage are primarily a m atter of genetics. This view is based on the  fact 
that Inbred populations have dlmiiilshed reproductive success and become gene pools 
for hereditary disorders.
While all these theories seem to be convincing, depending on one's standpoint, it is
clear that tlieorists have not yet reached a general consensus, and as a result the origin of 
incest certainly remains highly speculative. But even having said that, I believe that given the 
sacredness and secretiveness with which sex was regai'ded among many tilbal societies, it y
would have been abnormal and earnestly undesirable for any person to engage in  marriage, or 
sex for that matter, witli a dose blood relative.^ Ï mean, particularly for the few tribes that I 
Imow well in  .Kenya, tliat there is no girl or woman who would willingly expose her nalcedness 
to a dose blood relative, unless during the time of drcuoiclsion. In view of this, I am in 
agreement with experts, who, as .Driver says, believe that early forms of man probably 
preferred the less familiar women outside their own Idnship groups, and that the possibility 
of finding a mate within the small Idnsltip groups produced by the liigh mortality rate was 
remote.
Whatever explanation we give to the origin of incest and its related prohibitions, it 
should be accepted that many people in  the world viewed marriage with seriousness and the 
selection of marriage partners had to be treated with great caution In one way, the
^ o f  K e e s i n g  ( 2 6 3 ) .  He- p o i n t s  o u t  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  
v u l n e r a b i l i t i e s  t o  s e x u a l  a t t a c h m e n t  a s  w e l l  a s  o b s t a c l e s  b e t w e e n  
m o t h e r  a n d  s o n  a nd  f a t h e r  a n d  d a u g h t e r  -  a s  w i t n e s s  O e d i p a l  and  
E l e c t r a  c o m p l e x e s .  K e e s i n g  g o e s  on  t o  s a y  t h a t  ' c u l t u r a l  
r e i n f o r c e m e n t  o f  p s y c h o b i o l o g i c a l  b a r r i e r s ,  a n d  c u l t u r a l l y  
f o s t e r e d  a b h o r r e n c e  o f  wha t  o t h e r w i s e  m i g h t  be  t e m p t a t i o n s ,  h a v e  
s e r v e d  t o  r u l e  o u t  i n c e s t  In  m o s t  t i m e s  and  p l a c e s ' .  N o te  h o w e v e r  
t h e  a c c e p t a n c e  o f  m a r r i a g e  b e t w e e n  c r o s s  c o u s i n s  among t h e  
Mao I a n s  ( S a h l i n . s ,  1 9 7 6 : 2 9 ) .
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enforcement of prohibitions varied from society to society. In some societies incest was
considered as a legal issue.
For example, In England, accrodlng to the article 'incest' in  the Encyclopaedia
Britannica ( 11 th  edition), Vol. ?QV, incest was treated as a crime. It says:
In 1908, the Punishment of Incest Act was passed, under which sexual intercourse of a 
male with his grand-daughter, daughter, sister or mother was made pimishable with 
penal servitude for not less than 3 or more than 7 years, or with imprisonment for not 
more than two years m th  or without hard labour... This law did not apply to Scotland, 
incest being punished in  Scots Law. Under the Matrimonial Causes Act 1857, s.27, 
incestuous adultery is .ye sufficient ground to entitle a wife to divorce her husband.
Similar, or even harsher, legal penalties are given to people who violate the incest taboo 
in the United States. According to Driver (840) in his article 'incest' in the Encyclopaedia 
America, Vol. 14,
State laws show considerable variation in the relatives one is forbidden to majtry, and 
the penalties range from a small fine and a few months in jail to a $5,000 fine and life 
im^arisonment.
Having observed the legal teclinicalitles of incest, let us now turn  to taboo as a means
of enforcing incest proMbitions among the tribal societies. We shcdl. return  to Polynesia and see
how they applied incest taboos to their own Uves, and then briefly examine the same among
the ÎCilcuyu jDeople, As I have already mentioned, we cannot embark on a serious study of the
concept of Hel^rew scriptures in  relation, to the Kiloiyu Bible translation unless we understand
the complexities involved.
In connection with incest taboos among the Polynesiiui, Steiner says:
If a person committed incest with, his sister he became kapti (the tiawaian form of tabu). 
His presence was dangerous in  the extreme for the whole community, and, since he 
could not be purified he was put to death. But if a chief of high rank, who l)y reason of 
his ranic was, of course, sacred (Icapu), married his sister he became still more so. An 
extreme sanctity or imtouchabiLLty attached to a cMef born of a brother and sister and 
sister who were themselves the children of a brother and sister. The sanctity of such a 
chief and the undeanness of the person put to death for incest have the same source and are the same tiling.
The comparabiLi.cy of breaking incest taboos in  Polynesia and non-observance of nicest
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law ill some states m  America is quite amazing; in both cases the victims suffer death 
penalties. This, I believe, is an indication of the strictness with which the two societies consider 
Incest.
In Africa, according to Mbiti (137), marriage is not allowed between close relatives m  the
tr aditional societies. A person Is allowed to marry only from, another clan (exogamons), and
where marriage may be allowed within the same clan, it is carefully scrutinized to make sure
that the couple are not close relatives. He further says that taboos exist to strengthen marriage
prohibitions. Mbiti also attempts to explain, like other theorists before him, the origin of incest
taboos. He. says: '..it Is feared that children of close relatives will die, and that the living-dead
are displeased with suchmarriages and would therefore bring m isfortune to those concerned'.
Ï thmlt something needs to be said about the much quoted phrase used by Mbiti, 'the
hving-dead'. In as much as this phrase signifies the involvement of the ancestral spirits in
regulating the modalities of the religious life of the living with whom they had close
association, it fails to disentangle the problem of how incest prohibitions started. For, it is that
which is hated by the living that the living-dead hate. Again if we may ask, what came first,
Incest or the living-dead? Or put in  other words, since the living-dead were at one time the
living, what explanations did they have of the existence of incest prohibitions? Certainly, we
should not trace the origin of incest from  the dead, but from, the living, and even though we
should admit that Mbiti was not trying to help us in our struggle of finding out how this
conceptbegan, the problem remains unresolved.
We have already seen the significance attached to marriage as an institution, and the
carefulness with which m am age partners were to be selected. It is im portant for us to
examine the same elem ent among the Kikuyu people, as it is stated by Kenyatta (1972:16B):
...marriage among the Kikuyu means the Miildng of two families in  bonds which are 
social and economic as well as biological, and wMch are, in  fact, the comiecrlng-lmlcs of 
tribal, life. The code which regulates the behaviour of relations by marriage is, 
therefore, most im portant in  its bearings on the whole structure of social, life, and has 
to be very carefully leam t and punctiliously followed.
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® o f  a l s o  t h e  N a n d i  o f  Kenya  whose  v i c t i m  was f l o g g e d  b y  t h e  
women who s t r i p p e d  f o r  t h e  p u r p o s e ,  a nd  d e s t r o y e d  t h e  o f f e n d e r ' s  
h o u s e .  F o r  more  d e t a i l s ,  s e e  A S Diamond ( 1 9 7 1 : 2 6 0 ) .
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On tlie basis of tliis fact, and probably otliers, various incest taboos covering a wide
range w îühn the extended family, and more so the muhiriga (dan), were to  be imposed among 
the Kikuyu. In Ms list of Kikuyu taboos, Kabetu (105-108) has tnduded a few of tliese. taboos. 
He says that it was a taboo for a person to sleep (euphemism for sexual intercourse) with his 
m other or mother-in-law or his father’s wife, particularly when Ms father was alive, for that 
was tcuitctmoimt to  wishing him  dead. It was also a taboo for a person to sleep with Ms sistei' or 
a step-sister or h is aunt or Ms wife's motlier.
A m ention has been made to the effect tha t violation of incest taboos in  some cultures 
was a social responsibility tiius, being i^unishable by civü law, wMdi in  its severest form was 
deatli. Such extreme penalties were not Imown among the Kikuyu, for any punitive measiu'es 
resulting from \dolation of any taboo followed automatically.^ In any case, if the problem was 
no t discovered in  good tim e and purification done, tlie victim died a very gradual deatli.
M case of incest taboo, tliis could be removed by what Levy-BruM, quoted by Sterner 
(112), calls 'the emitting in  twain of an exogamous group'. He uses an example from the ICilaiyu
to  show how tMs was done. He says:
it sometimes happens that a young man unwittingly m airies a cousin; for instance, if a 
pai't of the family moves away to another locality a man might become acquainted with 
a girl and marry her before he discovered the  relationsMp, In such a case the. result of 
the. taboo is removable. The elders take a sheep and place it on die woman’s shoulders, 
and it is dien Idiled, the intestines are talten out, and the elders solemnly sever them 
with a sliarp splinter of wood ... and they announce, that they are cutting the clan, by 
wMch they mean tliat they are severing d ie bond of blood-relationsliip of the clan 
wMdi exists between the pair. In so much as thei'e was dan-relationsMp between them, 
their milon was incestuous, but when tMs relationship is ended, the incest disappears. 
H ie m arriage being ’regularized’, no fatal consequences are to be feared.
Our exploration into incest and sexuality has been quite iUuminating and we can 
understand taboo more dearly. But a concept of the. nature of taboo cannot be. fully
undeïstood from one or two pieces of information (eg incest) for such categorization should be
seen only as scholarly artwork which was imlmown by the tribal societies, who saw life as one
complete whole and not in terms of classified rules of pollution. In this respect, I agree witlt
Douglas (54) who says that:
...any piecemeal interpretation of pollution rules of another culture is bound to fail. For 
the only way in  which pollution Ideas make sense is in reference to a total, structm e of 
thought whose key-stone boundaries, margins and internal lines are held in  relation by 
ritual of operation.
It is in  the light of this that we shall examine more examples of taboos among the tribal 
societies. Once again we shall go back to Polynesia and briefly consider royal and priestly 
taboos.
Innovators of Taboos
In Polynesia kings and chiefs were thought to be possessed of great power and should their 
people address them  directly they would die. The taboos imposed by chiefs, priests and Icings 
were usually more powerful than those imposed by a common person. According to Frazer, 
kings traced their lineage to the gods and such Icings were called arii tabu ('chiefs scared'), lie 
continues to teUus more about taboo in  Polynesia:
In Flawaii taboos were imposed only by priests; but elsewhere in  Polynesia Icings and 
chiefs, and even to a certain extent ordinary individuals, exercised the same power. The 
strictness with which the taboo was observed depended largely on the influence of the 
person who imposed it: if he was a great chief it would not be broken; but a powerful 
man often set at nought the taboo of an inferior ... A chief could also render taboo in 
favour of himself anything which took his fancy by merely calling it by name of a part 
of his person. Thus if he said That axe is my backbone' or 'is my head', the axe was his; 
if he roared out 'That canoe! my skull shall be the baler to bale it out'. The canoe was 
his hkewise.
This particular subject is very im portant for our study. It is significant to note the 
centrality of chiefs, priests and kings in  the involvement of regulating the religious lives of
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their people by the imposition of taboos^. Again, whatever comes in  contact with these people 
becomes sacred, and hence a taboo. We shall see latei', in  our study about the Jews, that the 
God of Israel was perceived in  more or less similar ways, and anything associated with him was
This whole idea is extended to cover the names of great men. We learn from Frazer that 
the names of chiefs and kings were taboo and could, therefore, not be uttered. And if the name 
of a long of Tahiti was a common word or even resembled a common word, that word dropped 
out of use and a new nam e was substitu ted  for it.
^ o f  L ev  1 1 -1 5  w h e r e  Moses  a n d  A a r o n  impose  r i t u a l  t a b o o s  on 
t h e  I s r a e l i t e s  o n  b e h a l f  o f  Yahweh.
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believed to be sacred and tlierefore holy (cf taboo). But let us push this idea a little further by
examining m ore examples in  Polynesia. Frazer (16) tells us that:
If the Idng and queen of Tahiti trod on a ground it became sacred; if they entered a 
house, it became taboo to them  and had to be abandoned to tliem by Its owner. Hence 
special houses were set apart for them  on their travels, and except in their hereditaiy 
districts, tliey were, always caiTied on m en's shoulders to prevent tliem touching the 
ground ... In New Zealand the spots on wliicb great dtiefs rested during a journey 
became taboo and were surrounded with a fence of basket-work. The head and hair, 
especially of a dilef were particularly taboo or sacred ... Again if a drop of a chiefs 
blood fell upon something, tliat thing became taboo - his property.
Food
;.ï
Frazei' also observed many taboos related to foods tmd feeding behaviours among the 
Polynesian. He says:
There was a rule called ai tabu which forbade women to eat with m en as well as, except 
on special occasions, to eat any fruits or animals offered in  sacrifice to the gods ... A 
woman engaged in the preparation of coconut oil was taboo for five days or more, 
during which she might have no intercourse with men. A tabooed person might not eat 
his food with his hancLs, but was fed by another person; if he could get no one to feed
him, he had to go down on his knees and pick up his food with his moutli, holding his 
hands behind him.
Food taboos were to be observed with complete strictness. The seriousness involved in 
these taboos is evidently shown by the fact that the undeanness inherent in a taboo person 
could be transferred to vessels which in turn  became taboo, and could not be used again. To 
this Frazer says;
The law which separated tabooed persons and things from contact with food was 
especially strict. Hence a tabooed or sacred person ought not to leave his comb or 
blanket or anything which had touched his head or back in a place where food had 
been cooked; and in drinking he was careful not to touch the vessel with his hands or 
lips (otherwise the vessel became taboo and could not he used by anyone else), but to 
have the liquid shot down his throat from a distance by a second person.
Concerning the kind of foods which were taboo, and hence not to be eaten, he says:
Certain foods were permanently taboo in favour or for the use of gods^ and men, but 
were forbidden to women. Thus in Hawaii the flesh of hogs, fowls, turtle, and several 
kinds of fish, coconuts, and nearly everything offered in sacrifice were reserved for 
gods and men, and could not, except in special cases, be consumed by women. In the 
Marquesas islands hum an flesh was tabooed to women. Sometimes certain fruits, 
animals and fish were taboo for m onths together from both m en and women.
Many tribes in Africa observed different kinds of food taboos. But for the purpose of 
our study, we shall consider a few examples among the Kikuyu,
A careful study of the list of taboos connected with foods and drinks appended to this 
work clearly reveals a high degree of hygienic, and to some extent moral, values. For example, 
it was a taboo to eat food in  which a woman's bead had fallen accidentally when she was 
cooking. In this case, the bead was symbolically considered to be imclean, and by falling into 
the food, the latter became dirty and therefore unfit for hum an consumption.
® c f  t h e  K i k u y u  t a b o o s  on  s a c r i f i c i a l  m e a t  o f f e r e d  t o  N gai 
d i s c u s s e d  l a t e r  i n  t h i s  s t u d y .  A s i m i l a r  n o t i o n  i s  t r a c e a b l e  i n  
t h e  OT ( c f  b r e a d  o f  t h e  P r e s e n c e ,  1 Sam 2 1 : 1 - 6 ) .I
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Again, it was a taboo to have sexual intercourse in a hut while there was a pot of food 
cooking on the fire, and should this happen, the food could not be eaten, for it had been 
defiled. It Is needless to say that the Kikuyu people saw tills kind of sexual beha\4our as 
morally unacceptable - a woman to engage in sex and at tlie same time have a pot cooking on 
the fire - incredible! In the eyes of the traditional Kikuyu, the two were incompatible.
Sahlins (170-179) has attempted a modern explanation of food taboos under the rubric 
'Food Preference and Tabu in American Domestic Animals'. Riglit at the outset, Sahlins has 
declared his aim concerning his discussion about American uses of common domestic animals. 
It is
Sahlins' elucidation is especially important at this stage, and seives as foreknowledge of 
the food criteria applied in the disqualification of various species of animals, birds and insects 
from the Jewish table discussed later in this study. But more significant still is Sahlins' 
assertion that
Does this affirmation help us to see, for example, why the camel is forbidden in the OT? 
Perhaps not. Many reasons seem to be put to work as far as food prohibitions are concerned, as 
we shall see.
Funerary Taboos
1
merely to suggest the presence of a cultural reason in our food habits, some of the 
categorical distinctions of edibility, among horses, dogs, pigs and cattle. Yet the point is 
not only of consuming interest; the productive relation of American society to its own 
and the world environment is organized by specific valuations, edibility and inedibility, 
themselves qualitative and in no Way justifiable by biological, or economic, advantage 
(170).
1
The principal reason postulated in the American meat system is the relation of the 
species to human society. Horses are shown affection, where cattle that are raised 
for b e e f... they've never had someone pet them  or b rush  them  or anything like that.
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Our attention is now drawn to other types of taboos among the tribal societies - 
funerary and allied taboos.
Let us use Frazer (16) again for this purpose. He says:
One of the strictest taboos was incurred by all persons who handled the body or bones 
of a dead person or assisted at his funeral. In Tonga a common person who had 
touched a dead chief was tabooed for ten lunar months: a chief who touched a dead 
chief was tabooed for three to five months according to the rank of the deceased. Burial 
grounds were taboo; and in  New Zealand a canoe which had carried a corpse was never 
afterwards used, but was drawn on shore and painted red. In the Marquessa a m an who 
had slain an enemy was taboo for ten days; he m ight have no intercourse with his wife.
Taboos connected with death and corpses were also common among the Romans. 
Burris (72-78) traces the origin of the feeling with regard to the dead in  man’s Instinct for self- 
preservation. He says that among all peoples, things which are strange are to be avoided. It is 
also quite interesting to note how he connects the word taboo with the Lathi word religio. He 
says, The nearest equivalent to the word taboo in Latin is religio; and it seems that the 
Romans at times used this word in  the sense of taboo on death'.
The Kikuyu considered a woman who had had a miscarriage or who had given birth  to a 
still-born child to be taboo. By coming in contact with the dead foetus she became ritually 
unclean. Although this undeanness was confined to herself, it could also be transm itted to 
another person by sexual intercourse. Ritual undeanness caused by taboos connected with 
death among the Kikuyu was therefore of a very serious nature, and the exact degree of the 
seriousness involved depended upon the extent of the contact. People who actuaUy came in 
contact with a dead body contracted ritual undeanness in a much more serious form than 
those whose contact was due only to relationship.
To this list of taboos may be |d d ed  taboos connected with sick people. In many 
cultures, people who became dangerously ül and those with certain kinds of diseases were 
taboo. The author has witnessed a case where a Maas ai family in  Kenya left their boma (home) 
after the death of the owner of the boma. I think the whole boma became taboo in  the eyes of
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these people.
War and Seasons
A m ention needs to be made concerning war taboos. Such taboos were not unlcown 
among the Polynesiaji and also among the Greeks. Wliitridge (340) tells ns that: among tire 
Greeks an army was sacied and that warriors were not allotved to eat fish, from wlridr there 
was a general custom of abstinence except under tlie pressure of famine. He also gives us the 
Greek word for taboo. According to him  the Greek word for taboo is a y o e  , wliich means 
sacred or pollution. But the notions of sacred and unclemi ai’e distinguished by the use of
j ? /different terms from tMs root cxyvos for sacred, for unclean or accursed.
Earher in this work, we mentioned that in order to understand the rules of pollution in 
a given culture, life has to be seen in  its totality. In view of the fact that seasons and festivals 
are. one of the. .many components that make life to be what it is, we shall now consider taboo 
connected with such great days among the Akans.
The Alcans have a good way of marldng out the seasons. This is done by peiTo,rming 
Adae. According to Ayisi (83), 'tliis is an important rite performed by chiefs and elders of the. 
clan and lineages.' The two forms of Adae, Awmkiidae and Akwasidae are used as units for 
cormting tlie days and months of the year. These rites are also used to :mai’.k out seasons and 
to indicate the kinds of agricultural activities for each particular season. During tliis period the 
chief ritually purifies Ms soul. Ayisi says that among the Alccms ' the cMef s soul is sacrosanct 
and so is Ms body. .He is therefore preserved by special rites on such festive occasions. Adae is 
also a day of rest lilce tlie Jewish sabbath, it starts at stmset the previous day with ch'tmiinliig, 
and is do.minated by fasting and drtnldng.'
The idea of taboo connected with seasons and festivals can be better understood among 
the Polynesian. Here, there were taboos kept during the 'approach of a great religious 
ceremony, tlie time, of preparation for war, and the sidtness of diiefs' (Frazer 15-16). The
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length of these taboos varied from years to m onths or days. For example, there was one In
Taboo Violation and Consequences
On several, occasions, during our study of taboo in  general, we have alluded to the
28
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Hawaii that lasted thirty years tind during this time tliere was no trimming of beards. Again,
■thCTe were t^vo types of taboos connected with seasons, common or strict. Frazer tells us tliat
during a common taboo people were allowed to attend morning and evening prayer and had to 
abstain from their ordinary work. But fire and light were extinguished during a strict taboo. 
Again, no person was allowed to batlie or go out. Dogs could not bark or pigs grunt. Neither 
could the cock crow, 'Hence at these seasons they tied up the mouths of dogs and pigs, and 
fowls under a calabash or bandaged the eyes' (Frazer). Among the Naga tribes of Assam top- 
spinning, which is a man's game is not played wlule the rice is growing because the eartli is 
said to be pregnant. Again, ' on certain holidays, when tlie village community may be said to be 
in  a state  of taboo - no one may work, leave the village' (Jensen, 1963:63).
The Kilcuyu people observed similar taboos, especially after the death of a member of
the family. A purificatory rite  was to be performed 28 days after tlie burial of the deceased.
,
During tliis ceremony which is called hiikura (to unbury), work continued as usual, bu t no 
sexual intei'course was allowed. Again, no cooMng was to be done during hukura. Therefore, 
the widow of the dead person, with the help of otiier women had to prepare, quantities of 
foods before the ceremony started. This ceremony was marked by fires that were to go on 
burning tliroughout the whole night for eight days, the. period within which the whole process 
of ritual purification was completed. During the second, fourth and sixth days all normal 
activities were suspended. Tliis was miitiro. A  time when people were not to be engaged in 
any work apart from eating, sitting in the com tyard and sleeping. These days were strict 
taboo. This was a time of cleansing - putting away tlie contagion of death, and failure to 
observe these taboos would have led to the postponem ent of tlie whole hukura ceremony.
I
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conséquences of violating taboo. We have seen that the brealcoag of a taboo in  some societies 
could be a legal issue depending on the  nature of the taboo (law), while in  others the 
consequences follow automatically.
Legal penalties against taboo-brealceis is something that was milcrioi/vn among the 
ÏCilaiyu where the pmiislmtent was automatic (religious). For example, when a person broke a 
taboo the outward sign was wasting away without visible cause. Any person or live animal that 
had been subjected to  conditions wliidr resulted in  ritual undeanness caused by brealdng a 
taboo automaticaliy showed some visible signs of the condition unless steps were taken to 
purify them at the earliest possible opportunit)'. If a person o. animal was afflicted in su d i a 
way and readied the stage where it showed the symptoms described above, it had to be 
puiified as soon as possible, or the condition would become worse and end in death of the 
victim.
In my earher work based on sin in  the Old Testament, I observed that the victim, of 
thahu among the Kikuyu began to pine very gradually and eventually he became very th in  and 
died. From a standpoint of a Kilcuyu traditionalist this is exactly what is happening to AIDS 
victims today, and the best e:^)lanation for the cause of AIDS would be, to Mnt, ritual 
undeanness. It could also be argued that the fearsome nature of AIDS as seen by the village 
folk which makes them avoid interacting or coming in contact with AIDS victims, is traceable 
to the deep-seated fear of taboo. Is AIDS a modern taboo? In the eyes of a traditionalist among 
the Kikuyu the answer would be in the affirmative - AIDS is contagious in  the same way as 
taboo, and medical personnel have yet to exonerate theh  patients from this Inextricable blame 
by giving the village folk a satisfactory eiqplanation of the nature of the disease.
The association of diseases with the violation of taboos is widely accepted. For example, 
among the Kalauna people of Goodeiiough. Island, a person who fails to obeserve widower's 
taboos, which restricts him  from having intercourse with Heloava (his dead wife's hamlet) has 
him self to blame. The afflictions of age from widch he suffers are 'ath ibuted to his breaches of 
these taboos: his blindness, Infections of the ear and chronic stiffness of the legs are text-book
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demonstrations of the consequences' (Young, 1983:167).
Finally, we should say that tiaere were as many taboos as there were different cultui’es
in  the  world. Equally, there were as many forms of penalties as there were metliods of
purifications. It follows, tlierefore, that we carniot, in  any way, exhaust our comparative study
on taboo. Neither can we, for the purpose of purification of taboos, say precisely what every
tribal society did to remove taboos. I suppose it will suffice in. our conclusion of what we have
said, so far, to m ention w ater as a symbol by wMch the. ritually unclean became ritually clean.
Water, for many tribal societies, has been a religious symbol of purity, and it has been a
common instrum ent for removiiag the hai'tnful effects of contact with persons or things which
possess a m ysterious power to harm. According to Burris (151),
inasm udt as these people find in  everyday life that water' can cleanse their household 
utensils and their bodies, they believe, ... that it can cleanse them  of the uncanny 
contagion of tliose persons and things which are believed to be taboo.9
A good example of water being used for purification rites of taboos is found among the
Tonga people. According to Fraz ei%
a person who had become taboo by touching a chief or anytlting belonging to him  could 
not feed Itimself till he had got rid  of ihe. taboo by toudiing tlie soles of a superior 
d iie fs  feet with his hands and then  rinsing Ms hands in  water, or rubbing them  with 
tlie juice, of the plantain, in  case w ater was no t available.
So m uch for out' study of taboos among the  tribal societies. Perhaps what needs to be 
said is that later we shall study more about taboos among tlie ICiltuyu during our discussion 
about U'cuislatlonal problems.
On and off, we alluded to the connection between what we have been discussing 
concerning taboos in  the different cultures and the Hebrew Scriptures in  terms of taboo. We 
have also said that om* main concern m. the entire work is to investigate the translational 
problems involved in the translation of the Kilcuyu Bible. I thinlc It is permissible at this point,
^ F o r  u s e  o f  w a t e r  by  t h e  Romans ,  s e e  B u r r i s .
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However, among tlie Jews there is a distinction between holy and unclean, and the 
Hebrew vocabulary is full of words exjsressing these two concepts. But it should be pointed out, 
and very clearly, that the rules regulating both  concepts coincidentally agree with the 
Polynesian rules of uncleanness. Nevertheless, there is one noticeable difference between the 
two, as Smith asserts (153):
I
using a bird's eye view, to look for examples of taboos from tlie Hebrew Scriptures to serve as a 
foretaste of w hat a study of this land  entails.
For a student of Old Testament, it is quite unusual that in  the study of such an 
im portant religious term, we have not explicitly mentioned the word 'holy'. Perhaps the closest 
we have come to it is our m ention of sacredness associated with certain people or objects, 
which as a result were considered taboo. Again, when, by chance, we mentioned this word It 
was referring to the God of Israel. The avoidance of the word 'holy' in  our study was deliberate, 
for rules of holiness and undeanness among tribal societies were not distinctive. Or to use the 
words of Smith (446):
Various parallels between savage taboos, and Semitic rules of holiness, wül come before 
us from time to time; but it may be useful to bring together at this point some detailed 
evidence that the two are in  their origin indlsting uishable.
■I
But though not precise, the distinction between what is holy and what is unclean is 
real; in  rules of undeanness it is primarily fear of an unknown or hostile power, though 
ultimately, as we see in  the Levitlcal legislation, the law of clean and unclean may be 
brought within the sphere of divine ordinances, on the view that undeanness is hateful 
to God and m ust be avoided by all that have to do with Him.
After Smith (452-456) has given several examples of what he thinlcs is taboo in  the 
Hebrew Bible, he finally says it is impossible to separate the Semitic doctrine of holiness and 
undeanness from the system of taboo. He further suggests that the word ^  might
more exactly be rendered 'taboo' for it is evidently a technical expression. Having said that, let 
us now look at a few examples of taboos in the Hebrew Bible, using the spectacles of Smith 
(140-164,441-456), bu t in  a summary form. %
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To begin toüî, tilings connected with God were holy and had therefore to be protected 
by rigid taboos; Ms name, places or sanctuary. Apart from tilings tabooed because of their 
holiness, we also have innumerable examples of taboos covering many spheres of life among 
the Jews.
Certain foods were taboo among the Jews. Furthermore, the undeanness of the eight 
tabooed unclean swarmers (Lev 11:29-38) could be transferred to an earthen vessel, which 
under certain circumstances, would be broken, îilce in Polynesia. Other taboos include touching 
a dead body, or a person with leprosy, and should this happen, the person became unclean and 
could communicate his undeanness to other people. There were taboos related to 
m enstruation and sex. Related to this were taboos imposed on new mothers and their new­
born. There were also taboos connected with the use of iron which was forbidden in. the 
construction of the temple. Warriors on a campaign were taboo, and were required to observe 
continence. There were taboos imposed on a Nazarlte, le he was not allowed to partake of 
cer tain foods, nor touch a dead body nor shave his head, wMch was believed to be sacred.
With this list of taboos, it is legitimate to consider each example in  much greater detail 
so that we may have a complete understanding of taboos in the Hebrew Bî.ble, But we need to 
mention that we are not dealing with a single concept of taboo in. the Hebrew Bible, for such a 
concept Is non-existent. What we shall do is to consider Hebrew words which seem to reflect 
taboo in certain contexts.
S ee  W o r t h c o t e  ( 3 4 0 )  f o r  d e t a i l s  o f  t h i s  summary,
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CHAPTER TWO
HEBREW WORDS THAT FDNCnON TO MARK OFF AN UNTOUCHABLE 
ZONE OR OBJECTS OR IMPOSE RESTRICTIONS M 
RELATION TO SANCTA
Eitrodnction
It is admissible to say at the outset tl'iat when we. apply the term 'taboo' to oitr 
tmderstandmg of biblical term s which semantically fall tindei’ 'holiness' in  the Hebrew 
scriptures, such an application is not in  any way derogative. Or, in other words, we are not 
giving 'holiness' a negative value.
Israel, like many other societies, was not living in  isolation., and it* the study of taboo in  
these cultures has proved worthwhile in  the understanding of cultxu’cü ai.id religions beliefs, 
then Israel is no exception Zuesse's understanding of taboo is particularly remarkable. He says 
that taboo is tb,e structural behaviour of culture, and all. cultures are sustained by taboos 
(Jenson:73). Further, Jenson points out that the priestly texts are very similar to other societies, 
both ancient and modem, in  which investigations into ideas of piulty  and impmiiy have 
considerably increased our understanding (59). He also suggests that 'the priestly texts reflect 
a world-view delineated by taboos and rules of contagion and maintained by sanctions and 
corrective rituals' (74).
1 he book of Leviticus is central, in our study of taboos. It is here, more than anywhere 
else, we have many ciiltlc prohibitions, and unlike in. the cultures of tribal societies where 
some prohibitions are said to be imposed by demonic powers, in  Israel the author is said to be 
God Mmself. According to the priestly texts, holiness cannot be attained without laws and 
rules which prohibit Israel from  coming in contact with aiq/thkig that can defile them, and 
therefore sour their relationsh.ip with God. The sole purpose for wMch the priestly texts lay 
such a stress on purity and impurity is that Israel shall be holy , for the Lord him self is holy.
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The n  1 n \l) î p  (Holy “TheLord)Formula
A good knowledge of the relationship between holiness and Yahweh is certainly 
necessary for our understanding of why there are so .many cultic prohibldons in the .Hebrew 
Scriptures and why severe penalties were to  be inflicted on those, who infringed them. Perhaps, 
this knowledge will equally be needful in shedding more hght: on the nature of the contagion 
of holiness, as we shall see later.
A close look at the occurrences of the Hebrew root IDUp reveals noteworthy facts about 
the connection between this word and Yahweh This relationship, henceforth called 
n irU '"  (holy -the Lord) formula, Is clearly seen in  Lev 11:44a: Tor 1 am the Lord your God; 
consecrate yourselves therefore, and be holy, for I am holy' (cf Lev 19:2).
For the purpose of proper scrutiny of this passage let us use the same Hebrew text:
For I am the Lord your God | o n  TUD) ^ 3 w
so consecrate yourselves (Israel) a-Tiv/Hpiini X
and be holy (Israel)
for Ï am holy (God)
Tins diagrammatic representation of the passage makes quite explicit the fact that the 
context in which holiness operates is only in  Yahweh, the God of Israel. See how emphasis is
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made of 0 3  ' H , 'your God' (w). The distinction of 'your God' and 'not-yoru'-gods' is an
indication of die exclusiveness with wMcli the word, holy is used for Yahweh. Ih is  is fui'tiier 
supported by tlie very fact that while the formula .may appear without the
m ention of £3 qn -j\i (God), the latter never appears in  the absence of n i G l  , ie
formula is either rare or .non-existent and tlie relationship between holiness and 
God is found, in the  formula a g  (cf Lev 11:44; 19:2; Ex 3:4-5). Nevertheless, a .few
exceptions of the. O'* formula need, to  be mentioned here. In Jos 24:19, we have
a holy God', but even here the holiness refers to Yaliweh. Isaiali also .makes use of tills 
formula, ' and the Holy God shows liimself holy in  righteousness' (5:16b). However, if v 16b is 
considered to be parallel to  v 16a, then □’’O' ) l i d t iR is synonymous with TtJTP " aï id so, 
on the  basis of what has been said, tlie holiness m entioned here refers to GIG]
In the book of .Daniel tlie usage of this formula is unusual .in tlie sense, that it defies all 
tliat has been said about these formulas. Here the  word holy refers to gods, ' Because I know 
tliat the spirit of the holy gods^^ is in you and that no mystery is difticult for you' (4:9 cf v 8 ). 
Howevei', .Houston points out that tins text should not be seen as an ' exception since it is 
Nebudiadnezzar, a pagan who is spealdng.' In conclusion, holiness is not a cliaracteristic of 
gods, ' Tliere is none holy like, the Lord' (1 Sam. 2 :2 ). ^  ^
Tills fact can .further be illustrated by using Lev 11:44. Let us now bring together (w) 
aji.id(2:) ill our diagram:___________ ____ ____ ___ __ _______ ____ ______
I ’ 1 ^I am the Lord your God n a ' n - ^ H  p i n ? >)N
I am holy z
In this simple analysis, the words 70 D ? and UÜtiT) are symmetrically connected. Or 
to use mathematical language, w = z, the two are inseparable and yet distinctive. However, it
^^ RSV f o o t n o t e  h a s  ' O r  S p i r i t  o f  t h e  h o l y  God'
NAST ( 1 9 7 8 : 1 9 3 5 )  s a y s  t h a t  Yahweh i s  a  name o f  r e l a t i o n s h i p  
b e t w e e n  h i s  p e o p l e  a n d ,  when u s e d ,  e m p h a s i z e s  G o d ' s  h o l i n e s s .
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should be admitted that deductively tltis approach may pose an tmresolvable problem, for 
while Yahweh is holy, holiness is not Yahweh! AH the same, this approadi helps ns to 
understand  th e closeness w ith wliich the two should be viewed.
This distinction is specially crucial for our study, and if the above argument is anytliing 
to go by, then we can say witli certainty/ that it is YaJiweh who 'owns' hohnesa and not the 
'not-your-gods'. Or, in other words, outside Yaliweh tliere is no holiness, and the 
'not-your-gods' and any practices assodated witli tliem are incompatible with tlie holiness of
w y *■> z.
Wliile this representation shows us the normal process of attaining holiness (positive 
holiness), the converse of this process z  A y-> w  would be an abnormal order and may be 
used to explain the principle of the contagion of holiness (negative holiness)  ^ and the
So A mo r i n  ( 1 9 8 6 : 1 5 5 - 6 ) .  A mo r i n  n o t e s  t h a t  ' t h e r e  s eems  t o  
be no d o u b t  t h a t  h o l i n e s s ,  l i k e  u n c l e a n n e s s ,  i s  p i c t u r e d  i n  t h e  
OT a s  b e i n g  c o n t a g i o u s .  And t h a t  i s  c e r t a i n l y  why b o t h  a r e  s e e n  
a s  u n t o u c h a b l e  a n d  d a n g e r o u s ' .  He f u r t h e r  s a y s  t h a t  ' t h e  
c o n t a g i o u s  a s p e c t  o f  h o l i n e s s  i s  e x p l i c i t l y  s t a t e d  i n  Ex 2 9 : 3 7 ,  
3 0 : 2 9 ;  I s  6 5 : 5 ,  Mos t  s c h o l a r s  a g r e e  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  i n  t h e  c o n c e p t  
o f  h o l i n e s s  i n  the . OT t h e  n o t i o n  o f  c o n t a g i o n  ( S i n c o x ,  S m i t h ,  S M 
Cook,  J a c o b ,  L e e n h a r c l t ,  W h i t e h o u s e ,  S e e b a s s ) ' .  CF a l s o  J e n s e n  
( 1 9 9 3 : 1 0 ) ,  h o l y  a s  b e i n g  d e s t r u c t i v e  a nd  a s  a  s o u r c e  o f  b l e s s i n g
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Yahweh - tliey ai’e taboo.
-We can now use om* diagram again and doubtlessly say that for Israel (x) to have any 
association with Yahweh, it is imperative that they consecrate themselves (x), wliicli may also 
imply getting rid  of anything that belongs to 'not-your-gods'. This done, then  y is achieved,
D (be holy). Note here that Israel (y) becomes holy in the likeness of
■SYahweh, bu t they do not become Yahweh themselves. TMs process can be represented thus:
résultant: deaith^'^ (cf Lev 10:2; Num4:15; 1 Sam 6:19; 2 Sam. 6 ;6 f; 1 Clrr 13:9, 10; 2 Clii’ 24:19), In 
the case of the positive holiness we have seen that Israel (x) begin by consecrating or 
sanctifying themselves and this action leads to their becoming holy (y). In the negative 
holiness, this process is reversed: Israel begins by coming in  contact with the holy (z) before 
the action (x) of sanctification is done. This in  essence means when that which has not been 
sanctified comes In contact with Yahweh (w), the atiger of the Lord is Idndied against Israel and 
the latter meets with death or other consequences.
With thjjs knowledge at our disposal, we can now proceed and examine m  greater depth 
the Idea of holiness hi the perspective of contagion, and more so its consistency with the idea 
of taboo.
i m p  -Holy
In order to have a clear perception of the Hebrew root P i p  , we shall use Levine's 
(1987:241f) definition, wMch seems to me to be very appropriate for our study.
Levine notes that the etymology of the Hebrew root ijH p  which means holiness is 
imcertain (so Snaith, 1960:21)^^. He says that the word 'holy' is designated by the adjective
W i n p  , 'hohness'by the noun \i)lp  , and a temple or slirine is called P l p Yp . He  
further points out that the process whereby sanctity is attributed to persons, places, objects 
and the lilte are usually expressed by forms of the verb
Even having said that, Levine attempts an et^nnological understanding of the Hebrew
a t  t h e  sam e t i m e .
14 F o r  S n a i t h  ( 1 9 6 0 : 4 0 ) ,  t h i s  i s  t h e  d e s t r u c t i v e  e f f e c t  o f
q ode . s h - man a .  T h i s  MJip i s  l i k e  mana  i n  b o t h  r e s p e c t s  f o r  i t  i s
d a n g e r o u s  a n d  d e a d l y  a s  w e l l  a s  b é n é f i c i e n t  and  l i f e - g i v i n g .
S n a i t h  h a s  n o n e t h e l e s s  p o i n t e d  o u t  t h a t  t h e  c o r r e c t
e t y m o l o g i c a l  e x p l a n a t i o n  o f  a  word  i s  by  no means  t h e  c o n c l u s i v e
f a c t o r  a s  t o  i t s  m e a n i n g  a t  a n y  p a r t i c u l a r  s t a g e  o f  i t s  h i s t o r y ,
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root u5“ip  m  the point of view of AfckadiaD. and Ugarltic (we shall only consider Aî<kadi.an) 
languages which according to him  are related to Hebrew and are attested in the same ancient 
Near Eastern milietL Levine considers the following Akkadian words: qadashu, eUir. 'pure, clean, 
clear'; ebbu: 'clean' and namni: 'bright'. Culllc persomiei, he argues, are 'identified by forms 
derived from the verb qadashu'. Under this rubric he considers qadishtui'cons^cr<xted woman'; 
qashdu: 'holy'; qashdatu: 'priests; consecrated woman'; and an abstract noun qadshulxi; 
holiness, the status of a priest'. Concerning these words, he suggests that, 'seen in the Ught of 
the verb“forms, point us in. the direction of the cult - its consecrated personnel, its sacred 
spaces, and its sacral rites'.
Another interesting point about tliis etymology is Levine's statement on the physical 
properties of this root. He argues that these terms do not signify any inherent mana. To which 
he adds :
This is an important point, because further on we will have the occasion to suggest that 
monotheistic writers in  ancient Israel found the root q-d-sh particularly appropriate for 
characteiizing the God of Israel, for every reason, perhaps, that it did not mevitably 
denote physical properties (243).
Levine, however, admits the change of state where the 'not-holy' becomes 'holy'. To him  'this
relatively uncommon form conveys the atmosphere of tabu, the negative dimension of
holiness- its dangers, its restrictiveness, and its insulation from the profane'.
Snaith is in favour of 'separative' which originated in Baudlssin's theory which says that
a comparison with eh-d-sh maltes it natural to conjecture that q-d-sh meant from the first 'to be 
separated'. In support of this theory, Snaith (1960:24-25) argues that 'the modem view has it 
that the development of religion must be traced from, below and not above. Religion is a 
movement from  man to God rather than a revelation of God' (so Amorim 1986:152)
O t h e r  s c h o l a r s  i n  s u p p o r t  o f  t h i s  t h e o r y  a c c o r d i n g  t o  S n a i t h  
a r e  S k i n n e r ,  V h i t e h o u s e  a n d  D a v i d s o n .  Cf D o u g l a s  ( 6 3 ) ,  ' H o l i n e s s  
i s  t h e  a t t r i b u t e ,  o f  G o d h ea d .  I t s  r o o t  means  " s e t  a p a r t " .  What  
e l s e  d o e s  i t  m e a n ? '  J e n s o n  ( 4 8 )  s a y s  t h a t  ' s e p a r a t e n e s s  i s  o f t e n  
t h o u g h t  t o  be  t h e  b a s i c  m e a n i n g  o f  h o l i n e s s ,  b u t  i t  i s  more  i t s
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Adnittedly, however, the meaning of the root is not exclusively 'separalion'
and other Interpretations are possible. But in the light of taboo, the theory of separation 
suffices, and it gives us good ground to proceed and examine tabooistlc ideas related to 
holiness.
It is noteworthy to point out at tliis juncuire that it was the duly of ilie priest to make 
sure that a cle;rr distinction was made between holy and profane, clean <tnd. unclean,. Lev 10:10 
which Jenson (1992:43) calls a key text for the discussion of these word groups Is pai’llcu!.arly 
significant: '...to distinguish between the holy and the profane and between the unclean, and 
clean'. This text shows us the place of holiness in. the priestly texts. True worsMp of God is 
seemingly veiy important to a priest, As a result, Israel must distinguish betw^een what is holy 
and what is not, so that they may worsliip God properly and at the same tmie protect 
themselves from harm  (Lev 10:16) and defilement (cf 22:17-33). For example, Nad ah and Abihu 
were devoured, by fhe which came from the Lord because they had offered tmlroly fh.’e before 
the Lord (v 2).
In. Num. 4:15 the sons of Kohath were warned not to touch the 'holy tilings' (RSV), 
'sacred things' (NEB), and If they did not talce heed, they would die (cf 1:9; 4:19,20; 2 Sam 6:6,7). 
In order to avert this dangerous situation, Amron and lii.s sons had to cover the sacred objects 
and the utensils, as the camp set out, and it tvas only after he had finished the covering that 
the sons of Kohath were to come and carry these things so that they did not come in. contact 
with them  and die. Wenhtim (1981:72) is more specific as to the role of the Kohathites. He says 
that 'the Kohatlhtes carried the furniture of the tabernacle, such as the ark, lampstand and
n e c e s s a r y  c o n s e q u e n c e .  C o n s e c r a t i o n  i s  a s e p a r a t i o n  t o  God 
r a t h e r  t h a n  a s e p a r a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  w o r l d  ( S n a i t h  1 9 4 4 : 3 0 ) .  From 
t h e  s t a n d p o i n t  o f  o u r  s t u d y  o u r  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  Hebrew r o o t  
U jl'P  f a v o u r  D o u g l a s  (1966.)  -  h o l i n e s s  means  s e p a r a t i o n ,
e s p e c i a l l y  when i t  i s  v i e w e d  a s  c o n t a g i o u s  and  t h e  c o n s e q u e n t i a l  
i : t r o h i b i t i o n  t h u s  i m p o s e d .
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golden incense altar. But they were not allowed to pad t and rnipadc these items. Aaron and his 
sons, ie the prints, had to do tliis because, if tlie Kohathites had looked at these holy things 
uncovered, or touched them, they would have died.'
Since the objects in this passage are supposed to be holy, then  the only contagion 
which can affect the sons of Kohath is holiness. It follows that from  the standpoint of the 
Kohathites tiiese objects were a taboo (not in the sense of Polynesia) whose violation would 
lead to automatic death. Nevertheless, Budd (1984:51) points out that 'the Kohathites m ust be 
persuaded that the stipulations were not intended to degrade them or to rob them of privilege, 
bu t to protect them  from danger'. The fact that the KohatMtes were not allowed to see these 
holy things or what Wenhctm (1981:40) calls 'the most potent symbols of the presence and 
power of God and wMdi partook of Ms holiness' uncovered, leads us to yet another dimension 
of taboo regarding the holiness of God, namely, seeing God or going near him.
On Mount Sinai, tlie place where God was going to meet Israel, Moses had to set bounds 
f or the p eople round about, saying ^  ^
Talce heed that you do not go up to  the mountain or touch the border of it; whoever
touches the mountain shall surely be put to death; no hand shall touch him, but he
shall be stoned or shot; w hether beast^^ or man, he shall no t live (Ex 19:12-13).
We have already seen that holiness and Yaliweh are midetadiable. We therefore need to 
suggest !h.al so long as Yahweh is on this mountain, his holiness spreads throughout the 
whole place like a magnetic field whose limit is marked by the bounds set by Moses (v 12). Or 
to use the words of Hyatt (1971:295), the holiness can be seen here 'as a quasi-physical quality 
that is contagious*. Note, as an object after falling within the magnetic field gets magnetized, 
slmihttiy, should a person come in contact with holiness, he becomes 'contaminated' by
--------------------------------- V.
c f  F r a z e r  ( 1 8 8 8 : 1 6 )  w h e r e  he  s a y s  t h a t  i n  New Z e a l a n d  t h e  i
s p o t s  on  w h i c h  g r e a t  c h i e f s  r e s t e d  d u r i n g  a  j o u r n e y  became  t a b o o  
a n d  w e re  s u r r o u n d e d  w i t h  a  f e n c e  o f  b a s k e t - w o r k ,
c f  t a b o o s  among t h e  K i k u y u  p e o p l e  w h e r e  a n i m a l s  w e r e  a l s o  
a f  f o o t e d .
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.holiness and since tMs is what we termed as negative holiness (destructive) it has to be 
forbidden But a person who may have thus become contaminated has to die and the killer' has 
to be at a distance and throw stones lest he comes in  contact with the contaminated person, 
and in  tum becom es contaminated by the forbidden holiness.
A similar instance where ordinary people are prohibited from drawing too near Yahweh 
and fencing around that which is considered to be holy is explicit; in  Num. 1:49-3:10. When the 
people of Israel had pitched their tents by their companies, every man by his own. camp and 
every man. by his own standard, the Levites encamped around the tabernacle of the testimony, 
that there may be no wrath upon the congregation of the people of Israel; and the Levites kept 
charge of the tabernacle of the testimony (1:53)1®. Going beyond the i.evitlcal walk or fence 
surrounding the tabernacle (holy) would be a serious infrmgement of the prohibition which 
would spell out the wrath of God against the congregation (cf Num. 8:19). Wenham (1981:60) 
remarks that this 'drastic m easure e^qpressed the reality of God's presence in  the tabernacle'^®.
The face of God is taboo. It is equally dangerous and should not be seen by human 
beings: 'And so, when Moses asked to be shown God's glory, he was told, 'you cannot see my 
face; for man shall not see me and live' (Ex 33:17-20, cf 32:30; Deut 4:33; 5:24, 26; Jg 6:22f; 
13:20). Durham (1978:452) points out that
The human family cannot look upon Yahweh and survive: the gap between the finite 
and the infinite is too great; it is an experience of which, man is incapable. Yahweh thus 
makes provision for the experience Moses is to have by designating a place on Sinai in  
the fissure of a rocky chff. There Moses can stand as Yahwehs glory (=^ Presence) comes 
near and passes by.
Budd ( 1 9 8 4 : 1 8 )  p o i n t s  o u t  t h a t  t h i s  r e p r e s e n t s  a  
o o n t i n u a t i o n  o f  a n  o l d e r  f a i t h  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  a r k  (1  Sam 6: 19;  2 
Sam 6 ; 6 “'8 ) j  a nd  the. word  p  ' w r a t h '  o c c u r s  o n l y  i n  e x i l i c  o r
p o s t - e x i l i c  t e x t s .
o f  Ex 24 ,  w h e r e  Mo s es ,  A a r o n ,  Nadab ,  A b ih u  a n d  s e v e n t y  o f  
t h e  e l d e r s  o f  I s r a e l  go up t h e  m o u n t a i n  a nd  see. t h e  God o f  I s r a e l
( V  9 ) .
But even here God had to cover Moses* face with his hand until he had passed by, and then the 
hand was removed and Moses could now see God's back, 'but for his face, it sliall not be seen' 
(w  21-23).
ïn  the OT prohibitions are also imposed concerning garm ents and mixed seeds:
You shall keep my statutes. You shall not let your cattle breed with a different Mnd;
you shall not sow your field with two kinds of seed; nor shall there come upon you a
garm ent of cloth made of two kinds of stuff (Lev 19:19 cf Deut 22:9-11)^^.
In Deut 22:9, Levine (1987:244) sees no problem in  equating 'holiness' with 'taboo'. He 
says that 'it is forbidden, to plant grain or vegetables in proximity to vines. If, in  violation of the 
law, such planting occurs, the produce yielded thereby, along with the fruit of the vines, 
becomes tabu'. Using G van der Leeuw in his, what Levine calls 'classic study of the 
phenomenology of religion', m  which Leeuw ejfplains the term 'tabu', Levine says that the verb 
'tapih' means 'to make holy'. Concerning the above text, he suggests that 'the change to status 
of tabu is legally determined. The law declares the total yield holy', Levine's explanation of this 
text, though brief, is particularly significant in  our understanding of prohibitions related to 
mixtures.
Before we come to any conclusion about 'the mixtures', let us, first of all, try and 
understand the origin of this practice. Craigie (1978:29) tells us that The law (of mixtures) 
reflects a certain antipathy toward Egyptian practice, and there are a number of Egyptian 
paintings from Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasty tombs showing gardens and orchards in 
which various types of fruit-bearing trees are growing side by side'. He also traces the origin of 
1 ] ip .y W from Egypt, for various complicated types of pattern weaverings were 
introduced to Egypt, perhaps from  Syria, and they may therefore have had reprehensible
21 Mi lgTom ( 1 9 9 1 : 4 4 7 )  s a y s  t h a t  t h e r e  w e r e  t a b o o s  c o n c e r n i n g  
c l o t h i n g  made o f  more  t h a n  o n e  m a t e r i a l  TJiDtiuj  ( Le v  1 9 : 1 9 ) ,
a n d  t h a t  i n  t h e  d e u t e r o n o m i c  v e r s i o n  o f  t h e  t a b o o ,  t h e  m a t e r i a l s  
a r e  s p e c i f i e d  a s  l i n e n  a n d  wool  ( D e u t  2 2 : 1 1 ) ,  w h e r e  i t  f a l l s  
among s e v e r a l  o t h e r  ta .b o o s  a g a i n s t  m i x t u r e s  k i l ' a y î n i  ( v  9 - 1 1 ) ,
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associations (no I onger known) for tiie Israelites.
Now, having said that, we can well assert, at least provisionally, that the fact that the 
origin of this practice is traced from non-Israelites whose practices were considered not 
consistent with the worsliip of Yahweh, and where the hot-youT-gods' were worshipped, then 
certainly the NAST's rendering of 'defilem ent’ { may he justified.
IVOlgrom’a interpretation, whidi, in keeping with .RSVs rendering, calls these mixtures 
'sacred’, is that such a mixture would transmit its holiness to the total yield. If w% may 
suspend our judgment at tlie moment, we may presumably suggest that in both renderings, 
’holy’ îmd ’defilement’, one thing is common - both would transfer their contents to the rest of 
the other seeds, hence the need to forbid such a practice.23
The idea of harmful holiness is not unlaiown in Ezdtiel. In Ezek 46:20, he says, "Tliis is 
the place where the priests shall boil the guilt offering and sin offering, and where they shall 
balte the cereal offering, in  order not to bring them out into the outer court and so 
communicate holiness to the people'.
The NAST rendei's 0 9 i l "_f?x u iH p  i* , 'transm it holiness to the people’, NEB,
'transmit the sacred Influence to the people', GNB, 'notiling holy is carried to the outer 
courtyard, where it might harm the  people'. The atmosphere here is sacrificial. The setting is 
in  a room where the flesh of 'the guilt offering' ( 0  Wx ) and 'the sin offering' ( y\ h (D n  )
is cooked and 'the cereal offering' { H H ] yh ) baited, ah referring to the share given to the
22 RSV h a s r e n d e r e d  t h i s  p h r a s e  a s  ' f o r f e i t e d  t o  t h e
s a n c t u a r y ’ . B u t  on  t h e  f o o t n o t e  t h e  r e n d e r i n g  i s  ' b e c o me  h o l y ’ .
NEB a v o i d s  t h e  t r a n s l a t i o n  o f  t h i s  p hr a s e ,  c o m p l e t e l y  ( c f  a l s o
GNB). The. RSV ( 1 9 6 2 )  f o o t n o t e ,  h a s  ' The  m i x i n g  o f  k i n d s  was
b e l i e v e d  t o  be  a v i o l a t i o n  o f  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e s  w h i c h  God h a s
o r d a i n e d ’ ( v  5;  Lev  1 9 : 1 9 ) ,
23 o f  GNB 'Do n o t  p l a n t  a n y  c r o p  i n  t h e  same f i e l d  a s  y o u r
g r a p e v i n e s  ; i f  you  d o ,  you  a r e  f o r b i d d e n  t o  u s e  e i t h e r  the. g r a p e s
o r  t h e  p r oduc e ,  o f  the. o t h e r  c r o p  ’ ( D e u t  2 2 : 9 ) .
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priest (cf 44:29). Zimmerli (1983:501) ai’gues tliat the explicit aim of the passage is the insuring
The religious life of Israel was marked by the observance of the Sabbath and other 
annual festivals. These da^ s^ were considered to be holy and were characterized by very 
stringent rules whose violation resulted in death (Sabbath). The solemnity with which these 
days were observed and the severity of the punishment inflicted on the victims who failed to 
comply with these rules has very close affinities with our understanding of taboos imposed on 
certain festival days among the tribal societies^d Schmidt (1983:117-118), concerning the Feast 
of Unleavened Bread, Feast of Haivest of Weeks and the Feast of Ingathering or of Tabernacles, 
says that since all three feasts attested in the pre-exilic period reflect the cycle of nature, 
foreign influence on the Israelite cult can be clearly traced. But Hunter points out that 'Israel 
emerged from the general matrix of Canaan, so her cult and religion grow from that basis -
24 F o r  E l i a d e  ( 1 9 5 9 : 8 6 . )  w o r d s  ' p r o h i b i t i o n s '  a nd  ' t a b o o s '
i m p o s e d  d u r i n g  f e s t i v a l  t i m e  h a v e  no d i s t i n c t i o n  a n d  c a n  be  u s e d
i n t e r c h a n g e a b l y . He s a y s  t h a t ,  ' The  f e s t i v a l  t i m e  i n  w h i c h
T i k o p i a  ( a  P o l y n e s i a n  i s l a n d )  l i v e  d u r i n g  c e r e m o n i e s  i s
c h a r a c t e r i z e d  by  c e r t a i n  ( t a b u s ) ;  n o i s e ,  ga mes ,  d a n c i n g  c e a s e ' .
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of the priest's due which must not be removed from the inner sanctum of the temple. He also
says that even the preparation of this sacred food must not talce place, outside the sacred 
precmct. Zimmexli refers to 44:19 to show tlie dangerous infection of the people by the holy. 
Lastly -he remarks that in tlùs proMbltion the concern is with tlie cai’rying out of the holy to
die people.
Further to this may be added Stalker's (1968:308) statement about the offerings 
involved here: These were offerings to be eaten by the priests exclusively, and were not to be 
brought into the outer court where they m ight communicate holiness'.
The Sabbath
t!
2^ T h i s  i s  v e r b a l  c o m m u n i c a t i o n .  More, a b o u t  f o r e i g n  i n f l u e n c e  
on  t h e  c u l t  a nd  r e l i g i o n  o f  I s r a e l  w i l l  be  d i s c u s s e d  l a t e r .
2® S c h m i d t  ( 1 9 8 3 : 9 2 )  t r a c e s  t h e  I d e a  o f  c r e a t i o n  i n  Gen 2 : 2 f f ,  
a nd  s a y s  t h a t  t h e  c r e a t i o n  n a r r a t i v e ,  a c c o r d i n g  t o  w h i c h  God 
b l e s s e s  t h e  s e v e n t h  d a y ,  a l r e a d y  a t t e m p t s  t o  g i v e  a  m o t i v e  f o r  
t h e  o b s e r v a n c e ,  o f  t h e  S a b b a t h ,
2  ^ T h i s  i s  c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  E l i a d e  ( 1 9 5 9 : 8 7 ) ,  ' r e l i g i o u s  man 
p e r i o d i c a l l y  b e co me s  t h e  c o n t e m p o r a r y  o f  t h e  g o d s  i n  t h e  m e a s u r e  
i n  w h i c h  h e  r e a c t u a l i z e s  t h e  p r i m o r d i a l  t i m e  i n  w h i c h  t h e  d i v i n e  
wo r k s  we r e  a c c o m p 1 i s h e d ' .
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Israel Is no t a completely alien Instltihion im posed on Canaan from  outside'25
Tlie sanctity of the Sabbath Is to be sought from different facts. Firstly, Sabbath is a
rem inder of tlie creation, 'for in  six days the Lord made heaven cmd earth, the sea, and ah that
is in them, and rested the seventh day; therefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and
hallowed it' (Ex 20:10,8; 31:141)26. Secondly, as Levine says (1989:262) Deuteronomy links
Sabbath rest to the Exodus: Sabbath rest is the expression of freedom and tlie negation of
bondage (cf Ex 34:21; 20:5f; Deut 5:121)2^. He also points out that the emphasis on sanctity, to
. .be expected in priestly legislation, is epitomized in the term  W lp  h ip Ç )  'a sacred
’assembly', a term that probably originates in the Holiness Code (Lev 17-26), and it occurs no 
fewer than ten  times in  d iap te r 23.
A mention has been made of prohibitions imposed on Israel to protect them from  going 
too close or touching holy objects or places, something that may result in  either profanation of 
the holy or the objects or people of Israel being hallowed, wM di in tu rn  leads to the 
destruction of the objects or death of the victim (cf Ex 31:14; Mum 15:32-36). In a similar 
manner, regulations governing tlie observance of the Sabbath were stiff. The primary 
regulation, as Levine suggests, was the  prohibition of ri ’assigned tasks'.
One of the most striking diaracteristies of a Sabbath, and wMdi has a Mgh notion of 
taboo, was the prohibition of maldng fire on tliis solemn day; 'six days shall work be done, but
on the seventh day yon shall have a holy Sabbath of solemn rest to the Lord; whoever does any 
work on it shall be put to death; you shall kindle no fire in all your habitations on the Sabbatli 
day'(E%35:2-3 cf 12:16; 16:23).
ÎO n n  (Separate)
:: :The Hebrew term Q 1  n  vb M ph (unused in Kal) means btm, devote, exterminate,
pronounce sacred, It also means 'to shut up' or 'to shut in' 'to prohibit to common use' or 'to 
consecrate to God'.
From, the standpoint of etymology, the Semitic root of this word is hrm. According to 
LoMink (1988:188), its reflexes in  the West Semitic languages Include words meaning 
'separate', 'forbid' or 'consecrate'. He also compares this root wi.i:h the Arab haram, 'sacred, 
precincts', and fuwim, Itarenf. Interestingly, the Swahih people in Kenya use the word. hara?nu
■I.-'.for anything which, is taboo. For example, eating pork is haramu which means that it is 
forbidden or taboo. Such usage, however, should not surprise us since the Swahili people have 
very close Unguis tic links with the Arabs.
The definition of this word is close to taboo, but it does not however, really mean the 
same as the Polynesian taboo. Probably, Miller's definition (1974:56) .is suggestive of tills fact.
In reference to Jos 6:17-19 he says: 'Since the enemy and the booty belong to the Lord, they are 
sacred or taboo'. Or to use de Vaux's words herem, the anathema earned out on the
vanquished enemy and liis goods.' His definition is equally significant in  shedding more light
*
on the meaning of this term. De Vaux points out that the word denotes the idea of separation 
le, taking something 'out of profane use and. reserving it for sacred use - forbidden to man and 
consecrated to God'.
Malamat, .foUowtng Landsberger (referred to by Lohfink), has worked out the relation 
be tween the Akkadian term mafdcu, 'taboo', found primarily at Mari, and the OT concept of
D T ri • But Lohftole has rejected this idea, and by using Jos 7, he argues that the
appropriation of objects midei' taboo can bring guilt upon the riolator of the taboo (origmally
subjecting Imn to the death peiitilty), and in certain cases a military commander could place
the booty under taboo, while in Mari the taboo was only temporary, so tliat the booty could be
distributed fairly later'. i
We shall, now consider carefully veiy im portant issues raised by the text (Jos 7) tmder t
discussion in  relation to n  . We have already mentioned that objects that belonged to
Yahweh are Mi Î so long as such an object is in  this state It is proMbited for use. It
therefore follows thaï: when anytliing that is 'common' is devoted to God it becomes holy and it i
is essentially separated from the 'common' use: 'every devoted ( a n  0  ^ ) thing is most
holy ( Cl W'T|1 ) to the Lord' (Lev 27:28). However, while tliis assertion is true with regard
to holy objects in general, being d  1  n  does not make things untouchable, but the i
appropriation of such obj e cts would be prohibited. i
This text is therefore a further indication of the seriousness involved in D T v i . Every
’ _  ■thing devoted to the Lord is not only holy but most holy ( O  ^W "• yj r p  » taboo of 
taboos?)2S Consequently, such an object cannot be sold or redeemed ( K  ^ K  ^ )•
• > V ‘
Furthermore, Israel are warned not to keep the booty in the camp for the booty was devoted to
,the Lord, sometMiig that would resu lt in  the destruction of the camp CTos 6:18*^® cf Deut: 7:26).
I:
B r e k e l m a n s ,  a s  s a y s  L o h f i n k  ( 1 9 8 6 : 1 8 8 )  s e e s  i n  Q " i n  an  
o r i g i n a l  n o u n  e x p r e s s i n g  a  q u a l i t y ,  l i k e  and
He f i n d s  t h i s  c h a r a c t e r  p r e s e r v e d  i n  Lev 2 7 : 2 1 ;  D e u t  7 : 2 6 ;  J o s  
6 : 1 7 ;  Ï K i n g s  2 0 : 4 2 ;  I s  3 4 : 5 ;  Mai  3 : 2 4  ( . 4 6 ) .  B u t  L o h f i n k
s u g g e s t s  t h a t  t h e s e  p a s s a g e s  s h o u l d  be  u n d e r s t o o d  w i t h  t h e  word 
t a k e n  a s  a  c o n c r e t e  n ou n  o r  a  n o u n  e x p r e s s i n g  a n  a c t i o n .  
P r o c k s c h ,  q u o t e d  by  S n a i t h  ( 1 9 6 0 : 3 3 )  h o l d s  a  s i m i l a r  v i e w  -  
tZlT}. El i s  t h e  p r i m i t i v e  Hebrew r o o t  f o r  ' h o l i n e s s ' .
L o h f i n k  ( 1 9 8 6 : 1 8 6 )  a r g u e s  t h a t  i n  t h e  c o n t e x t  o f  war ,  i t  i s  
o n l y  i n  J o s  6 : 1 7  t h a t  here in  ( i n  t h e  p h r a s e  n i n ^ S  O U n  )
r e f e r s  t o  b o t h  human b e i n g s  a nd  p l u n d e r .  E l s e w h e r e  i n  t h e  
c o n t e x t  o f  war  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  t o  human b e i n g s  i s  a l w a y s
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.
ï:;'
M Jos 7:1,it is stated that 'tlie Israelites defied the ban' (NEB), 'the sons of Israel, acted 
iinfaitlifxidy in. regard to the tilings tmdei' the ban' (NAST), 'tlie Israelites broke faith in regard 
to the devoted things' (NRSV)^ ® , These renderings are no doubt quite suggestive of a 
I>rohlbition tliat has been broken, and as a result 'the angei' of the Lord burned against the. 
people of Israel' (v ,1). It is true that while it was Adian who took the devoted tilings ( 0 1  n ), 
the whole community of Israel met with the. wrath of God. It is sui’prising to note here that 
alüîough it Is God who is stild to be offended, tlie puntsinnent resulting from the violation of 
tlie prohibition Is inflicted by his agents, the tmposers of tlie ban. Since the devoted things ai'e 
unredeemable, they have to be destroyed together with Adian - the violator of the ban. The 
devoted things are burned witli fire, wliile the Idllei’s of Achmi keep distance and tlien throw 
stones at him  to avoid coming too close. (Jos 7:25).
Note, however, tliat although Israel ate spared from, the deatli penalty, even after 
keeping the devoted, things, sanctification is necessary since as a covenant people (Ex. 19.6), 
tiiey .have transgressed the covenant of the Lord and have done a shameful thing (7:15). Hence, 
Joshua is told by the Lord to sanctify the people, and this would be done by removing tlie 
O  T) 0  objects from  tlieir midst: hence Joshua is told by the Lord to sanctify tlie people:
Up, sanctify the people, and say, Sanctify yomselves for tomorrow; for thus says the
e x p r e s s e d  v e r b a l l y  and  t h e  noun  i s  r e s e r v e d  f o r  t h i n g s  o r  c a t t l e :  
D e u t  7 : 2 6 ;  13 : 1 8  ( 1 7 ) ;  J o s  6 : 1 8 ;  7 : 1 ,  1 1 - 1 3 ;  2 2 : 2 0 ;  1 Sam 15 : 21 ;
Chr  2 : 7 .
GNB h a s  l o s t  t h e  i d e a  o f  d e v o t e d  t h i n g s  t o  t h e  L o r d  ( H i  0  
) i n  i t s  r e n d e r i n g .  L o h f i n k  ( 1 9 8 6 : 1 8 8 )  r e j e c t s  ’ b a n '  a s  t h e  
c o r r e c t  r e n d e r i n g .  He a r g u e s  t h a t  i t  i s  a n d  a l w a y s  h a s  b e e n  
f a l s e  and  m i s l e a d i n g ,  f o r  i t  was a n  a p p r o p r i a t i o n  r e n d e r i n g  o f  
t h e  m e d i e v a l  J e w i s h  h ere in  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  s e c u l a r  o u t l a w r y  and  
e c c l e s i a s t i c a l  e x c o m m u n i c a t i o n ,  b u t  i s  b a s e d  on  a l a t e r  
d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  t h e  word  here in  t h a t  i s  u n a t t e s t e d  i n  t h e  OT. My 
v i e w  i s  t h a t  when s o m e t h i n g  i s  d e v o t e d  t o  God a nd  c a n n o t  be  u s e d  
by  human b e i n g s ,  t h e n  s u c h  a. t h i n g  i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  u n d e r  b a n .
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Loî'd, God of Israel, There are devoted tilings in  tlie midst of you, O Israel,; you cannot 
stand before yom' enemies, until you take away the devoted tilings from among you. In 
the m orning tlierefore you shall be brought near by your tribes (v 14).
LoMMî. says that such a cullic assembly helps to avert the D“iri • Anotlier point that
needs to be underscored is that, in  this context of war, all silver and gold, and vessels of
bronze and iron remain sacred to tlie Lord; and they should go into the treasury of the  Lord
0OS 6:19, cf V 24). But this is another evidence that tliese objects are still forbidden from use by
Israel.
One major question we need to ask ourselves is whether war booty is Q i  n  because 
the objects have been devoted to the Lord or because they are unclean. We have already 
alluded to the fact that the content of something is determined by its source or the place of its 
origin. Following this argument, we can say in  reference to Deut 7, where the Deuteronomist 
has used tMs ancient war custom, as part of his campaign against idolatry that if holiness 
proceeds from Yahweh, then  conversely, from, 'not-yourgods' proceeds uncleanness 
(abomination), and since the wai' booty is taken from  non-Israelites, such things should be 
considered unclean, and should h i tu rn  be detested and abhorred.
But if, on the other hand, the reverse is true, ie the booty is a ban because it is holy, 
then this would certainly pose a more difficult question ~ at what point did the booty become 
holy? Was it when the war was going on, or when the objects were in  the hands of Israel, the 
holy nation whose holiness was passed to the objects or was it when this ban was declared by 
Yahweh even before the war began (Deut 27:17-26)? Given the exclusiveness with which 
holiness is used for Yahweh (cf the n i n i  formula), we can. suggest that in a context
of war against the other nations, objects are taboo due to their association with the 
iiot'-yoiir-gods', and are consequently unclean So, If the Israelites were to preserve the 
integrity of their religion, they had to separate themselves completely from their enemies, the 
Canaanites and the other nations romid about them, by destroying them completely, malce no 
covenant with them., show no mercy to them  and no t make m arriage w ith them (cf. Deut 7:1-5).
Ih Jos 7, the D 1 Q L), however, different since there Is no reference to idolatrous
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objects. Here we are simply reminded the  many violations of covenant obligations occasioned 
by contact with pagan nations. Israel was a nation that was set apart - a chosen nation. Hence 
tlie need to preserve their religious integrity by total destruction of war booty. Tlae. a n  (1 was 
therefore a m eans of protecting the  covenant and the  holiness of Yahweh, the God of Israel.
It is strildng to  note another peculiarity of war P i r i  ; even after what was devoted to 
Yahweh in the context of war (Foa, 7) was deslToyed, it did not cease to be taboo. This is clear in 
the way Joshua lays an oath upon Israel and curse on anyone who would rise up and rebuild 
the d ty  of Jericho (Jos 6:26 cf 1 King 16:34). In the beginning of this study we saw that the 
strength of a taboo depended on the social/rdigloiis status (power) of the imposer. Here, tlie 
imposer of the ban on tliis d ty  is Joshua but he acts at the directive of Yahweh^^. The 
solemnity by which tWs ban is imposed is particularly strildng: Joshua and his men have to 
make a magical m ardi around tlie dt^/ once a day for sm days and seven times on the seventh 
day, and during all this tim e they have to  m aintain strict silence (Jos 6:lff).
The seriousness or the consequences of breaking this Idhd of taboo is seen in the deatli 
of Achan. First, in w . 16-21 Joshua had to bring Israel near tribe by tribe and the guilt person 
had to be Identified by casting lots - the Urim and Thummim (different coloured sticks or 
stones wMch were placed in  the ephod). Casting lots was a duty reserved to the. .Leviticcil 
priests (Num. 7:21; Deut.33:8). But here, this duly is performed by Joshua, and after Adian is 
discovered, he gives glory to God by confessing his sms. Tlien, the booty is confiscated and
S m i t h  ( 1 9 2 7 : 4 5 3 - 5 4 )  s a y s  t h a t  ' . such  a b a n  i s  a t a b o o ,  
e n f o r c e d  by  t h e  f e a r  o f  s u p e r n a t u r a l  p e n a l t i e s  a nd  a s  w i t h  t a b o o ,  
t h e  d a n g e r  a r i s i n g  f ro m i t  i s  c o n t a g i o n  ( D e u t  7 : 2 6  c f  7 ) ,  and  
w h o e v e r  b r i n g s  a d e v o t e d  t h i n g  i n t o  h i s  h o u s e  f a l l s  u n d e r  t h e  
same b a n  h i m s e l f .  ' To t h i s  may b e  a d d e d  L o hf  i n k ' s  ( 1 9 8 6 : 1 9 2 )  
s t a t e m e n t  c o n c e r n i n g  D I O  a.nd t a b o o .  He a r g u e s  t h a t  s i n c e  t h e  
war  o f  h ere in  o f  I s r a e l  i n v o l v e d  t h e  t o t a l  e x t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  a 
p o p u l a t i o n ,  s u c h  a c t i o n  c o u l d  n o t  b e  c a r r i e d  o u t  i n  t h e  a n c i e n t  
N e a r  E a s t  a p a r t  f r o m  r e l i g i o u s  c o n s e c r a t i o n  a nd  t a b o o .
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together with Adian, liis whole .family and possessions was destroyed - Adian was stoned to 
death.
Second Saul was stripped of bis duties of Idngshlp after he broke a similar taboo by 
failing to destroy what was devoted to destruction (1 Sam 15:23). At the same time, a sacrifice 
to the Lord of plmider from the war, the best sheep and cattle, is rejected (v 22). In the 
campaign against the Amalekites, Saul was commanded to: ' Now go and smite Amalek, and 
utterly destroy ail that they have; do not spare them, but kill both  man and woman, infant and 
suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass.' (v.3). The prophet's command was in  implementation 
of Yahweh’s own words in  the Deuteronomic code (Deut.25:17-19). But Saul, chose to disobey. 
He spared Agag, King of Amalek; and the spoil - sheep and oxen which should have been 
utterly destroyed, and 'h e  was condemned for not interpreting it strictly' (de Vaux:260). In 
view of this, how would the Hebrew word □ I p  be iTanslated, following the modern 
principles and theories of translation, where words are given their proper meaning? This 
subject will be discussed later as we deal with other words that seem to be problematic from  
the poin t of view of translation.
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CHAPTER TmiEE
DIETARYPROPUBITIONS
üiQ’odtiction
ïn the preceding chapters we discussed how the OT concept of holiness is viewed as a 
source of danger in certain texts especially when people are told to avoid coming in contact 
with it lest they be 'contaminated'. Our study of the Hebrew root D i n  has also been 
illuminative even though the word does not connote taboo in the understanding of tribal 
societies. The way objects related to war are devoted to God, hence taboo, and any attempt to 
violate this taboo, for example m  the case of Achciri, results in his death by stoning.
But it is in the Hebrew root K/0(9 that we. have ritual taboo in tlie true sense of the 
word, h i the following two dicipters we. shall endeavour to survey very carefully .how the root 
K>Û(Û displays a notion of taboo especially when seen from the perspective of the Kilaiyu 
people and other cultures we have studied so far.
EtyinologicaUy, according to Andre {1986:330), the root that appears .in , 'be
unclean', appears with tire same meaning in  Jewish Aramaic, Syriac turd Middle. Hebrew. It is 
not attested in  classical Arabic, bu t later Arabic has a verb tama, 'be choked with .mud', and a 
noun tammy, 'm ud of the. Nile', But he says that accordiirg to Pascheir, /ummy basîcaüy means 
'wet dirt'.
The Akkadian ikkibu and assaku have sometimes been compared to the Hebrew root 
HrOvO or as an expression of taboo. The primary meaning oi ikkibu, as suggests Binggren. 
(1986:332), is 'som.ethm.g forbidden: an object, place or action barred by divine proliibition'. He 
fiu ther says that ' certain animals ... m ust not be eaten or talceir because they are ikkibu; often
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the God who issues tlie prohibition is named and a punishment is tltreatened '. Ringgren gives 
examples of how ikkibu was applied, 'to cross a river is an ikkibu of Ea, whlcli connotes botli 
'forbidden by Ea' and 'sin against Ea\ and in certain cases it also suggests tliat something is 
reserved to a god or long'. Concerning the word assaku, he secs it as a synonym of ikkibu, 
except tliat it refers to what is sacrosanct to a god or to tlie king, whereas ikkibu usually refers 
to something terrible that causes human pain or disease. However, according to Ringgren, both 
ikkibu and assaku mean sometliing other than a mechanical taboo, even though they 
presuppose a divine prohibition. He nevertheless admits that in certain cases tliey come close 
to tlie meaning 'sacred, sacrosanct (to someone)'. Concerning the relationslhp between the 
Israelite term  YbQOand the Akkadian ikkibu and nwnki/, Ringgren rejects theircompm'ability.
The word belongs to the same semantic field u itli and ,
'abomination', n i l  which means sexual uncleanness, 'abomination' and IfO
'sacrificial flesh not fit to eat' (so Amorim, 1986:244). The principal root in the OT to express 
the idea of uncleanness is X , and it appears 286 times in the OT. StatisticaRy, Ringgren 
says tliat evidence also shows tliat the root HZEID appears primarily in the books dealing with 
cultic practices sucli as Leviticus (52% = 149 times), Numbers (13.2% = 38 times) and Ezeldel 
(15% -38 times).
In his study of terms related to desecration and defilement, Amorim (255-6) also 
includes the roots ^  3 H and H J * About J he points out that although the idea of 
loathing, disgusting and abomination is present, the concept of defilement and pollution is not 
necessarily impUed, except in the poetical construction of 2 Sam 1:21. The root " rjin  , on the 
other hand, primarily means apostasy or alienation from God, probably because of child 
sacrifice to Molech.
Since our study in this section is principally based on instances where the root HG(Ohas 
overtones of taboo, ie prohibitions related to ritual uncleanness, the roots ’^ j n a n d  l 
out of the scope. We shall attempt, however, to consider [ij and
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The Forbidden Animals in Leviticus
In our discussion about holiness in  the OT, mention was made that holy objects and
places were forbidden because of their contagion whicli was seen to be dangerous. In view of
this we argued that these lands of prohibitions were similar to taboo but not in  technical
terms. Simihtrly, objects and certain foods were tabooed because they were said to be unclean
and that tlie uncleanness inherent in  tliem was contagious and tlierefore harmful.
Consequently, a person who thus became ritually unclean as a result of violating espedally
food taboos had to be purified ritually or became automatically dean after a period of time.
Uiis was also U'ue for other uncleanness, eg coming into contact m tli a dead body,
m enstruant, male and female discharges and a leprous person {cf Lev 11 -15)^^.
Ringgren (331) has no difficulty in  taking the term  taboo to refer to m ideanness m
Israel. He argues that tlie
religio-ciiltural stmilariiy between unclean and taboo has been pointed out. In fact 
there ate many contexts, especially those involving sex or death, In which the Israelite 
laws governing uncleanness aie probably connected with ancient taboos; m  other cases, 
uncleanness is more likely rooted in  the rejection of alien cultic practices.
One point that needs to be understood is that moltke the tilbal societies, food taboos in
the biblical texts were not contagious, le a person did not exti act a contagious and piirifiable
uncleanness by eating forbidden foods (cf Lev 11:2-23). That means, in our discussion about
food in this section, our rendering of the Hebrew word ' taboo' does not mean taboo
in  the light of the tribal societies, bu t prohibitions whose violation does not require ritual
purification.
T he c o n c e p t  o f  p u r i t y  a nd  i m p u r i t y  i n  P,  a c c o r d i n g '  t o  J e n s o n  
( 1 9 9 2 : 7 5 )  i s  a  d i f f i c u l t  o n e ,  a n d  h a s  p r o v e d  o f  g r e a t  i n t e r e s t  t o  
a n t h r o p o l o g i s t s  a s  w e l l  a s  b i b l i c a l  s c h o l a r s .  He f u r t h e r  r e m a r k s  
t h a t  ' t h e  l a ws  w h i c h  d e f i n e  who o r  wha t  i s  c l e a n  o r  u n c l e a n  
p r i m a r i l y  i n  Lev 1 1 -1 5  h a v e  l o n g  p u z z l e d  c o m m e n t a t o r s ' .  T h i s  i s  
c l e a r  i n  t h e  f o o d  t a b o o s  a s  we s h a l l  s e e  l a t e r .
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Food is any substance that can be ingested by a bring organism and metabolized into
energy and body tissue, anytliing that provides mental nourisliment or stimulus. It is true tliat
wliile some people may choose not to belong to any religion at aU, no one under normal
circumstances would choose not to eat, for this would m ean bringing hie to a halt. The
centrality of food in  human life cannot be underrated^ and tlie significance attached to It by
all races of tlie world is manifested in tlie dietary rules and regulations wliich vary
considerably from  society to society^^. This is also tru e  about Israel:
Tliese are the living tilings wliich you may eat among all the beasts that are on earth. 
^tVliatever is hoofed and is cloven-footed and diews the cud, among the animals, you 
may eat. ^Nevertheless among those that diew  the cud or is hoofed, you shall not eat 
tliese: the camel, because it chews the cud but is not hoofed, is unclean to you. ^And 
the rock badger, because it cliews tlie cud but is not hoofed, is miclean to you. ®And 
tlie hare, because it chews the cud but is not hoofed, is miclean to you. ^And the 
swine, because it is hoofed and is doven-footed but does not diew the cud, is undean  
to you. ^Of their flesh you shall not eat, and tlieir carcasses you sliall not touch; they 
are u n d ean  to you (Lev 11).
hi tlie priestly tradition certain animals are considered as a potential source of
uncleanness and as a result, distinction between dean  and tm dean animals was therefore
inevitable (cf Lev 20:25). Douglas (1966:70), using tlie Book of Genesis, suggests tliat tlie basis
on w liid i tills distinction was to be m ade was in  tlie way tliey moved:
Here a three-fold dassihcation unfolds, divided between the earth, the waters and the 
firmament. Leviticus taltes up this scheme and allots to eadi element its proper land of 
animal life. In the inm am ent twoTegged fowls fly with wings. In the water scaly fish 
swim witii fins. On tlie earth four-legged animals hop, jtmip or wallc Any class of 
creatures wliich is not equipped for tlie right Mnd of locomotion In its element is 
contTciry to holiness and contact witli it disqualifies a person from approadiing the 
temple.
While ill Leviticus it is assumed that Israel knew which land animals have true hooves
33 I n  the. c r e a t i o n  n a r r a t i v e s  o f  G e n e s i s ,  c h a p t e r s  2 a n d  3,  t h e
v e r b  'ZD X a p p e a r s  24 t i m e s *  a n d  t h e  w h o le  a t m o s p h e r e ,  i s  v e r y  
k i t c h e n - 1 i k e .
o f  t h e  P o l y n e s i a n  f o o d  t a b o o s  i n  c h a p t e r  i  a n d  t h e  K i k u y u  
d i e t a r y  r u l e s  a p p e n d e d  t o  t h i s  work .
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and are doven-footed and diew  tlie cud (Lev 11:3)®^, in Deuteronomy tlie animals are clearly 
specified: 'These are the animais you may eat: the ox* tlie sheep* the goat, the hart, the gazelle, 
The roebuck, the wild goat, the  ibex, the antelope and the mountain sheep' (Deut .14:4).
Di both Leviticus and Deuteronomy animals that do not meet the above criteria are 
named: 'the camel, the rode badger, tlie hare and the swine' (Lev 11:4-7 cf Deut 14:7-8). The 
reasons given for the inedibility of these animals is no other than that even though tlie camel, 
tlie hare and the rock badger chew the. cud, they are not hoofed and are therefore taboo tLOD. 
And the swine, because .it is hoofed and is doven-footed but does not chew the cud, is taboo (cf 
Lev 11:5-8).
The criterion for determining edible sea creatures is in  their movement: 'Everything m  
the waters that has fins and scales, whether in  the seas or in the rivers, you may eat' (Lev 11:9). 
Any sea creature short of these two characteristics is an abomination, y ipW (cf v 10). Note, 
however, that while in  Leviticus the term ^  |p\p has been used to describe the inedible sea 
creatures, in  Deuteronomy n i h  Î-Ï1 has been used instead: 'And whatever does not have fins
T
and scales you shall not eat; it is unclean ( i l l  Ml b ) for you.' (cf v 10). Among the birds the
following were considered abominable,
the eagle, the vulture, the osprey, the kite, the falcon according to its kind, every raven 
according to its kind, the ostrich, the nighthawk, the sea gull, the hawk according to its 
kind, the owl, the cormorant, the ibis, the water hen, the pelican, the carrion vulture, 
the stork, the heron according to its land, the hoopoe, and the bat. (Lev 11:13-19 cf 
Deut 14:11-18)3®
Unfortunately, in both Leviticus and Deuteronomy the texts are silent about the birds that
3® E u g e n e  Hunn* q u o t e d  b y  H o u s t o n  ( 1 9 9 3 : 3 6 )  h a s  shown t h a t  
t h o s e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  d e f i n e  a  z o o l o g i c a l l y  r e c o g n i z a b l e  t a x o n :  
t h e  s u b - o r d e r  R u m i n a n t i a  o f  t h e  o r d e r  A r t i o d a c t y l a  ( ' w i t h  a n  e v e n  
number  o f  t o e s ' ) .  A c c o r d i n g  t o  Ho u s t o n *  the. z o o l o g i s t s  h a v e  u s e d  
p r e c i s e l y  t h e  same c r i t e r i a  t o  i d e n t i f y  t h e  g r o u p  a s  t h e  b i b l i c a l  
t e x t  d o e s .
3® The  t r a n s l a t i o n  o f  many o f  t h e  names  o f  b i r d s  i s  u n c e r t a i n .
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should be eaten® Perhaps It is assumed that Israel knew what birds were allowed to be eaten: 
You may eat all clean birds ' (Deut 14:11).
Again., whereas the Deuteronomist is silent about the abomination of these bhds, and 
does not give any reason as to why they should not be eaten, the priest categorically states that 
they are an abomination (Lev 11:13). However, while the birds are said to be Y PU ’ term  
X XhlO fe used to refer to quadrupeds (v 4-8). But in Deuteronomy this terminological 
distinction is not made, and the whole pericope dealing with proMbltion of unclean food 
begins w ith the word HIM i)i (cf v 3).
In Lev 11:20-23 winged insects which have legs above their feet, with which to leap on 
the earth, are edible, 'the locust according to its kind, the bald locust according to its land, and 
the grasshopper according to its kind. But all other winged insects wMch have four feet are an 
abomination YjP'P to you'. Harrison (1980:129) remarks that ' locusts have been eaten in the 
Near East for Millennia.' He refers, for example, to the King of Assyria, Ashiirbanlpa!. (c669-627 
B C) whose guests ate locusts brought on sticks during a royal banquet.
We have seen how the priest assumes tliat .Israel know wMch animals they must eat. 
The Deuteronomist makes the same assumption about the animals .Israel m ust not eat, and he 
is silent about swarming things: 'You shall not eat any abominable ( n1-)J 1 1  ) tiling. These 
are the animals you may eat.' (14:3-4). In I.evilicus a list of swarming tilings whose carcasses 
me considered unclean is given; 'A nd these, are. imclean ( K ) to you among tiie swarming 
tilings that swarm upon the earth: the weasel, the mouse, the great lizard according to its 
kind, tlie gecko, the land crocodile, the lizard, the sand lizard and the clituneleon' (ll:29ff). 
Touching of the carcasses of these animals would cause ritual pollution. Tills leads us to
D o u g l a s  ( 1 9 6 6 : 6 9 ) ,  whose  work  on  t h i s  s e c t i o n  h a s  b e e n  q u i t e  
h e l p f u l ,  s a y s  t h a t  a b o u t  b i r d s  s h e  h a s  ' n o t h i n g  t o  s a y  b e c a u s e  
t h e y  a r e  named a nd  n o t  d e s c r i b e d  a n d  t h e  t r a n s l a t i o n  o f  t h e  name 
i s  o p e n  t o  d o u b t ' .  So,  H o u s t o n  ( 4 3 , 6 6 , 1 0 9 ) .
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another dtmensi on of our discussion - the contagion by touching.
Tn Lev 11:24-40, which is very relevant to our study, touching of carcasses of land 
animals is prohibited since uncleanness would be transm itted to tlie person involved. In this 
section the use of the formula Mpl H" ' l l  (whoever toudies), has been employed: 'whoever 
touches their carcass shall be unclean { ) until the evening' (vv24, 27, 31). Following
Houston (49, 50) three groups tliat fall under this categoiy of 'whoever touches' can be 
recognized in tliis section. Fhst, 'Every animal which is hoofed but is not doven-footed or 
does not chew tlie cud...' (v26). Concerning animals that do not. have cloven hooves, Houston 
mentions the horse and the donkey and for the  animal that does not chew the cud, he 
identifies the pig. The otlier group include all the animals tliat ' go bn their paws
Tj'fl n , among the animals that go on all fours' (v27). Houston, following Mllgrom, 
rejects the ealiei' assertion that j ^  T) means tliat 'they use their hands for walking on' 
(Douglas, 1966:56; .Porter, 1976:90; Wetiliam, 1979:177). According to Houston the T |3  does 
not mean the hand-Mce foot of the lizard (Douglas), bu t the flat of tlie foot, ie tlie paw, w hidi 
' simply distinguishes all quachupeds w ithout hooves from those w ith hooves' (50).
As we have just remarked, in this section we ai'e not dealing with food prohibitions but 
with tlie contagion that results .from contact with carcass of dead animals. It goes witliout 
saying that contact with the two groups of animals, namely 'animal that is hoofed but is 
doven-footed or does not chew tlie cud', and the 'swarming tilings that swarm upon tlie 
earth', made a person ritually mi dean  until the. evening. H ie contact was hi two ways, 
toudm ig the carcass or carrying any part of their carcass. While .in the former no purification 
was necessary, the latter necessitated washing of the clothes (cf w  24-26), but even after the 
wasliing was done the victim remained defiled mitil the evening®®. Again, at tliat time, as
P o r t e r  ( 8 8 )  h a s  r e m a r k e d  t h a t  ' c o n t a c t  w i t h  a  human c o r ps e ,  
m e a n t  b e i n g  u n c l e a n  f o r  a week ( c f  Num 1 9 : 1 1 ,  1 6 ) ,  b u t  w i t h  an
a n i m a l  t h e  c a s e  was l e s s  s e r i o u s  a n d  t h e  u n c l e a n n e s s  l a s t e d  o n l y  
u n t i l  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h e  s u c c e e d i n g  d a y ,  s i n c e  t h e  Hebr ews
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Harrison says (130), 'h e  would wash Ms body also, and until this had been done he could not 
participate in tabernacle worship or in  any personal sacrificial rites.'
Fmally, we have tlie th ird  group in  Lev ll;29ff, tlie swaiming tilings tliat swarm upon 
tlie earth or ’ the teeming creatures that teem on the ground' (Houston). It is not possible to 
identify for certain all tlie animals included tn tliis group. Here I follow Houston (51) who 
generally concludes that both reptües tmd small mammals are included. And according to 
Mm, ' this indicates the upper size limits of the whole class of teeming tilings of tlie ground, 
which of course goes down to include all creeping insects, spiders, worms and other 
invertebrates (cf v 42).’ The Cctrcass of animals in this group defile anything they touch: an 
article of wood or a garment or skin or a saclc, any vessel tliat is used for any purpose (cf v 32). 
Objects and articles that were defiled by contact witli a cai’cass were to be put into watei' to 
remove any uncleanness and had to remain impure until thu evening; then tliey were dean.. 
But the earthen vessel in w hidi any of the animals fell had to be broken (v 33), since it was 
' considered to become impregnated with undeaness' (Porter, 91). Cooldiig eqmpjnent, an oven 
and a stove were equally contaminated should any part of their carcass fall upon them  (v 35), 
and like the earthenware vessel, they had to be destroyed. Only a spring or a cistern (v 36) and 
seed intended for sowing were not contaminated by contact with carcass. For the former, the 
reason could be that the water was continually flowing thereby taldng away any impurities, 
wMIe for the latter ' tlie need to preserve the essentials of life limits the application of the 
prindple of uncleanness' (Porter).
Contact with the corpse of a clean animal conveyed a purlflable pollution: ' And if any 
animal of wliich you may eat dies, he who touches its carcass shall be unclean ( K Vh l£? ) tmtil“■ T
the evening and he who eats of its carcass shall wash bis clothes.,.' (v39f).
M ille the aliens were allowed to eat meat of the carcasses of clean animals that had 
died from natural death., if they so wished, the Israelites were strictly forbidden on. ceremonial
b e g a n  t h e i r  d a y  a t  s u n d o w n ' .
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reasons (cf Deut 14:21). So, the Israelites were, not supposed to touch M ^ Î the carcasses of 
such animals, lest they become . But Mllgrom (1991:581-2) argues that In P generriUy the.
carcasses of clean animais do not deflle by toud i and that Lev 11:39-40 is a late .harmonization. 
Further, Houston (51) remarks that w39-40 may '.have been added here for the. sake of 
completeness in  the law about ritual pollution arising from  carcasses.'
Fmally we have w41-45, which serves as the conclusion of the whole, section on 
prohibition of unclean animals. This section begins with an enlarged list of swarming tilings, 
'whatever goes on its belly, and whatever goes on all fours, or whatever has many feet, all the 
swarmmg things are an abomination ~f R u3 (v 42). The enlarged hst now include ' insects, 
snakes, lizards, worms, caterpillars and the hke' (Porter, 132). The carcasses of these animals 
m ust be avoided, lest the Israelites defile themselves and become unclean y  (cf v 42). 
Surely, it is permissible to compare this particular section (w  24-45) with the tribal societies' 
understanding of taboos concerning corpses of dead people discussed in  chapter one.
The Hebrew terms ip , p l ^ l f l a n d  have severally been mentioned in the
description of unclean foods. Let us now examine briefly a comparative study of these 
terminologies nibothLevi.ticus 11 and Deuteronomy 14.
CREATURES VERSES
quadrupeds 3-8
sea creatures 10-12
birds
insects
13-19
20-23
iTvmcus 
X nip
unclean
an abomination
an abomination
Y15W
an abomination
VERSES
3-8
9-10
11-18
19
DEUTERONOMY
uncleam
miclean
" Tunclean
60
swarmmg
all (general)
41-43
46-47
an abomination 
unclean
naAi'iïiYan abomination
A critical analysis of the way botli the priestly text and tire Deutei’onomist describe 
inedible foods is im portant for onr im derstandlng of tire biblical dietaiylaws.
Wliereas in  Deuteronomy the word yipij is avoided completely®®, in  Leviticus it seems 
to be tlie best term  to describe the state of the inedible foods: the sea creatures, the birds and 
the insects are all Y 15 ^  (w  10-23). Again, while in Deuteronomy tlie sea creatm’es and the 
insects are XXhip (w  9-10, 19), in Leviticus such creatures are term K M
Leviticus is only used to refer to land animals in  terms of im pm lty or to all the inedible 
fe a tu re s  in general (cf 46-47)^®. In Deuteronomy, howevei', the general term  describing all the 
inedible living things is T1 IN  1 Kl (v 3), and no t XY) [p as is the  case in  Leviticus.
Hie two texts devoted to tlie uncleanness of inedible a'eatures are in agreement h i the 
order in  which these creatures appear;
' * T
LEvrncus LAND SEA BIRDS INSECTS SWARMING
Y XYblO
DEUTERONOMY LAND SEA BIRDS INSECTS
M i l g r o m  ( 1 9 9 1 : 6 9 9 )  s u g g e s t s  t h a t  i n  D e u t e r o n o m y  y  i s
d i s c a r d e d  b e c a u s e  t h i s  r o o t  i s  u s e d  i n  t h e  c o n d e m n a t i o n  o f  
i d o l a t r y  ( D e u t  7 : 2 6 ;  2 9 : 1 6 ) ,
H o u s t o n  ( 5 6 )  c a l l s  t h e s e  v e r s e s  a  s u b s c r i p t  a n d  n o t e s  t h a t  
t h e y  r e d a c t l o n a l l y  s u m m a r i z e  t h e  c o n t e n t s  o f  t h e  c h a p t e r  a s  p a r t  
o f  t h e  l a r g e r  c o l l e c t i o n .  F o r  t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  t h i s  s t u d y ,  t h e s e  
v e r s e s  h a v e  b e e n  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  f o o d  t a b o o s  o f  
D e u t  1 4 : 3  a b o v e .
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We need to note however that while the intei’cliarigeabOity of these Hebrew key words 
for ritual, impurity is readily acceptable (Houston, 41), their interpretation is stLU debatable.
Houston, for example, argues that even in  this context (Lev 11) tliese words have different 
connotations. He points out tliat 'tlie noun y p w  is used only with reference to forbidden 
flesh. The root suggests personal disgust or abhorrence, and in  tliis legal context is 
appropriately used for rigorous avoidance'. Houston, who rightly pai-allels v 8 with v 11, where 
eating and touching of the carcasses of land animals (v 8) and scaleless sea creatiu'es (v 11) are 
desaibed both as (imclean) and as y  jpt/J (abo.imnation), respectively, remarks tliat the
root Y pu) has no t ' any technical ritual connotations.'1 V
-4 ,
Rationale Behind Meat Prohibitions
So .far we have discussed, in  brief tlie kind of creatures that were permitted to be eaten 
by Israel. Mary Douglas (1966:70) is right in  asserting that 'M the firmament two-legged fowls 
Hy with wings, hi the water scaly fish swisn witli fins. On the eartli four-legged animals hop, 
jum p or wallt. Any class of fe a tu re s  which is not equipped for tlie right Idnd of locomotion in 
its element is contrary to holiness'. But she fails to balance tJiis emphasis witli, for example, 
chewing the. ciid"^^, a fact that is equally emphasized in Leviticus (11:3 cf Deut 14:6), where it 
is categorically stated that any edible creature should be qualified on the basis of:
4-J- The s i g n i f i c a n c e  o f  D o u g l a s ’ n o t i o n  o f  l o c o m o t i o n  d e c i d i n g  
t h e  f o o d  c r i t e r i a  (L ev  11,  D e u t  14)  i s  a l s o  r e j e c t e d  by F i r m a g e  
( 1 8 0 ) .  He p o i n t s  o u t  t h a t  l o c o m o t i o n  i s  n o t  t h e  u n i f y i n g  
p r i n c i p l e  b e h i n d  t h e  p e r c e p t i o n  o f  u n c l e a n n e s s .  B u t  i t  i s  H a r r i s  
who comes  o u t  v e r y  c l e a r l y  on  t h i s  p o i n t .  He s a y s ,  'Had t h e
,L e v i t e s  p o s s e s s e d  a  b e t t e r  k n o w l e d g e  o f  z o o l o g y ,  t h e y  c o u l d  h a v e  
u s e d  t h e  c r i t e r i o n  o f  c u d - c h e w i n g  a l o n e  a nd  s i m p l y  a d d e d  t h e
' I .
p r o v i s o ,  E x c e p t  f o r  t h e  c a m e l  ' ( 7 9 ) .
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’ whatever is hoofed nun a Ji-onB £ind is cloven-footed D t)  ip 
uj "O Vii Ï1 -Y •o \ii and chews the. cud D “1 j) h  j  ^3 , among the animals,
you may eat.'
Emphasis on 'chew the cud' in essence implies that since all meat-eating land animals 
do not chew the cud they are automatically disqualified from the hst of edible animals. This is 
in line  w ith w hat Maiy Douglas has argued (1993:3-23).
Referring to Gen 1:29-30, she has pointed out that at ' creation all living beings were 
expected to subsist on leaves, berries and seeds' (17). However, she says that this law was 
modified in the new covenant after the flood and the people were allowed to eat meat, but 
never blood. Blood-eating animals and carrion eaters were to be avoided because ' their bodies 
have already ingested blood.' Concerning the denizens of the waters without scales and the 
crawlers, Maty Douglas ai’gues that the issue is not blood eating, but lack of something they 
need- Under the rubric blemish, using Lev 21:18-24, and 22:26, which deal with the physical
#
defects of the priests and what is acceptable as a sacrifice, respectively, she points out that ■,
'th e  forbidden species which are not covered by the law against eating blood, either have
something lacking (like Joints, legs, fins or scales) or something superflous (Mice a burden on
their backs) and that th eh  disfigurem ent has som ething to do w ith injustice' (20).
Mary Douglas has abandoned her earlier approach on miclean animals of Lev 11, which
was basically based on ' movement'. This is clear in  her rem ark that:
'A n anthropologist hardly needs to apologise for hying a new approach to the dietary 
laws in Leviticus, For one reason, the various interpretations offered so far are not 
agreed. For another, these rules are generally interpreted as rules of puiity, whereas 
they are imMce any purity rules in the anthropological record. Third, the explanations 
offered in  the book itself are ignored, for lack of interest in  its rhetorical structure ' (3).
In this new approach, she argues that the forbidden creatures ' are to be honoured as
symbols of the victims of injustice, enacting Isaiah's concern for the fatherless and oppressed' 
(23). While Mary Douglas admits that her interpretation is allegorical, ie it depends on 
symbolizing virtue and vice, she nonetheless rejects Philo's use of allegory, ' whose free­
wheeling allegories do not depend on Isaiah's teachings about righteousness.' According to
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her, the  animals allowed for food do not stand for virtues and tlie prohibited animals do not 
stand for vices:
' Though this intetpretatlon makes the dietary rules symbolic for virtue and vices, the 
perm itted animals do not stand for any virtues, they simply keep the rule of avoiding 
blood, and the forbidden, animals do not represent vices in  their own bodies, but the 
effects of vicious actions On the part of others.'
Ill her earlier work (1966), Mary Douglas had shown that the forbidden animals in. the
Book of Levi.ticu3 were very comparable to taboos in  other parts of the world, a rational
construction of nature, society and culture' (1993:7). But in her present work, she Mules the
forbidden animais w ithm orals and social distinctions:
'The main argument of Pwiiy and Danger was that taboo organizes consensus by 
attributing the dangers which regularly threaten to breaches of moral law. In the case 
of the forbidden animals in Lewticus I could not find this Mnk with morals and social 
distinctions, but trusted that, as the Idea was relatively new, further research by 
qualified blbMcal scholars would discover ways in which eating the animals could be 
used as accusations in  the same way as breaking taboos' (1993:6).
■Wilde this allegorical, interpretation, which Mary Douglas had rejected earlier (1966:6) 
seem to be plausible, other reasons wh^/ certain creatures were considered clean and others 
unclean need to be sought, especially from a non-biblical perspective.
It should be admitted that on the surface of these food injunctions, biblically, it is 
locomotion and diet that are the determining factors, but beneath the surface other reasons 
seem to be at work. And even without engaging ourselves in a detailed, discussion about these 
prohibitions, it will be clear from wliat foUows below that, apart from allegorical 
interpretation, the association, of certain food elements with the nations romid about Israel 
which Mary Douglas (1966:61-63) accepts reluctantly, contributed to some extent to their 
imposition.
And you shall not walk in the customs of the nations wMch I tim casting out before you; 
for they did all these things, and therefore 1 abhorred them. But I have said, 'You shall 
inlierit their kind, and I will give it to you to possess, a land flowing with mUlc and 
honey'. I am. the Lord your God, who have separated you from, the peoples. You shall 
therefore make a distinction between the clean beast and the unclean, and between the 
unclean bird and the clean; you shah not malce yourselves abominable by beast or by 
bird or by anything with which the ground teems, which. I have set apart for you to hold
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undean . You shall be holy to me; for Ï tlie Lord am holy, and have separated you from 
the peoples, that you should be mine. (Lev 20:2 3-26)
Tlie idea of Isi'ael borrowing certain elements of tlieir culture from othei’ nations and 
espedcUly Canamiites cannot be denied. Meek (1963:123) concludes his section on how much 
Hebrews have borrowed from other nations by saying, 'All in all It was no small contribution 
that Canaaiiites made to  the Hebrews, but what the Hebrews borrowed they sublimated and 
etliidzed in the end improving what they borrowed"^^. In his reflection on tins notion, Jenson 
(1992:145), howevQ’, has a different attitude, especially from the point of view of Priestly 
understanding. He argues tliat there are several references to the necessity for Israel to reject 
the religious practices of other nations, bu t the forbidden practices are not puiity laws, and 
the defilement that they bring is of a different kind from that found in  Lev 11-15' '^^. It is 
admissible, I think, to accept that Israel as a nation were not living in a rehgio-ciiltural vacuum. 
Certainly, they had tlieir own cultur e (so Douglas) and religious beliefs wliiclr regulated tlieir 
day to day life, but it is also true that tlie idea of borrowing from other cultures cannot be 
ruled out wholesale.
However, even havmg said that, from a noii-biblical perspective, and perliaps in  a much 
wider scope, other reasons behind food prohibitions in  Israel need to be sought in view of the 
fact that this was a world-wide phenomenon. Kikuyu people, for example, did not eat any sea 
creatures, let alone the scaly fish which swims with its fms, and the Maasai did not eat any 
bird, not even the chicken. It is true that these kind of examples seem to be relatively 
flmfetched and should be used with caution especially in a study that claims to be biblical. But 
such examples help us understand the blbbcal dietary laws. Ï think, therefore, by way of
So P r o f e s s o r  Hooke ,  q u o t e d  by  D o u g l a s  ( 1 9 6 6 : 6 2 ) .
C o n c e r n i n g  Lev 2 0 : 2 5  w h i c h  i s  b a s i c a l l y  a b o u t  m a k i n g  a c l e a r  
d i s t i n c t i o n  b e t w e e n  a n i m a l s  a n d  b i r d s  t h a t  a r e  r i t u a l l y  c l e a n  and  
t h o s e  t h a t  a r e  n o t ,  J e n s o n  ( 1 4 6 )  a r g u e s  t h a t  i t  i s  t h e  s t r u c t u r e ,  
n o t  t h e  c o n t e n t ,  o f  t h e  f o o d  l aws  t h a t  d i s t i n g u i s h e s  I s r a e l  f r o m 
t h e  n a t i o n s .
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digl’essiîon, in  a study of this nature we cannot restrict ourselves to the compai’atfve studies of 
cultures of nations around Israel, for sucli an approach would seem to beinlnbitive.
Jensen's (1993:14) criticism of Miller and Roberts for failing to considei’ otlier cultures 
in  their work The Hand o f the Lord is definitely supportive of this view. He says that 'in their 
treatm ent of the expulsion of tlie arlq Miller and Roberts compared it to Hittite rituals against 
pestilence: when a plague befalls tlie ark is selected, adorned and driven out'. Ivliller and 
Roberts, he argues, 'do not pay any particular attention to the ritual procedure; to them tlie 
im portant fact is only that a pestilence could be attributed to an enemy god'. Finally he says 
that 'lilte the majority of OT scholars, Miller and Roberts restrict tlie. limits for Old Testament 
comparative analysis to Near Oriental cultures, including, however, Hittite texts'. Again, to use 
another example, Maccoby (1991:132) tells us how Eüberg-Schwartz (1990) pleads for a revival 
of CToss-cultural comparisons in anthropological metiiod, urging tliat it is time to halt the 
reaction against what were felt to be supei’fidal pai'aUels chawn by 'armchair an.tliropologists' 
such as Frazer and .Robertson Smith"^. Hlberg-Schwartz argx.ies tliat 'metaphorical 
comparisons' between remote cultm’es can be useful and enlightening. Societies everywhere, 
he argues, use similar metliods of ordering societal data by metaphorical use of iiatm al objects 
and <mxmals, Ellberg-Scliwartz gives suggestive similarities to Israelite religion among the 
Nuei^^, Dinka and Samoan cultures, as well as in  Babylonian or Canaanite religion.
J e n s o n  ( 1 9 9 2 : 5 7 )  e x p r e s s e s  t h e  same s e n t i m e n t s  when he  s a y s  
t h a t  b i b l i c a l  s c h o l a r s  h a v e  n o t  u s e d  a n t h r o p o l o g i c a l  s t u d i e s  
e x t e n s i v e l y  i n  t h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  P r i e s t l y  t e x t s ,  a nd  s e v e r a l  
e s s a y s  w r i t t e n  by  a n t h r o p o l o g i s t s  h a v e  met  w i t h  c r i t i c i s m .  He 
f u r t h e r  s a y s  t h a t  t h e  c h a l l e n g e  t o  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  t e x t  r e m a i n s ,  
a n d  a n y  a p p r o a c h  w h i c h  d e a l s  wi th ,  c e n t r a l  q u e s t i o n s  o f  m e a n i n g  
and  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  d e s e r v e s  c a r e f u l  c o n s i d e r a t i o n .  S ee  a l s o  
H o u s t o n  ( 1 9 9 3 : 1 6 )  who h e r e  s ee ms  t o  f o l l o w  Howard E i l b e r g -  
S c h w a r t z .
‘'■^5 c f  H o u s t o n  ( 1 8 7 ) .  H o u s t o n  h e r e  c o n n e c t s  m e a t  e a t i n g  w i t h  
r i t u a l  e s p e c i a l l y  among t h e  N ue r .
Kiluiyxi people, who are foimd to the further south of the Nuer and Dinka people of 
Sudan, already d ted  above, have very close, if no t similar, principles that govern food
%
i
Furthermore, Houston (15.f), d ie most recent work on this subject to my Imowledge, 
admits tliat he has not responded to .Eilberg-Schwartz's work adequately; nonetheless, he 
refers to it in  connection witli the need to nialce use of antlu’opological approaches to the 
tmderstanding of dietary proliibitions. According to Houston, Ellberg-SdiWcirtz has argued at 
length for the vtdidity of a comparative metliod derived from anthropology as a tool in the 
elucidation of Israelite religion. Houston himself remarks that 'we m ust talte seriously the work 
of social antliropologists who studied the cultures of a wide range of societies, most of which 
included food proliibitions and avoidances'.
injunclions in  the OT, and a comparative study between the two cultures is inevitable in  tiiis 
study. Against tiiis bacl<groimd, and following Hlberg-Schwartz, Houston and otiier scholars 
who are in  favom of antliropology as a profitable approacli to food proliibitions, we sliall 
proceed to re-examine food selection criteria in  Israel vis a vis the Kikuyu people using tlie 
chart below. For this exerdse, other creatures tha t are not mentioned In the Hebrew texts 
have been included, in  order to help us understand better why certain animals are considered 
tmclean for food while otliers are not. Having grown up iti a rural ai’ea, far away from  any 
urban influence, and in a family of non-believers, I have participated in  many tiadltionai
ceremonies, rituals and himting. Hils experience, plus invaluable verbal information received 
from  elderly people in my society, will be needed for this section.
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■■
EDIBLE AND INEDIBLE CREATURES IN THE OT AND AMONG THE KIKUYU
CLEAN UNCLEAN DIET MOVEMENT
GRASS
LEAVES
CEREAL
CHEW
THE
CUD
HOOVES CLEFT
OX yes yes yes yes 1
sheep yes yes yes yes
goat yes yes yes yes
haft yes yes yes yes
gazei. Le yes yes yes yes I
wi Ld
goat yes yes yes yes
ibex yes yes yes yes
ante ­
lope  
w i Ld
yes yes yes yes j
sheep yes yes yes yes
camel yes yes yes no
hare yes yes no no j
rock badger yes yes no no j
swine no no yes yes
swarming
creatures
no no no no
g ir a f fe ' yes yes yes yes
elephant yes no no no !
snakes no no no no ]
Lion no no no no Î
sc a ly j
f  i sh no no no nof i s h no no no no
bi rds yes no no no
birds no no no no
Locust yes no no no 1
cri cket yes no no no
g r a s s ­ no nohopper yes no
f l y no no no no
bee no no no • no
' sp ider no no no no
COVERING SHAPE CONSUMER
FUR/WOOL GOOD ISRAEL KIKUYU
yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes
yes d e t e s t a b le no no
yes yes no no
yes yes no no
yes d e te s ta b le no no
yes /no yes /n o no no
yes d e t e s t a b le no no
no d e te s ta b le no no
no d e t e s t a b le no no
no yes no no
sc a le s yes yes no
no d e t e s t a b le no no
fe a th er s yes yes yes
fea th er s y e s /n o no no
no yes yes yes
no yes yes yes
no yes yes yes
no yes no no
no yes no no
no yes no no
■ € ,
3. Edible substances that by culture and language are not recognized as food at all; 
[which are] unconsciously tabooed.
E d i b l e  a n i m a l s  do n o t  o n l y  q u a l i f y  b e c a u s e  t h e y  h a v e  t r u e  
h o o v e s ,  a r e  c l e f t - f o o t e d  a nd  chew t h e  c u d ,  b u t  t h e y  a r e  a l s o  u s e d  
a s  a  s i m i l e  f o r  b e a u t y  a n d  g r a c e ,  a s  s a y s  G a r d n e r  ( 1 9 8 3 : 1 9 ) .
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Before we highlight a few points for a better understanding of the food prohibitions in 
the OT m  the light of the chart above, we need to mention three categories of edible 
substances found in all societies as suggested by Leach (Houston, 183):
1. Edible substances that are recognized as food and consum ed as part of the 
normal diet.
' ' I
2. Edible substances that are recognized as possible food, bu t are prohibited or 
else allowed to be eaten only imder special (ritual) conditions; [which are] consciously 
tabooed.
IWhile Leach's categorization of edible substances is plausible, we still need to ask 
ourselves why certain edible substances are not recognized as food - unconsciously tabooed? It 
is true that our chart is not exhaustive, and that our attempt to find a solution to this problem 
is not exclusive and yet, the chart is suggestive of the fact that there could be very many 
reasons behind food taboos as we shall see below, eg feeding habits, shape, size, etc.
First, and perhaps incidentally, except for the fish, a Jew of biblical times would have 
felt quite at home dining on meat in a Kikuyu home, except for the lack of fish  This is quite 
explicit in this chart where aU the animals allowed to be eaten in the OT are the same among 
the Kikuyu, and vice versa. Second, aU the edible creatures seem to have several things in 
common, ie they all eat either grass or plants or cereals as their main food, except for the fish 
which seem  to defy this rule.
SPECIES FOOD
goat^^ grass,leaves
/pigeon cereals
locust grass,leaves
Note, here, that it is only vegetarian, animals that are accepted as the right Idnd of food, 
ie species of animals that eat grass or leaves or cereals. Meat-eating creatures are not fit for 
hum an consumption. Incidentally, according to Gardner (1983:2021), in  the OT meat-eatmg 
creatures seem to serve as a metaphor of menace. The wolf's reputation as a plunderer of 
flocks appears consistently in  biblical imagery. Jeremiah called the enemies of Judah wolves. 
The leopard serves as a m etaphor of menace. A Icing's wrath was hke the growling of a lion, 
Daniel is put in  a den of lions. The Lord's anger is symbolized by a bear robbed of her cubs. 
Jerusalem  is referred to as a lair of jackals.
This metaphorical understanding of animals in  the OT is crucial for this study, and 
needs to be discussed fm’ther. For example, Eilbert-Schwartz (117) argues that the 'concept of 
m etaphor makes it possible to see the significance of animal names in  the Hebrew Bible'. But 
more importantly is his assertion that there seem to be a connection between the natural 
metaphors of Israelite thought and the biblical prohibition against eating any land animals 
that do no t chew the cud and have cloven hooves (125),
Eilberg-Schwartz has further pointed out that the animals that serve as metaphors for 
other nations, such as predatory animals, are defined as unclean. But Houston (185) has noted 
that wliile it is true î;hat the animals that serve as metaphors for Israelite society are seen as 
clean, while the predators that symbolize the enemies of Israel are imclean, the national aspect 
is no t essential to the m etaphor,
Concernhig the Insects, it is now clear that apart from having ' elongated Jiind legs’ 
(Harrison: 129), with which to leap on the earth, the winged insects that may be eaten in, the OT 
(cf Lev 11:20-23) are also in  keephig with the rest of the other edible creatures as far as their 
feeding habits are concerned. This is also true for the birds. According to Levine (1989:68), the 
impure birds are virtuaU.y all birds of prey and can be classified, into 5 groups: (1) Four types of
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falcons: falcon; sparrow hawk; Mte and buzzard . These eat living flesh and carrion^^^. (2) Toni' 
types of vultures or eagles: eagle, griffin, vulture; blade vulture; Egyiitian vulture and bearded 
vulture. Ihese  eat carrion. (3) Six types of owls: long-eared owl; dark, desert eagle owl; barn, 
screech owl; little, owl; Saharan owl and fish owl, ostrich. These are nocturnal birds of prey. (4) 
The raven: ravens eat living flesh and carrion. (5) Marsh, or sea birds: stork; heron and sea gull. 
Perhaps it is also worth our wlide to consider edible birds according to Levine's classification. 
According to Levine, tliese birds can be grouped into 4 classifications'^®: (1) Columbiformes: 
various types of doves and pigeons; (2) Galllformes: hens and quail, gatliercd as .food in  tire 
Sinai desert as told in  the narratives of Ex 16:13 and Mum 11:31-32; (3) Anseriformes; domestic 
geese and ducks; and (4) Passerines: specifically the house sparrow. All tliese bhds, except for 
the ducks, are in  the group of pigeons m  regard to theli’ eating habits.
Another common fea ttue  among the edible animals is the body covering:
BODY COVERING
goat_______   fut'
f is h ________ ______________scales
pigeon _______ _ _____ _ feathers
locust_„____________________rough wings
Except for the locust, whlcli even though it has a covering on its body, does not seem to Ii
y
M e d i c a l l y ,  a c c o r d i n g  t o  C l e m e n t s  ( 1 9 7 0 : 3 4 ) ,  b i r d s  o f  p r e y  
e a t  c a r r i o n  a n d  a r e  d a n g e r o u s  d i s e a s e  c a r r i e r s .
L e v i n e  a l s o  a r g u e s  t h a t  d e t e r m i n i n g  w h i c h  b i r d s  are. 
p e r m i t t e d  h a s  b e e n  i n  some c a s e s  a  m a t t e r  o f  c u s t o m  a nd  h a s  
r e s u l t e d  i n  p e r s i s t e n t  d i s c r e p a n c i e s  among v a r i o u s  c o m m u n i t i e s  i n  
t h e  c o u r s e  o f  J e w i s h  h i s t o r y .
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fit very well in  this classification, the rest of the other edible animals and birds have, their skins 
protected - ftn, scales or .feathers. A pig and more so an elephant wliicli have no proper 
covering on their bodies and seem to be naked may be clisgnalified on the same reason. Their 
rather smootlr skin characterizing tire skin of human beings^^ certainly maltes them  
detestable^^. But Porphyiy's (Houston, 186) comment, which here includes the elephant 
among the domestic animals together with the ass, states that, ' we do not slaughter asses or 
elephants or any of those animals that share, our labours but do not enjoy tlieh  benefits.’ 
Among the Kikuyu elephants were never kept as domestic animals and it could be that they 
were considered unclean because of their shape and size. Further, why should a locust be 
eaten and not a bee or a fly or a spider? While a locust eats leaves and has a rough covering 
lUce the other groups of edible creatures, the bee (Irostile?), the fly and the spider do not have, 
these qualifications and are as a result unclean. Furtlier, the shape of animals permitted for 
food seems to conform to a set standard or paradigm, and any fe a tu re  tliat did not measure 
to tills standard was seen as detestable:
PARADIGM
land______________ _ ___ ___ goat Lev 16
sea________________________ scaly fish Lev 11
birds ____________ pigeon®^ Lev 5:7
o f  t h e  p r i m a t e s  
c f  a b a t
The H e b r e w s '  d o m e s t i c a t e d  d o v e s ,  a c c o r d i n g  t o  
G a r d n e r ( 1 9 8 3 :  2 1 ) ,  w e re  t h e  p o o r  m a n ' s  s a c r i f i c i a l  o f f e r i n g .  I n  
t h e  NT t h e  d o v e  was a n  e n d u r i n g  s y mb ol  i n  C h r i s t i a n  a r t ,  s t e m m i n g  
f r o m M a t t h e w ' s  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  J e s u s '  b a p t i s m :  ‘ t h e  h e a v e n s  were
o p e n e d  a nd  h e  saw t h e  S p i r i t  o f  God d e s c e n d i n g  l i k e  a  d o v e . . . ' .  
H o u s t o n  ( 2 3 5 - 3 6 )  i s  n o t  i n  f a v o u r  o f  t h e  d ove  p a r a d i g m  a s  t h e  
s t a r t i n g  p o i n t .  U s i n g  e x a m p l e s  f r o m  U g a r i t  wh e r e  t h e  d o v e ,  t h e  
g o o s e  a n d  o t h e r  u n s p e c i f i e d  b i r d s  w e re  s a c r i f i c e d ,  H o u s t o n  a r g u e s  
t h a t  t h e  e v i d e n c e  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  i t  w ou ld  be  u n w i s e  t o  a s s ume
/z
insects     locust Lev 11
It is evident in Olu cliait that a camel, which can physically be compared to a giraffe, 
apart ft'om its failure to be categorized as a cleft-footed animal, also falls under tiie. animals we 
have termed as detestable because of their shape. After all, why should a .Kikuyu eat a buffcüo 
(not m  the chai't) and not a girrafe or an elephant or a snake, except for their detestable 
shapes? Again, why should a locust be eaten? I am quire awtue that, tliis approach is rather 
speculative and ladts any biblical support and yet it helps us to see beyond, the biblical reasons 
why certain animals were, excluded. For example, why should a IQluqn not eat a giraffe even in 
the absence of Priestly influence, and yet. it feeds on leaves lilte a goat? Otirer than .for its ugly 
shape and size, it would be definitely illogical to exclude a camel just because it is not 
cleft-footed and yet .in our chart it seems to pass any other test maldng it a potential candidate 
on tire food list.
Before we conclude this section we need to say a little more about the understanding of 
food avoidances among the Kikuyu people. To begin with, tire Kilaiyu country had a limited 
wild fauna in  most of the places, except in  the forest where mairy animals hke elephants, 
leopards, buffaloes, rhinoceroses, hyenas, wild pigs and different species of monlceys hved. In 
the plains, there were zebras and antelopes. Other smaller animals ].ike wild cats and 
mongoose existed. The Kikuyu knew their natural history well and all animals, birds and 
insects, regardless of size, colour or shape were given a name.
But since, in  general, the Kilcuyu were agriculturists their main source of food was 
vegetable like maize, millet, sorghum, yam, sweet potato, banana, pea, bean, cowpea and
w i t h  F i r m a g e  ( 1 9 9 0 : 1 9 0 - 9 1 )  t h a t  we s h o u l d  b e g i n  f r o m t h e  p a r a d i g m  
o f  t h e  d o v e .  H o u s t o n  s u g g e s t s  t h a t  i t  wou l d  be  s a f e  t o  ' b e g i n  
f r om t h e  o t h e r  e n d ;  w i t h  t h e  u n c l e a n  b i r d s  t h a t  a r e  a c t u a l l y  
m e n t i o n e d ’ . W h i l e  b o t h  a p p r o a c h e s  a r e  p l a u s i b l e ,  I t h i n k  i t  i s  
g o o d  t o  b e g i n  w i t h  t h e  known a nd  move t o  t h e  unknown -  f rom t h e  
d o v e  t o  t h e  o t h e r  b i r d s .
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different types of green vegetable (kahururo and nyeni da marangé). However, the .Kilaiyu 
were not entirely vegetarian - meat and other animal products, such as blood and milk, were 
also consumed, even tliough they were no t considered as food.
One point that needs to be underscored, at this point, is that meat eating among the 
Kilaiyu had a religious meaning. This included m eat feast, and meat connected with sacrifice 
or ceremony. TMs is true especially when we consider many taboos connected with meat 
eating. For example,
If the pot in which meat was being cooked, or the small earthen pot in  which the soup 
was being stirred should break, a ram  or a ewe had to be sacrificed at once, to restore 
peace and ward off evil influences (cf OC hi: 1 -9).
The strictness with which, these taboos were observed is suggestive of the fact that any 
undesired creature could not be cooked in a ICHaiyu pot or come in contact with the fire in the 
hearth. This explains the reason why a purification ceremony was necessary when, for 
example, a toad or lizard fell, into the fire in. the health  of a hut (cf OC 1:9). But as we have just 
mentioned the question of edible and inedible animals did not arise because the Kikuyu laiew 
their natural his tory well.
Finally, the strlldng similarities of food avoidances between the OT and the Kikuyu, and 
perhaps other cultures, direct us to rule out any possibility of attributing wholesale OT dietary 
rules to pagan cults, granted that among the Kikuyu who have very close dietary affinity with, 
the Jews, such an association was completely unknown. Needless to say, meat taboos in  both 
cultures may have talceii a long period of time to reach their present form and may have 
primarily been considered on the basis of the general observation of the behaviour of different 
species of animals in their natural habitat, In their relation to man and what had already been 
accepted as the right food^^
C o n c e r n i n g  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  f o o d  a v o i d a n c e s  i n  t h e  OT, 
H o u s t o n  ( 1 9 9 3 : 2 0 )  r e m a r k s  t h a t  ' i f  t h e r e  w e r e  f o o d  a v o i d a n c e s  i n  
t h e  s o c i e t y  i n  w h i c h  t h e  p r e s e n t  l aw was d e v e l o p e d ,  t h e y  may h a v e  
b e e n  e n t i r e l y  d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  t h o s e  i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  l aw,  o r  i f  t h e y
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However, oui- attempt to use the d ia rt above is not by any means exhaustive, given the 
complexity of food taboos, and it is quite obvious tliat other reasons Ijlng belnnd these
proliibitions need to be sought. We shall tlierefore need to consider other theories propounded 
by different scholars. Admittedly, in  view of the apace available to us, we cannot discuss these 
theories in  any detail. It will suffice here to reflect briefly on Jctmes Fisher's summary (Amorim 
1986:275)^®. Fisher Lists tenratlonalesbehind  food prohibitions;
The Arbitrary Command - the. reason is only Imown by God. Fie commands and man has to 
obey, and tha t is all. This is the old J ewish explanation Q R Porter);
Allegorical /Symbolic - used by Philo and Aristeas;
Taboo/Totemism - suggested by Robertson Smith;
Psychological/Repulsive - animals that are repulsive were considered unclean {.Herod S Stern); 
Death/Life Antithesis - death is tlie basic rationale. Animals that relate to death, those that Idll 
to eat, or even those related to the cult of the dead in other religions are tmclean because of 
their association w ith deatli (Paschen, Fletcher-Watts)^'^;
Separation of Israel/Protest against Paganism - unclean animals are those worsMpped in  the 
surrounding nati ons (Von Rad, Pedersen, Lin.k and J Sdiattenm  arm, Mar tin Noth); 
Anthropological/ Conformity to Normality - deamiess hnplie.s wholeness. Clean animals are
w e r e  s i m i l a r  t h e y  may h a v e  b e e n  e n t i r e l y  r e i n t e r p r e t e d ' .
53 F o r  a  d e t a i l e d  d i s c u s  i o n  o f  t h e s e  r a t i o n a l e s ,  s e e  MiLgrom 
( 1 9 9 1 : 7 1 8 - 7 4 2 ) ,
So K i u c h i  ( 1 9 8 7 : 6 3 ) .  F o l l o w i n g  D i l l m a n ,  W X o r n f i e l d ,  W
P a s c h e n ,  N F u g l i s t e r  a n d  E F e l d m a n ,  K i u c h i  i n  h i s  e x p l a n a t i o n s  a s  
t o  why c e r t a i n  t h i n g s  a n d  c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  d e s i g n a t e d  a s  ' u n c l e a n ' ,  
a r g u e s  t h a t  e x p l a n a t i o n s  b a s e d  on  h y g i e n i c  a nd  c u l t i c  p o l e m i c  
a g a i n s t  p a g a n  c u l t s  a r e  o n l y  p a r t i a l  a n d  u n c o n v i n c i n g ,  a s  Venham 
h a s  a r g u e d ,  and  a s  a  r e s u l t  h e  ( K i u c h i )  wou l d  r a t h e r  t a k e  up t h e  
e x p l a n a t i o n  w h i c h  s y m b o l i z e s  a n  ' a u r a  o f  d e a t h ’ . As we h a v e  
a l r e a d y  n o t i c e d ,  a n y  a t t e m p t  t o  o v e r e m p h a s i z e  a n y  r a t i o n a l e  a t  
t h e  e x p e n s e  o f  t h e  o t h e r s  i s ,  u n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  doomed t o  f a i l .
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those tliat fit in the scheme of 'normality of the world' (Douglas);
Etliical/ Moral - concerned about teacliing self-control, and mastery of the appetite (A’lsteas, 
Maimonldes, Milgrom);
Ceremonial/ Cultic - only saalficial animals are clean;
Hygienic/ Healtli - animals that when used as food cause diseases or animals living in 
anti-hygienic conditions were tmclean (Albright, TliomasHNelson, Gerhard F Hasel).
Houston (68-123) has very carefully reviewed these theories in detail wliich cannot be 
covered in the present study. But liis conclusion of this section is particularly significant. First, 
Houston (123) does not see food prohibitions as peculiarly an OT phenomenon: 'It will be 
shown (in tlie following chapter) tliat the dietary repertoire suggested by the code is general 
among Israel, its .immediate neighbours and predecessors in the land, except that in some 
places there is some, limited use of the. pig...'. Second, Houston admits following .Firmage in 
tracing the basis of the distinction between clean and unclean animals to the sanctuary: 'My 
hypothesis is tliat the systematic classification of animals as clean and unclean for food 
developed at the sanctuaries as a m easm e to ensure the purity of tlie worshii^pers, and was 
tlierefore naturally based on tiiose animals that; were acceptable for sacrifice'®®. This seems to 
me to be Houston's response to his own question which he argues has not been adeciuately 
answered by Mary Douglas' abstract structural approadi. He remarks, 'The question remains 
how its (code) elements originally acquired tlie m eaning tliat they have’.
While Houston's answer may be considered right from the pempective of the OT, our
o f  D o u g l a s '  i d e a  o f  h o l y  w h i c h  s h e  c l o s e l y  l i n k s  w i t h  t h e  
t e m p l e  ( 1 9 6 6 : 6 4 ) .  She  n o t e s ,  'Any i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s  w i l l  f i t  w h i ch  
t a k e  t h e  D o - n o t s  o f  t h e  OT i n  p i e c e m e a l  f a s h i o n .  The o n l y  s o u n d  
a p p r o a c h  i s  t o  f o r g e t  h y g i e n e ,  a e s t h e t i c s *  m o r a l  a nd  i n s t i n c t i v e  
r e v u l s i o n ,  e v e n  t o  f o r g e t  t h e  C a n a a n i t e s  a nd  t h e  Z o r o a s t r i a n  
Magi ,  a n d  s t a r t  w i t h  t h e  t e x t s .  S i n c e  e a c h  o f  t h e  i n j u n c t i o n s  i s  
p r e f a c e d  by  t h e  command t o  be  h o l y ,  so  t h e y  mu s t  be  e x p l a i n e d  by 
t h e  c ommand' ( 6 3 ) .
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accepting the use of examples from other cultures in the examination of the biblical food 
taboos leads us to yet another question. How, for example, did the Kikuyu people arrive at the 
list of edible animals which seem to agree with Lev 11, except for the fish? It is true that the 
Kikuyu had sanctuaries (saci ed places) where both the sacrifice (without any blemish) and the 
sacrificer and whatever else that was involved had to meet tlie required standard of purityc 
But, even having said that, it is most unlikely that food taboos in Kikuyu developed on the 
basis of a sanctuary. Admittedly, any infringement of food proliibitions was a religious m atter 
and necessitated ritual purification, but cases of this kind were rare, since everyone m the 
society knew exactly what to eat and what not to eat. I remember as a young boy when we went 
hmiting and om' dogs killed a wild animal, the first tiling we did was to open its m outh to see 
whether or not it resembled the mouth of a goat (toothless upper jaw), and then we examined 
its feet to see whether it had split hooves. This to some extent is indicative of the rigorousness 
with which dietary rules were observed among the Kikuyu.
If Houston's 'systematic classification' of edible animals goes beyond the point of 
recording, ie the written form of the biblical food prohibitions, which is not the case in Kikuyu 
where they circulated in an oral form and were handed on from one generation to another 
verbally, then we. can as well say that the Kikuyu dietary rules were sy/stematically classified', 
as we have ah’eady seen, even in the absence of a sanctuary in The true sense of the word. In 
view of tliis fact, it follows that the systematization of the biblical dietary rules may have been 
effected prior to the sanctuary and the priest's role was to codify them, and perhaps make 
some modifications. This point also seems to be against Douglas' sole attribution of the same 
to the idea of hohness (63, cf temple, 64).
Ih the light of these \dews and out' discussion on the chart, we should finally say;, with 
Amorim (276), that 'no single rationale does justice to all the different species of animals, 
fishes and birds'. I think whUe one species may have been prohibited because of one or two 
reasons, another species may have needed several reasons to exclude it from the hst of edible 
animals. For example, if our chart is anything to go by, the pig seems to be disqualified on
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several grounds, ie it does not chew the cud, it does not eat grass/leaves, its body is partially 
covered, its shape is objectionable and its relationship with hum an beings can at times be 
harmful®®.
It is acceptable now to point out that, as is evident throughout this discussion on food 
taboos, while we have fotmd it quite helpful to use generalizations such as 'locomotion*, 'diet' 
etc as the only criteria on which clean and unclean meat were determined, it would be safe to 
suggest that It would be more appropriate to treat each kind, of animal on its own merit,
F o r  a  d e t a i l e d  s t u d y  a b o u t  t h e  p i g ,  s e e  H o u s t o n  ( 1 9 9 3 )  and  
H a r r i s  ( 6 7 - 8 7 ) .  H a r r i s  a t t r i b u t e s  p i g  t a b o o  t o  e c o l o g i c a l  and  
e c o n o m i c  f a c t o r s ,  a n d  r e j e c t s  t h e  n o t i o n  o f  f i l t h  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  
p i g s .  H o u s t o n ,  who a d m i t s  d e a l i n g  w i t h  t h e  i s s u e  o f  p i g s  
d i s p r o p o r t i o n a t e l y  ( 1 8 2 ) ,  t r a c e s  t h e  s o u r c e  o f  d i e t a r y  
p r o h i b i t i o n s ,  t h a t  o f  t h e  p i g  i n c l u d e d ,  i n  p a s t o r a l  i sm:  ‘ I f  we
l o o k  a t  t h e  w h o l e  b o d y  o f  c u s t o m a r y  a v o i d a n c e s  c o d i f i e d  i n  t h e  
L e v i t i c a l  a nd  r e l a t e d  c o d e s ,  n o t  o n l y  t h e  p i g ,  we a r e ,  I t h i n k ,  
c o n f i r m e d  i n  o u r  a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t  p a s t o r a l  t r a d i t i o n  i s  t h e i r  
u l t i m a t e  s o u r c e '  ( 2 1 2 ) .
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CJ-IAPTERFOUR 
DISEASES AND FUNERARY TABOOS 
Introduction
Diseases, as we saw in the very beginning of this study, were, another source of ritual
mipurity. In many societies, when man failed to establish the cause of a certain illness from the
examination of symptoms, their explanation was that a supernatural power was involved®^.
Tlnoughout the ancient Near East, claims Milgrom (1991:820), diseases were considered the
work of divine, malevolent forces, and scale, disease (which is under consideration in this
section) was a prime means of divine punishment. The sin and scale disease syndrome, he says,
is not limited to the ancient Near East but is a miiversal phenomenon that cannot be confined
to cultural bounds; rather, it stem s from the concerns of the hum an psyche’.
Furthermore, if a person got flu, respiratory or intestinal, no isolative measures were
needed. But if the same illness persisted and failed to respond to aU the forms of known
treatments, then such an iUness would obviously be attributed to a deity or e\41 spirits, and in
f'the case of skin diseases, quarantining of flie victim was inevitable. The mysterious nature 
surrounding such a disease, especially skin cÙsease. which tended to disfigm'e its victims, would 
always demand that such a person be isolated from the midst of the people, not only for the 
purpose of avoiding ritual contanimation, but also, to a lesser degree, the detestable 
appearance of tlie rictim, particulai'ly at mealtimes®®. However, it is in the former avoidance
c f  K e n y a t t a  ( 1 9 7 1 : 1 5 5 ) .  He s a y s ,  a b o u t  t h e  K i k u y u  p e o p l e ,  
t h a t  i l l n e s s  w h i c h  s ee me d  t o  d e f y  t h e  wi sdom o f  man was
a t t r i b u t e d  t o  a s u p e r n a t u r a l  p o w e r ,  o r  t h e  a g e n c y  o f  a n c e s t r a l
e v i l  s p i r i t s .
c f  Amorim ( 2 9 4 )  who a r g u e s  t h a t  one  o f  t h e  r e a s o n s  l e a d i n g
t o  i s o l a t i o n  may h a v e  b e e n  d u e  t o  e x t e r n a l  a p p e a r a n c e  t h a t  c o u l d  
g i v e  t h e  i m p r e s s i o n  t h a t  t h e  p e r s o n  was doomed t o  d e a t h  o r  was
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that we truly see taboo in operation and not in the latter.
But worse still were taboos related to death, an event that marked a permanent end of 
all frmctions of Hfe (social and religious) of a membei" of a given society. Coming in contact 
with corpses was viewed as a source of the worst type of ritual impurity. Our translation of the 
Hebrew texts connected with this kind of taboo reveals very close parallels witli the OT views 
surrounding certain diseases and dead bodies, not only of dead human beings but also, to 
some extent, animais, as we have already mentioned.
Scale Diseases 
(Lev 13:1-59)
The Lord said to Moses and Aaron, 2 'When a man has on the skin of his body a swelling 
or an eruption or a spot, and it Turns into a leprous disease on the skin of his body, 
then he shall be brought to Aaron the priest or to one of his sons the priests, 3 and the 
priest shall examine the diseased spot on the skin of Ms body; and if the hair in the 
diseased spot has turned wMte and the disease appears to be deeper than the skin of 
Ms body, it is a leprous disease; when the priest has examined Mm he shall pronounce 
him taboo.
'
It is evident that in Leviticus 13 and 14 (cf 22:4, Niun 5:2) the priest is supposed to
diagnose thorougMy skin diseases and establish whether it is a leprous disease
First, the case under diagnosis is skin disease (v 2). Then the symptoms of the disease 
are carefully studied to determine the nature of the disease (w  3, 8, 15, 22, 25, 30). Acute
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The process involved in this medical investigation is quite remarkable.
■T.:
s e e n  a s  a  l i v i n g  d e a d .
®^ M i l g r o m  ( 1 9 9 1 : 8 1 8 )  c o m p a r e s  w i t h  a n  a s p e c t  o f  d e a t h
a n d  s a y s  t h a t  i t s  b e a r e r  i s  t r e a t e d  l i k e  a  c o r p s e  ( c f  Num 1 2 : 1 2 ,  
J o b  1 8 : 1 3 ) .  A g a i n ,  b o t h  ^  a n d  a  c o r p s e  c o n t a m i n a t e  n o t
o n l y  by  d i r e c t  c o n t a c t  b u t ,  u n l i k e  a l l  o t h e r  i m p u r i t y  b e a r e r s ,  
a l s o  by o v e r h a n g ,  t h a t  i s ,  by  b e i n g  u n d e r  t h e  same r o o f  ( L ev  
1 3 : 4 6 ) .  c f  J e n s o n  ( 7 9 ) .  O t h e r  s c h o l a r s  m e n t i o n e d  by J e n s o n :
D i l l m a n ,  PascheiT,  F e l d m a n ,  F u g l i s t e r ,  Amorim,  K i u c h i  and  von  Rad .
:a
, according to Le\dne {1989:76), is indicated by a whitish discoloration of the body hair in the 
infected areas of the skin and by lesions that appear to be recessed or lower than tlie 
si-UTOundlng skin. If after seven days the lesions do not become enlarged, and if, within 
fourteen days, die hair in the infected areas reverts to a more normal, dai'kei' colour, a 
determination may be made that the infection is not acute N 1  He also says that if
the rash continues to spread, the person is considered to have acute ^  and is declared
impure indefinitely.
The thoroughness with which this particular disease is exarnined is indicative of the
seriousness of yj ^  m its relation to ritual impurity. Milgrom (819) as we have already
noted associates H Y "] b w ith death. Quoting the rabbis, he says,
Four are similai’ to a dead man: a pauper, a leper, a blind man, and he who has no 
children, like the corpse, the scale-diseased person contaminates by overhanging; 
neither the corpse-contaminated person nor the scale-diseased person may cut his hair, 
wash his clothes, engage in sex, extend greetings or send sacrifices to the temple.
It is true to say, in  support of the association of H ^  with death, that both
phenomena exhibit the same characteristics, namely, that they are both mysterious and
therefore uncontrollable from the standpoint of man. Both JT J  Q and death are considered
to be ritually contagious, hence the need for isolation. Presumably, if, as we have seen,
touching a dead body Is taboo H OIF (Num 19), similarly, touching a 6  is taboo, too.
Second, when the priest has established that the case is leprous, his findings are made
public by instructing Ms patient to wear tom  clothes and let the hair of Ms head hang loose
and then cover Ms upper lip and cry 'Taboo, taboo' K >3 K DK® d-Gv 13:45). Milgrom
C o n c e r n i n g  t h e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  d i s e a s e ,  a c c o r d i n g  t o  
Amorim ( 1 9 8 6 : 2 9 3 ) ,  H u l s e  s u g g e s t s  p s o r i a s i s  s e b o r r h o e i c  
d e r m a t i t i s ,  f u n g u s  i n f e c t i o n s  o f  t h e  s k i n ,  p a r c h y  e c z e m a ,  a nd  
p i t y r i a s i s  r o s e a .  He ( H u l s e )  r e j e c t s  t h a t  i t  i s  H a n s e n ' s  d i s e a s e  
( l e p r o s y ) .  B u t  Amorim t h i n k s  t h a t  H a n s e n ’ s d i s e a s e  was one  o f  
t h e  d i s e a s e s  me an t  by  t h e  t e r m .  F o r  r e j e c t i o n ,  s e e  a l s o  J e n s o n  
( 1 4 0 ) .
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(778) says that the dedaration of a dctlra of Tl J  n as M 3 1 0  implies that the person 
suspected of scale, disease is in a state of impurity Tvliile he is quarantined, analogous to the 
quarantined house, which contam inates evcjylhing within it and all who enter it (v\' 46-47)®^.
But our main question is, why should a leper weai' torn clothes, let the hau  of liis head 
hang loose, and then cover his lip and then shout 'Taboo, taboo'? This is somewhat comparable 
to our modern words: WARMNG, DANGER! on posts that carry live electric wires. These words 
are supposed to warn passers-h)' against cotning into any possible contact with these wires lest 
they be exposed to electric shock and the resultant electrocution. Or should we liken a leper to 
a modern ambulance carrying a patient to the hospital which is fitted with a device for 
emitting a loud wailing sound as a warning to other tral'fic so that tiiey may dear the way for 
its passage to the hospital?
Whatever analogy we may look for, one thing is clear - a leprous person was believed to 
be highly contagious. Milgrom (803-4) says that 'a leper had to cover his mouth since his breath 
could contaminate, and no one was, therefore, supposed to walk to the east of him, but west of 
him'. On the basis of this interpretation and the contents of Leviticus 13, we can now see why a 
leper had to be isolated. In the midst of the people he was unquestionably dangerous and as a 
result he had to dwell alone in a habitation outside the camp (cf v 46).
Fungus Houses 
(Lev 14:33-47)
®  ^ J e n s o n  ( 1992:140 . )  s a y s  t h a t  i t  was u n l i k e l y  t h a t
was c o n t a g i o u s  and  ' Q u a r a n t i n e  i s  t h e r e f o r e  a. 
m i s l e a d i n g  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  wha t  i s  p r i m a r i l y  a r i t u a l  c a t e g o r y  and 
d e a l t  w i t h  r i t u a l  n o t  w i t h  c i v i l  p r o c e d u r e ' .  F o r  u s e  o f  t h i s  
t e r m ,  s e e  a l s o  M i l g r o m  ( 8 1 7 - 1 0 ) ,  a nd  L e v i n e  ( 1 9 8 9 : 7 7 , 0 8 ) .  No t e  
t l i a t  J e n s o n  ( 7 5 )  h i m s e l f  use ‘s t h e  same t e r m.  T h i s  n o t i o n  i s  n o t  
c o n v i n c i n g ,  a s  we s h a l l  s e e  l a t e r .
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33 Hie Lord said to Moses and Aaron, 34 'Wlien you come into the land of Cana tin, 
w hich.[ give you for a possession, and 1 put a leprous disease, in  a house in the land of 
your possession, 35 then he who owns the house, shall come and tell the priest, 'Thei'e 
seems to me to be some sort of disease in my house.' 36 Then tlie priest shall command 
tliat tliey empty the house before tlie priest goes to examine tlie disease, lest all that la 
in  the house be declai'ed taboo; and afterwai'd tlie priest shall go in  to see tlie house.
Houses infected wi.th leprous disease were taboo >p (p {.Lev 14:33-47). As in the. case.
T
of a leprous person, it was the duty of a priest, once the appearance of such a disease was 
detected on the walls of a house to act swiftly, extunine thoroughly the nature of tlie disease 
and confirm whetliei' it vras mali.gna.nt or .not: 'If tlie disease brealts out again in  the house, 
after he has talcen out the stones and scraped the house and plastered it, then tlie priest shall 
go and look; and if the disease has spread in  the house, it is a malignant leprosy in the house; 
it is taboo K 0  (w  43-44)®^. The uncleanness of a leprous house did not only affect ther
house (v 36). Similarly, lying or eating in  tins house was prohibited, and a violator of those 
rules had to wash hi s clothes to remove the uncleanness (v47).
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inhabitants of the house, bu t also anything in  its stories and timber and all the plaster of the
I
But what caused leprosy on houses? The Mesopotamians, says Milgrom (867), attribute 
the fungus houses to demons®®, and the Hittites to its occupants®"^, bu t Israel to neither. We 
would suggest here that the attribution of this disease to Yahweh by Israel cannot be denied, 
and Leviticus seems to point in  this direction, 'When you come into the land of Canaan, wliich Ï
y,rThe. symptoms  o f  a l e p r o u s  h o u s e  r e s e m b l e d  i n
1e p r o u s  p e r s o n s  ( o f  13: 2 f f  ) .
J e n s o n  ( 1 5 7 )  s a y s  t h a t  s i n c e  t h e  P r i e s t l y  t e x t s  p a y  l i t t l e  
a t t e n t i o n ,  t o  t h e  d e m o n i c  i n  a ny  f o r m,  M i l g r o m  s u g g e s t s  t h a t  
h u m a n i t y  h a s  become t h e  d e m o n i c  s o u r c e  o f  i m p u r i t y  in, t h e  
' P r i e s t l y  t h e o d i c y ' ,  J e n s o n  a l s o  m e n t i o n s  D o u g l a s  1966;  Meggs 
1978;  I k e n g a - M a t u h  1985,  a nd  s a y s  t h a t  i n  a n t h r o p o l o g i c a l  
d i s c u s s i o n ,  t h e y  h a v e  shown t h a t  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  i n t e r p r e t  
p u r i t y  l a w s  w i t h o u t  r e f e r e n c e  t o  t h e  d e m o n i c .
The r a b b i s  a l s o  b e t r a y  no h e s i t a t i o n  w h a t e v e r  i n  a t t r i b u t i n g  
a  h o u s e  i n f e c t e d  w i t h  l e p r o s y  t o  t h e  s i n  o f  t h e  own er  ( M i l g r o m ,  
8 6 8 ) .
fe"
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give you for a possession, and T put a leprous disease in a house...' (v 34).
lastly, it sliould be mentioned here tliat a leprous house that had been declaimed taboo 
could not be redeemed by any pm'ificatory rite and had to be broken, its timber and stones and 
all the plastei’ tal<en out of tlie city to a place tliat had already been declared tmclemi (v 45).
Corpse, Bones of The Dead and Grave 
{Nmn 19:11-22)
11 'He who touches the dead body of any person shall be taboo seven days; 12 he shall 
cleanse himself witli the water on the. third day and on the seventh day, and so be not 
taboo; but if he does not cleanse. Imiiself on the third day aiid on the seventh day, he 
will not become dean. 13 Whoever touches a dead person, the body of any man who 
has died, and does not deanse himself', del'lles the tabernacle of tlie Lord, and that 
person shall be. cut off .from Israel; because the water for impurity was not thrown upon 
him, he shall be taboo; his taboo is still on him.
In Num 19 victims of funerary taboos are deai'ly specified: 'He who toudies Lj ^ 3 the
“  T
dead body of any person shall be taboo K ZAlQ seven days' (v 11)®®; whoever touches a dead
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So far, we have seen several instances where the Hebrew term  K has been
rendered 'taboo', but it is in  this section we. notice the most serious form of taboo, ie taboo
■ f r
related to corpses, htmian bones and graves. The hum an corpse, according to Jenson (167)
v®5
person, the body of any man who has died, and does not deanse .himself, defiles the tabernade
So Amorim ( 1 9 8 9 : 2 3 9 - 4 0 ) ,  who s a y s  t h a t  t h i s  u n c l e a n n e s s  
b e l o n g s  t o  a  h i g h e r  a n d  more  c o n t a g i o u s  d e g r e e  w h i c h  a c c o r d i n g  to  
t h e  r a b b i n i c a l  l i t e r a t u r e  i s  c a l l e d  t h e  ' f a t h e r  o f  u n c l e a n n e s s ' .  
O t h e r  s i m i l a r  c a s e s  a r e  m e n s t r u a t i o n ,  a nd  b o t h  m a l e  and  f e m a l e
d i s  c h a  r g e  s .
®® O t h e r  r e f e r e n c e s  o f  human c o r p s e s  a nd  human b o n e s ,  a c c o r d i n g  
t o  Amorim ( 2 9 8 ,  3 0 0 ) ,  a r e  D e u t  2 1 : 2 3 ,  2 8 : 2 6 ,  J o s  8 : 2 9 ,  1 K i n g s
1 3 : 2 2 - 3 0 ,  2 K i n g s  9 : 3 7 ,  Ps  7 9 : 2 ,  I s  5 : 2 5 ;  2 6 : 1 9 ,  J e r  7 : 3 3 ;  9 : 2 2 ;  
1 6 : 4 ;  1 9 : 7 ;  2 6 : 2 3 ;  3 4 : 2 0 ;  3 6 : 3 0  ( c o r p s e ) ;  Ex 1 3 : 1 9 ,  1 Sam 3 1 : 1 3 ,
2 K i n g s  2 3 : 1 4 , 1 7 ,  J e r  1 9 : 6 - 1 3  ( b o n e ) .
of the Lord, and that person shall be cut off from Israel; because the water of impurity was not 
thrown upon him, he shall be taboo; his imcieaimess is still on him (v 13) and: whoever in the 
open field touches one who is slain witli a sword, or a dead body, or a bone of a man, or a 
grave shall be taboo seven days {v 16).
The weight of tliis kind of taboo is clearly indicated. For example, a person does not 
necessarily have to touch a corpse in order to become unclean. Being under the same roof with 
a corpse is enough to declare such a person unclean: 'This is the law when a man dies in a tent, 
and every one who is in the tent shall be taboo seven days' (v 14). This form of uncleanness is 
not just limited to persons, it does also affect vessels in the tent, vessels which have no cover 
fastened upon them  (cf v 15). Moreover, contamination by a corpse necessitated isolation of the 
victim in the camp for seven days, something that puts corpse-contamination on a par with a 
leper and a person with a discharge (cf Num 5:1-4).
Since corpses represent death and estrangement from God, as argues Amorim (300), 
those who stand in a closer relationship, ie priests and Nazirltes, are not allowed to enter into 
contact with such a source of defilement, for holiness and uncleanness stand in total 
opposition. Fie also points out that the more holy the thing, the more strict the rules to 
prevent a possible contact with uncleanness. This is further supported by Feldman, quoted by 
Amorim, who in referring to a priest remarks that he 'represents the presence of God and 
(]) "7 “p  According to Feldman, death represents the absence of God and the absence of 
h) which is n  M ÏO(p i and there can be no relationsliip between nHp((Jand
- Having said this, let us consider the relationship between a coipse and a priest or
Nazarite.
The Nazirltes and the high priest were not spared from the effects of fimerary taboos, 
and they were, therefore, supposed not to attend to the bodies of their dead parents, lest they 
contaminated themselves (Lev 21:11, Num 6:7). Nevertheless, priests were allowed to defile 
themselves by contact with a dead person; father or mother, a son or daughter, a brother or 
unmaiaied sister (Ezek 44:25). But even, then, such contact rendered a priest taboo for seven
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days and after purification by the ashes of the Red Cow (Num 19) he would not take up his 
duties for another seven days. People who became imclean as a result of coming near a dead 
body were not allowed to celebrate the passover.
Taboo acquired by contact with a dead body could be removed by performing a ritual 
purification, which involved mixing some ashes of burnt sin offering y| Q)n with runningT
water in a vessel and a clean person would take some hyssop and dip it into the water and 
sprinkle it upon the tent, and upon all the furnishings, and upon the persons who were there, 
and upon him who touched the bone or the slain, or the dead, or the grave (cf Num 19:18).
■ijThe ashes used here are of the red heifer and not just any piu'ification offering. N. Kiuchi 
(1987:137) has pointed out an important fact about the purification ritual in w  9, 17. He 
argues that the peculiarity of the ritual lies in the fact that though the term  n  appears-r -
(w 9, 17), the whole ritual differs radically from that of the usual jlM(/?Tlrhual. A red heifer,
T -
instead of being slaughtered on the altar, is slaughtered outside the camp'. This act. would be 
repeated on the third and the seventh day and after waslung the clothes and bathing in water, 
such a person or object was no longer taboo (cf w  12, 17-19). A corpse-tabooed person could 
pass uncleanness to Ms captives, every garment, eveiy ai ticle of skin, all work of goat hair, and 
every article of wood. These, too, needed purification (cf Num 31:20).
In chapter one we saw the importance of cleansing as a remedy for ritual contamination 
in different cultures, and in many cases water was used. Similarly m the OT water plays a t^ery 
significant role in  the purification of ritual uncleanness. We have noticed how' the priest, in the 
scrutiny of skin diseases, prescribed cleansmg as the only way of removing ritual impurity of a 
non malignant leprous person after he was physically healed (Lev 14:1-10). Purification of a 
leprous person after he was healed involved, among other tilings, batliing in running water (v
5)^^. And after the cleansing, seven days were set for recuperation, so to speak, during which 
time the victim was believed to be taboo. This was followed by sha\ing of all the hair on the 
body and a second bath in water (cf vv 8-9).
Given the emphasis of the cleansing of skin disecise victims, let us now have a brief 
account of the process involved in this purificatory rite. Strikingly, a similar procedure is 
followed among the Kikuyu people, and we have pu t it alongside Lev 14:1-7, for a better 
understanding of the text.
o f  2 K i n g s  5 : 1 0 .  Naaman i s  h e r e  h e a l e d  f r om h i s  l e p r o s y  
a f t e r  b a t h i n g  i n  t h e  r u n n i n g  w a t e r s  o f  t h e  R i v e r  J o r d a n .
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LEOTICUS 14:1-7,10
He shall be brought to the priest 
and the priest shall go out of the 
camp, and the priest shall make an 
examination. Then, it' the ieprous 
disease is healed in the leper, the 
priest shall command them to take 
for liim who is to be cleansed two 
living clean birds and cedarwood 
and scarlet stuff and hyssop; and 
the priest shall command them to 
kill one of the birds in an eartheji 
vessel over rumiing water. He shall 
take the Ihhig bird with the 
cedarwood and the scarlet stuff and 
the hyssop, and dip them  and the 
living bird in tlie blood of the bird 
til at was killed over the running 
water; and he shall sprinkle it seven 
times upon him who is to be 
cleansed of leprosy; then he shall 
pronounce him clean, and shall let 
the living bird go into the open field 
... .And on the eighth day he shall 
take two male lambs without 
blemish, and one e^ve lamb a year 
old without blemish...
KIKUYU PURQTCAl'ORY
A medichie-man was called in, and 
he took the person who had been ill 
down to a stretun or river, along 
with a small ram  for a male patient, 
or, for a female patient, a virgin 
ewe^'f At the stream the 
medicine-man slaughtcii'ed it, at id 
divided its stomach contents into 
two. He then dug a large hole near 
the bank of the stream, Ihied it with 
banana leaves, and into it put half 
the stomach contents, water from 
the stream, and some of each of the 
following: ruthuko, iiitmii, and
ng'ondiL In this bath he made the 
patient wash himself, ail his 
ornaments, and his clothing. Having 
washed in this mixture, he was then 
to wash in pm e river water and 
come upstream where he would find 
the medicine-mcm...
GR Leakey (1977:1264)
cf a year old lamb without blemish (v 10)
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Wlille (he priests falls to prescribe the treatment of leprosy, he nevertheless outlines 
tlie procedure to be followed h i the cleansing of tlie leper (14:1*10). He orders the family of the 
leper to talce to liiin two llvhig cletui birds and cedtirwood and scarlet stuff and hyssop and the 
priest tlien commands them  to ld.ll one. of tlie birds in  an eartlien vessel over running water,
1:3 7 a n  Q>)3 (v 5)^^. The use of water, exi^ecially running water, is certainly significant and 
requires comment.
Tliroughout the centuries dirt from filthy persons or objects has been carried 
downstream by the riuming water, after a bath or wasMng^* , leaving that person or object 
clecui. Therefore, running water became a imiversal symbol of purity, and in some cases water 
was believed to have the power to heal^^. In Leviticus, however, runni.i.ig water is used for the 
purpose of cleansing (cf v 2,15:13, c f N u m l 9 : 1 7 ) . ^ 3
o f  t h e  K i k u y u ;  u s e  o f  l e a v e s  ( b a n a n a ,  ruthuko, ,  uumu and  
n g 'o n d u ) ,  k i l l i n g '  o f  a  y o u n g  ram ( c l e a n ) ,  u s e  o f  a m i x t u r e ,  a nd ,  
l a s t l y ,  b a t h i n g  i n  p u r e  r i v e r  w a t e r ,
^ I n H i n d u  R e l i g i o n ,  a o c o r d i n g  t o  Mi. 1 g rom ( S41 ) , Io become
p u r e  a p e r s o n  m u s t  h a v e  a c o m p l e t e  b a t h ,  i n c l u d i n g  p o u r i n g  w a t e r  
o v e r  t h e i r  h a i r  among o t h e r  t h i n g s .  A g a i n ,  p u r i f i c a t o r y  
a b l u t i o n s  among t h e  H i t t i t e s  a l s o  m a n d a t e d ,  t h e  b a t h i n g  o f  t h e  
e n t i r e  b o dy .  T h e i r  t e m p l e  p e r s o n n e l  n o t  o n l y  h a d  t o  b a t h  b e f o r e  
e n t e r i n g  t h e  s a c  r e d  p r e c i n c t s  b u t ,  l i k e  t h e i r  E g y p t i a n  
c o u n t e r p a r t s ,  t h e y  h a d  t o  r emove  t h e i r  body  h a i r  a n d  p a r e  t h e i r  
na  i l s .
c f  Naaman who was h e a l e d  f r om l e p r o u s  d i s e a s e  a f t e r  b a t h i n g  
s e v e n  t i m e s  i n  t h e  r u n n i n g  w a t e r s  o f  t h e  R i v e r  J o r d a n ,  wh e re  he
i s  h e a l e d  p h y s i c a l l y  a.nd r  i . t u a l l y  (2  K i n g s  5 : 1 0 ,  14 ) .  Mi 1 g rom
(83.9) s a y s  t h a t  i n  I s r a e l ' s  e n v i r o n s  p u r i f i c a t o r y  w a t e r  h a d  b o t h  
m e d i c i  n a 1 a nd a p o t r o  pi a i e ,  i . e .  m a g i  c , p o w e r  s .
c f  J e r  2 : 1 3  f o r  m e t a p h o r i c a l  u s e  o f  r u n n i n g  w a t e r .
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CHAPTER F.1W 
TABOOS RELATED TO SEX 
Introduction
In tills section we shall consider form of uncleanness -impurity caused by genital 
discharges, ie emission of semen and abnormal blood flow in females. The key word in this 
discussion is K w lildi appears very frequently in Leviticus 15. Interestingly, the
principle of contagion in which the term  operates here is not in any way different from
what we have cilready seen In setc related taboos hi other cultures.
In our earlier discussion concerning this form of taboo among the other societies, 
especially the Marquesas, Maori, Romtms and the Kilaiyu, we saw the strictness with wliich sex 
related taboos are observed. Tor example, menstruating women were isolated, and theh bodily 
secretions were considered to be ritually unclean, and any contact witli them, would render a 
person unclean. In this chapter we shall be struck by the similarities between t hese societies 
and the OT in  tlieir attitude towards a menstruaiat. In the OT, these taboos are connected not 
only w ith women bu t also discharging m en -in both  cases the victim is described as taboo 
Kb 10 , as we shall see in  our translation of Leviticus 15,
Male Discharges 
(Lev 15:1-18)
The Lord said to Moses and Aaron, ^ ' Say to the people of Israel, When, any man has a 
dischtirge from his body, Ins discharge is taboo. ^And tins is the law of ins taboo for a 
discharge: whether his body rmis with Ms discharge, or his body is stopped from 
discharge,p.t is taboo in him. '^Every bed on which he tvho has the discharge lies shall 
be taboo, ^Aiid any one who touches his bed shall wash his clothes, and bathe hJmselJ' 
in water, and be taboo until the evening. ^And whoever touches the body of him. who 
has the discharge shall wash his clothes, and bathe in water, and be taboo luitil. the 
evening. ^/\nd if he who has the discharge spits on one who is clean, then, he shall 
wash Ms clothes, and bathe Inmself in water, and be taboo imtil tlie evening. ^A id any 
saddle on which, he who has the discharge rides shall be taboo. ^^ /^Vnd whoever touches 
cuiythhig that was under Mm shall, be taboo until the evening; and he who carries such, 
a thing shall wash, his clothes, and bathe himself in water, aj.id be taboo until the 
evening.  ^^  Anyone whom, he that has the di.sch.aj.’ge touches without having rinsed his
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hands in water shall wash his clothes, and bathe himseJf in water, and be taboo until 
the evening. ^^And the earthen vessel which he who has the discharge touches shall 
be. broken; and every vessel of wood shall be rinsed in water.  ^^  And when he who has 
a discharge is cleansed of Ills discharge, then he shall count for himself seven days for 
his deansmg, and wash his clothes; and he shall bathe liis body in running watei\ and 
shall not be taboo. l^And on the eightli day he shall take two turtledoves or two young 
pigeons, and come before the Lord to the door of the tent of meeting, and give them  to 
the priest; ^^and the priest shall offer them, one for a sin offering and the other for a 
burnt offering; and the priest shall make, atonement for liim before the Lord for his 
discharge. ' And if a man has an emission of semen, he shall bathe liis whole body in 
water, and be taboo until the evening. ^^And every garment and every skin on which 
the semen comes shall be washed with water, and be taboo until the evening. ^^If a 
man lies with a woman and has an emission of semen, both of them shall bathe 
tliemselves in water, and be taboo until the evening.
The nature in which abnormal male discharges contaminate is quite evident in this 
text, and the discharge n i  T is uncieanness enough to make a man taboo (w  3-15)^^. The 
tabooed person (vv 2-3) is also capable, of transmitting his imdeaiiness to anylliing that comes 
in contact w ith him, ' Every bed on wliich he lies and everything on whicli he sits shall be taboo 
K ÎO  (.0 (v 4). Not only is the imcieanness transm itted to objects, but also to the. person
T
who makes use of these objects, and this person has to wash his clothes and bathe himself in 
water and remain unclean until the evening (w  8-9). But worse still was if this discharging 
person spat on another person who was clean. The clean person became unclean as well and
T h i s  d i s c h a r g e ,  a r g u e s  M i l g r o m  ( 9 0 7 ) ,  i s  n o t  s e m i n a l ,  f o r  
t h e  t e r m  T v' HT  ' s e e d ,  i s  n e v e r  a t t a c h e d  t o  t h e  '211^ and  wh e re  
t h e  two o c c u r  i n  t h e  same v e r s e  t h e y  a r e  c a r e f u l l y  d i s t i n g u i s h e d  
( 2 2 : 4 ) .  A g a i n ,  he  s a y s  t h a t  t h e  r a b b i s  p r o v i d e  a n  a n a t o m i c a l  and  
a n a l o g i c a l  d i s t i n c t i o n :  ' D i s c h a r g e  comes  f rom a l i m p  p e n i s , and
semen f r om a n  e r e c t i o n .  D i s c h a r g e  i s  w a t e r y  l i k e  w h i t e  o f  a 
c r u s h e d  e g g ,  and  s emen  i s  v i s c o u s  l i k e  t h e  w h i t e  o f  a n  egg  w hi c h  
i s  n o t  c r u s h e d ' .  F u r t h e r ,  he  a r g u e s  t h a t  s c i e n t i f i c a l l y  t h e  o n l y  
i l l n e s s  t h a t  c a n  be  r e f e r r e d  t o  h e r e  i s  g o n o r r h e a ,  an  
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  a l r e a d y  made by  t h e  LXX and  J o s e p h u s .  A c c o r d i n g  
t o  M i l g r o m  t h i s  i s  n o t  G o n o r r h e a  v i r u l e n t a ,  unknown b e f o r e  t h e  
f i f t e e n t h  c e n t u r y ,  b u t  b l e n n o r r h e a  u r e t h r a e  o r  g o n o r r h e a  b e n i g n a ,  
u r i n a r y  b i l h a r z i a  w h i c h  s o l e l y  r e f e r s  t o  a n  i n o r d i n a t e  s e c r e t i o n  
o f m u c u s .
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had to wash Ms clothes and bathe In water and was taboo until the e\'e.n.ing (v 8).
A man. who has discharge Is .in tlds text forbidden to touch another pei'son lest he 
transfers Ms impurity to him. He, however, could touch a person but only after he had rinsed 
Ms hands in water (v 11). Of all tlie impurity bearers discussed in  Leviticus chapters 11-15, the 
case of Zl lT , according to Milgrom (914), is the only one that deals witli the consequences 
of the -impurity bearer touching someone else. And this, he says, provided an opening for the 
Q.umran sectaries to investigate the consequences of a menstruant toucliing a person with a 
discharge: 'A  woman whose blood flows for seven days should not touch a person with a 
discharge or any object wMdi he has touched, lain upon, or sat on. If she has touched any of 
tliem she shall latmder her clothes and batlie; afterward she may eat'^^. Vessels were not 
spared from the uncleanness of a person witli a discharge. If he touched an earthen vessel or 
wooden vessel, tliey too became unclean and in the case of tlie former it was broken, wliile the 
la tter was rinsed in  water (v 12).
Emission of semen tvas perceived as equally contagious. A person with an emission had 
to bathe in water (whole body) and was taboo K/219 tintil the evening (v 16). Also If a garment
"  -V
of a skin on which the semen came became affected, it had to be washed and was tabooed until 
the evening. Further, uiicleamiess could be contracted by lawful sexual intercourse, ' if a man 
lies with a woman and has an emission of semen, both of them shah bathe themselves in 
water, and be taboo until the evening' (v 18). It is surprising, however, to note how the priest 
fails to see the need for isolating a person, with a discharge (disease), given the liigh. degree of 
the transmissibility of impurity. For the rabbis, although they allowed a person with, a 
discharge to remain in  the city, as says Milgrom (920), they nonetheless barred lihn not just 
from  the temple b u t even from  the Temple Mount.
Lastly, we need to point out that as in  the case of scale diseases, a person with a
discharge remained impure for seven days even after the purification was done (l_ev 15:13-15,
 _______________________
F u r t h e r  d e t a i l s  ( M i l g r o m : 920)
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cf 1 Sam 20:26). Here, the purification is also thorough. Not only is rumiing water necessar>\ 
but animals had also to die. Iwo turtle-doves or two young pigeons were to be sacrificed, one 
for a sin offering D and one for a burn t offering il (vv 13-15).
T -
Female. Discharges 
(Lev 15; 19-30)
Wlien a woman has a discharge of blood which is her regular discharge from her 
body, she shall be in her impurity for seven days, and whoever touches her shall be. 
taboo until the evening. ^^And everytliing upon which she lies during her impurit)' 
shall be taboo; everything also upon which she sits shall be taboo. ^ A n d  whoever 
touches her bed shah wash liis clothes and bathe himself in water, and be. taboo until 
the evening. ^^And whoever touches anything upon which she sits shall wash his 
clothes, and bathe himself in water, and be taboo until the evening; '^^Iwhether it is the 
bed or anything upon which she sits, when he toudies it he. shall be taboo seven days; 
and every bed on wliich he lies shall be taboo.^^ 'U a woman has a discliarge of blood 
for many days, not at the time of her impurity, or if she has a discharge beyond the 
time of her impurity, all the days of the discharge she shall continue in uncleanness; as 
in the days of her impurity, she shall be taboo. ^%very bed on which she lies, aU the 
days of her discliarge, shall be to her as tlie bed of her Impurit^^; and everytliing on 
which she sits shall be taboo, as in the uncleanness of her impurityc ^^And whoever 
touches these tilings shall be taboo, and shall wash liis clotlies, and bathe himself in 
water, and be taboo imtil the evening. ^^But if she Is cleansed of her disdiarge she 
shall comit for herself se\'en days and after that she shall be not taboo. ^^And on the 
eightli day she shall take two turtledoves or two young pigeons, and bring them  to the 
priest, to the door of the tent of meeting. ^^And the priest shall offer one for a sin 
offering and the other for a bm nt offering for her before the Lord for her m id can 
disdiarge.
In Lev 15:19-30, the monthly discharge of blood and the cellular debris from the uterus 
by non pregnant women is viewed as a serious form of impurity, and this includes also the 
prolonged abnormal dischai’ge. Like the male coimterpart (normal and abnormal discharge), 
the contagious characteristics of female discharge necessitated stringent rules prohibiting an)' 
possible contact with the discharge or the discharger herself, and there is no doubt whatsoever 
that this is another pericope that exhibits a form of taboos similar to cultmes of other tribal 
s o c i e t i e s ' When a woman has a discharge of blood wliich is her regular dischai’ge from her
M i l g r o m  ( 9 4 8 - 9 5 3 )  i n  h i s  d e t a i l e d  s t u d y  o f  d i f f e r e n t  
c u l t u r e s  i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  t h e i r  a t t i t u d e  t o w a r d s  a m e n s t r u a n t  
p o i n t s  o u t  t h a t  t h e  a b h o r r e n c e  o f  a  m e n s t r u a n t  i s  a c a r d i n a l  r u l e
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body, she shall be. in her tmpur.hy for se\'en days, and whoever touches her shall be taboo 
H  O  (D until the evening' (v 19).
The impurity of a m enstruant is not only dangerous to anyone who touches her, but 
also to objects upon which she sits or lies (v 20), and in turn a person who touches these 
things becomes equally contam inated, as shown below:
MESiSTRUANT->OBJECT“>TFURD PARTY (PERSON)
These rules apply to a woman with an abnormal blood discharge (cf w,' 25-30), except for 
purification wliich in the case of an abnormal discharge is the same as in .male discharge, 
where both sin and burnt offerings are required (vv 29-30), while in a normal discharge the 
priest is silent (w  19-24), w bidi Implies that there is no purification needed.
Sexual intercourse with a discharging woman is also forbidden. We have seen that 
sexual relations with a man who has an emission renders both the man and the. wnman taboo 
until the evening (v 18). The same, act with a woman with a discharge makes the man (not the 
woman) taboo for seven days, especially when tlie blood of tlie woman is on liim^^. The period
-of im purity between the two is intriguing:
SEX WITH MALE DISCHARGER SJ H  “Th W  (vl8)
SEX WITH FEMALE DISCHARGER XlAi HXhVD (v24)
The unclearmess contracted from a female'discharger is here conceived to be of a more serious 
nature than a male discharger. But, it is interesting to note that, while a male discharger is 
supposed to wash his clothes and bathe in lunning water after he is cleansed for his discharge
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%among a l l  t r i b a l  s o c i e t i e s .  He r e m a r k s  t h a t  t h e  a v o i d a n c e  o f  a m e n s t r u a n t ,  h e r  m o n t h l y  f l o w ,  b i r t h ,  m i s c a r r i a g e  and  s e x u a l  
i n t e r c o u r s e  e s p e c i a l l y  b e f o r e  w o r s h i p  was p r a c t i s e d  i n  E g y p t ,  
B a b y l o n i a ,  M e s o p o t a m i a  and many A f r i c a n  c u l t u r e s .  F o r  more  
e x a m p l e s  on t h i s  s u b j e c t  s e e  c h a p t e r  o ne  o f  t h i s  s t u d y .
c f  K i k u y u  t a b o o s  and  r e g u l a t i o n s  on s e x u a l  i n t e r c o u r s e  OC i x  
2, 3 . ^
i
'
(v 13), a female with a discharge is not required to do so. She just counts seven days after 
wliich she becomes clean (v 28).
We should imderstand, however, that, serious as this genital dtschaj’ge may appear’ to 
be, once again the priest remains silent about the isolation of a woman with a monthly flow or 
a prolonged abnormal discharge, as may be the case in other cultures^^. What is clear in this 
text is the fact that such a woman remains in her home doing all her daily chores. The only 
care which should be taken is coming into contact with her chair, bed and of course having sex 
with her (vv 20-24, 26-27). And as M lgrom (953) remarks, the ingenious answer of legislators 
was to restrict her impurity to that which was underneath her, in effect, whatever might 
receive a drop of m enstrual blood.
Childbirth 
(Lev 12)
The Lord said to Moses, ^ ' Say to the people of Israel. If a woman, conceives, and bears a 
male child, then she shall be taboo. ^And on the eighth day of the flesh of his skin 
shall be circumcised. "^Then she shall continue for thirty-three days in the blood of her 
purifying; she shall not touch any hallowed thing, nor come mto the sanctuary, until 
the days of her purifying are completed. ^But if she bears a female child, then she shall 
be taboo two weeks, as in her menstruation; and she shall continue in the blood of her 
purifying for sixty-six days.^'And when the days of her purifying are completed, 
whether for a son or for a daughter, she shall bring to the priest at the door of the tent 
of meeting a lamb a year old for a burnt offering, and a yoimg pigeon or turtledove for 
a sin offering, ^and he shall offer it before the Lord, and make atonement for her; then 
she shall be clean from the flow of her blood. Tills is the law for her who bears a child, 
either male or female, ^And if she cannot afford a lamb, then she shall take two 
turtledoves or two yomig pigeons, one for a burnt offering and the other for a sin 
offering; and the priest shall make atonem ent for her, and she shall not be taboo.
Coimected with female discharge is tal^oo imposed on childbirth. It is true as Clements
(1970:34) says, that people of all ages of history have recognized childbirth as an experience
filled with mystery and wonder
M i l g r o m  ( 9 4 9 ) ,  q u o t i n g  T u r n e r  and  E v a n s - P r i t c h a r d , s a y s  t h a t  
' E a c h  Ndembu and  Nuer  v i l l a g e  h a s  a t  l e a s t  one  g r a s s  h u t  n e a r  t h e  
e d g e  o f  t h e  b u s h  f o r  mens t r u a n t s  ' . R a b b i s  and  Z o r o a s t r  f a n s , he 
s a y s ,  a l s o  q u a r a n t i n e d  t h e  m e n s t r u a n t s .
c f  H o u s t o n  ( 2 0 6 f ) .  R e f e r r i n g  t o  P e t e r  P a r k e ' s  s t u d y  (1987.)
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In Lev 12:1-5, the priest hi his long list of taboos {diaplexs 11-15) has not lost sight of 
the impurity related to mothers of newborns and this kind of undeanness has been compared 
to the time of menstruation where a woman became taboo sLrA for seven days: 'If a woman
T
conceives, and bears a male child, tlien she shall be tmclean seven days; as at the time of her 
menstruation, she shall be taboo' (v 2). Certainly, the issue, here is the blood^^^ that comes 
after the birth and the cellular debris that accompanies it. But, behind this blood, the 
mysterious circumstances surromid.ing these two events may have contributed to some degree.
During her impurity, which lasts for 33 days for a baby boy and 66 days for a girl, a new 
birth m other was to keep off from holy tilings and the sanctuary: '... she shall not touch any 
hallowed thing, nor come into sanctuary until the days of her purifying are completed’ (v 3). 
But why should the birth of a boy render his mother impure for 33 days while that of a girl is 
66 days? We have already noticed that a man who lies with a woman and whose impurity is on 
him becomes unclean for seven days, while a man lies with a woman and he has an emission of 
semen, both of them bathe in water and become unclean until the evening (15:18). Amorim 
(282), who remarks that the diffei’ence between 33 and 66 days defies logical explanation, 
mentions David I Macht who gives tliis phenomenon medical significance, 'tlie  blood of a 
woman after the birth of a girl is more t oxic thtm after the birth of a boy'^ ^ .
a b o u t  t h e  I C a l a s h a , a n on -Mus l i r n  c ommuni t y  i n  t h e  H i ndu  Kush ,  
H o u s t o n  s a y s  t h a t  t h e  K a l a s h a  'woman s p e n d  s i x  d a y s  i n  t h e  h a s a l i  
h o u s e  f o r  m e n s t r u a t i o n  and t w e n t y  t o  t h i r t y  d a y s  a f t e r  b i r t h .  
They may n o t  t o u c h  a n y t h i n g  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  g o a t  s t a b l e s  [ ( c f  
a K i k u yu  woman i n  h e r  p e r i o d . )  t h e  wo r d s  i n  t h e  b r a c k e t s  a r e  
m i n e ] ;  an  u n w i t t i n g  b r e a c h  r e q u i r e s  a p u r i f i c a t o r y  s a c r i f i c e ’ ,
c f  Amorim ( 2 8 1 )  and  h i s  l i s t  o f  s c h o l a r s  h o l d i n g  t o  t h i s  
v i e w:  N o o r d t z i j ,  H a r r i s o n ,  S n a i t h  a nd  R o d r i g n e z .  Amorim ( 3 0 5 - 7 )  
a l s o  p o i n t s  o u t  t h a t  b l o o d  d e f i l e m e n t  i s  f o u n d  i n  o t h e r  p e o p l e ,  
a l t h o u g h  t h e  r a t i o n a l e  t h a t  l i e s  b e h i n d  i t  may n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  be 
t h e  s ame ,  i . e .  t h e  Romans a nd  t h e  G r e e k s .  See  a l s o  c h a p t e r  o n e .
^  ^ F o r  more  d e t a i l s  a b o u t  t h e  s c i e n t i f i c  e v i d e n c e  f o r  t l i i s
*
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Anorim, with whom I seem to be of the same mind, accepts this medical expertise, but 
quite reluctantly. 1 think, even without engaging ourselves in a detailed debate on this issue, 
that it would be acceptable to conclude that the Priestly texts generally portray ritual impurity 
related to females to be of a liigher grade than that of males^2
Incest
Our study of the Hebrew term K/A VO would be incomplete without our consideration 
of taboos on incest (Lev 18, cf 20; 10-21). As we have ahead)’ seen m the preceding discussion 
with reference to other cultures, h(‘,re we also have a case of taboo. But since in this text the 
term KLfvO , which is the object of our investigation in this chapter, does not feature ver) 
prominently, as in the. previous forms of impurity (chapters 11-15), it. will suffice here to 
highlight only a few points about incest in the OT.
Leviticus 18 begins with a warning: 'You shall not do as they do in the land of Egypt, 
where you dwelt, and you shall not do as they do in the land of Canaan, to which I am bringing 
you (v 3)'. Then it is followed by prohibitions of indiscriminate sexual relations: 'None of you 
shall, approach any one near of kin to him to mrcover his naicedness ri  ^ ^ (v G)'^^. A 
detailed accocmt of a woman whose nakedness a man shall not imcover (metonym for sexual 
intercourse) Is given in vv 7-18. The text also includes unconventional sexual behaviour, ie 
homosexuality and bestiality (vv 22-23). In v 19 sexual relationships with a m enstruant are also
t  ii e o r y , s e e  Am o r im.
8 2 P e r h a p s  t l i i s  i s  a c u l t u r a l  phenomenon .  Among t h e  K i k u y u ,  
f (.:• r  e x a m p 1 e , t  h e b i r (: ii o f a b o y w a s h o n o u r e d w i t ii f i v e 
a l l u l a t i o n s  s a i d  by  t h e  m i d w i v e s ,  w h i l e  f o r  a g i r l  o n l y  f o u r  were  
s a i d  [ m a l e  d o m i n a t i o n ?  c f  ' C o n t r o l  and  C o m b i n a t i o n '  i n  E i l b e r g -  
S c h w a r t z  ( 1 9 9 0 : 19 1 - 2 ) 1 .
83 f r  eel r i c k  W B a s s e t  ( 1 9 7 1 : 2 3 3 )  c o m p a r e s  71  ^ ' u n c o v e r '  t o
T  T
7 7 ) 1 9  n ^ d  ' s e e  t h e  n a k e d n e s s  o f  s o m e o n e '  and  b o t h  i d i o m s
T  ; T Tme a.n h a  v i ng s e x ua 1 r e 1 a t  i onsi t  i. p ,
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forbidden. Adultery is here seen as another source of impurity (v 20). The defilmg nature of 
incest, on the whole, lacks the intensity or sternness with w^hicJi the other sources of 
uncleanness are portrayed. For example, the. Hebrew term K )0  0^ in tliis chapter appears 
only 9 times, while in cliapter 11, it appears 34 times. It is surely surprising from the point of 
view of tribal societies to see how the rules about incest are somewhat relaxed. But, it should 
be noted that in this section we cire dealing with a different Idnd of uncleamiess. Unlike incest 
among the tribal societies, incest here is to be rmderstood as an infringement of prohibitions 
which is described as 'making yourselves unclean' in the rhetoric of the Holiness stratum  (Lev 
11:43,18.24 ff etc), and which is punishable but not purifiable,
Other cases of incest, according to Basset (1971:23(3), include Reuben's incestuous affair 
with Büliah, his father's concubine, whiclr he argues is explicitly cited as the reason why his 
descendants lose their natural right of pre-eminence in Israel as the first born (Gen 49:3-4; 
35:22). He further suggests that tlie stoiy of Lot's sons by his daughters (Gen 19:30-38) has a 
simüai’ etiological purpose disparaging the Moabites and Ammonites.
Despite the rejection of this interpretation by some scliolars. Basset argues that it is 
clear that an act of incest, between father and daughter is not on a par with that between 
mother and son in the OT. It is true that the statement that Ham, as argues Basset (235), ' saw 
the nakedness of his father' (Gen 9:20-27) originally meant that he had sexual intercourse with 
his father's wife, then here we have another case of incest, and as Basset says, tliis would 
explain the seriousness of the offence whicli led to the curse. There is no doubt, however, that 
incest seems to connote a taboo of a non-contagious nature whose violation was given a 
societal punislm ient, and sometimes a curseby the families concerned.
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CHAPTER SIX 
IRANSLATION.M PROBL.EMS 
InlToduction
In the preHous ciiapters we endeavoured to investigate the existence of the concept of
Hebrew words that function to mark off an untouchable zone or objects, or impose restrictions
in relation to the sancta. Our study has so far shovvn that there are several words that overlap
with each other to some extent, eg H O p  aud . Further, thei e seems to be similarity’
between the OT and the other tribal societies we have mentioned in this study. In these other
cultures, ritual proliibilions were hnposed by the head of the community, ie a chief or a
headman. Similarly, in Israel it is the priests who impose these injunctions on the behalf of
Yah web (cf Lev 11-15, 18, 20,Deut 14). They determine what Israel should consider as clean or
unclean, and in tlie case of food proliibitions, they set the criteria to be followed.
In our consideration of these restrictions in the light of the OT, it must be borne in
mind that even though Kikuyu culture was characterized by many taboos permeating all
spheres of hfe, comparatively God was not, in any w^ ay, involved in their origin. I ’his is true
especially when we know that among the Kikuym people, God was not to be vexed, and he was
consulted only at times of crisis affecting tlie whole, community. In support of tills view,
Kenyatta (1971:129) says that
so far as people and things go weU and prosper, it is taken for granted that God is 
pleased with the general behaviour of the people and the welfare of the comitry. In. this 
happy state there is no need for prayers. It is only when humans are in real need that 
they m ust approach him, w ithout fear of disturbing liim and incurring liis wrath.
Perhaps it is admissible at this juncture to point out that even in the case of illness the
pmificatory rites performed to make a victim of taboo clean were not directed to God; if
anything, they were meant to appease the ancestral spirits who seemed to have direct
com m union w ith the hving members of their family.
We have already noticed that in certain contexts, certain OT words have been used to
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The Kikuyu noun mugiro is derived from the verb giria to prohibit, which is generic
m ark off untouchable zones or objects or impose restrictions in relation to the sancta namely
. n a i l  iTl and O T H ,  ^  UJ. Siniüarly, aniong the
Kikuyu people there were many rules and taboos that regulated their socio-religious hfe, and 
even though we do not have many words that reflect tliis idea in Klkuyn, tlie world of Kikuyu 
rehgion was, nonetheless, not sin but t a b o o - c e n t r e d ^ ^  main words are however used to
express tabooistic ideas among the Kikuyu, lhahu, mugiro and to a lesser degree, Jig'uki and 
magigi
Since the main task for wliich this study wc\s undertaken was to find out whether the 
above Hebrew words pose any problems for the Kikuyu Bible translation, time is opportune 
now to examine thoroughly how these words have been rendered in the present Kikiqai Bible 
whose work began in 1902 and was completed in 1965. We shall begin this exercise by 
examining the Unguistlc structures of the main Kikuyu words used in connection with taboo. 
We shall, also suggest the correct rendering using dynamic equivalence, also called primary and 
communicative translation or functional equivalence translation (Jan P. Sterk, 1990:109). This 
kind of translation as Sterk has remarked 'makes it appear as if the source text has been 
written directly in the target language ... tries to make it possible for the source language text 
to be immediately, understood in  the target language wording.’
Mugiro Proliibition
s e e  a 1 ong l i s t  o f  K i k u y u  t a b o o s  a p p e n d e d  t o  l i t  1 s work .  T h i s  
l i s t ,  t h o u g h  n o t  e x h a u s t i v e ,  shows  d i f f e r e n t  f o r m s  o f  K i k u y u  
t a b o o s :  v i l l a g e ,  h o m e s t e a d  a nd  h u t  t a b o o s ;  a g r i c u l t u r a l  t a b o o s ;
m e a t  f e a s t s  t a b o o s :  f o o d  and  d r i n k  t a b o o s ;  t o b a c c o  t a b o o s ;
d i v i n i n g  g o u r d  t a b o o s ;  c a s t o r  o i l  t a b o o s ;  c a t t l e ,  g o a t s  and  s h e e p  
t a b o o s ;  s e x u a l  t a b o o s ;  a n d  d e a t h  t a b o o s .
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and in its ordinary usage is non-ciiltic and means any kind of prohibition. On the other hand, 
when the word mugiro is used, it always connotes a cultic prohibition. Tills term  is usually 
used in warning people to keep off from objects tliat can contaminate tliem - things that are 
considered to be ritually unclean. For example, it is mugiro to toucli a corpse.
Thahu Untieaimess
The Kikuyu word thahu is used to refer to the consequence of violating mugiro whose 
result is thahu (rmclean). Wliile the word mugiro has both meanings, secular and religious, 
thahu is exclusively used to indicate ritual impurity.
! his word is phonetically very close to tlie ikdyneslan taboo words tapii, tabu and tafuu. 
The Hebrew root , (abomination), also exhibits shnilar phonetic congruence,
especially in  its transliterated form. Hence:
Hebrew taabu
Kikuyu tahu
Polynesia tabu
tapu 
tafuu
Needless to say, this similarity cannot be accounted for and should be treated as 
coincidence. Among the Kikuyu the sound fu! fit! is uttered to signify something with a 
terrible smell, taste or a shameful act. For example, to warn a little child who is learning how 
to speak not to touch a filthy object, eg faeces, her m other will say, fu! fu! If the same is true 
for these other cultures, then this may suggest tentatively how these taboo-words came to 
exist, and also why the last syllable in each word above is either bu, hu, pu or fu - taboo is ’ an 
obnoxious smell or act'. Incidentally, according to Webster Third International Dictionary' 
(1971:243, 2478) the English abbreviations BO' and 'U' are used for body odour' and 
' mipleasant', respectively, and colloquially the word poo' in English is used both in the
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contexl of a bad smell, and In a baby talk (in some localities) to denote faeces, which could be 
seen as supporting the linguistic trend.
In Kikuyu the use of tlie noun thahu to mean uncleanness creates some granmiatic ai 
problems, for the same word may also be used in its adjectival form to express unclean'. A 
similar problem is also evident in the English word ' taboo' uhere it is used as a noun and an 
adjective. Further, we should not lose sight of the intercliangeability of the OT terminologies 
we have studied so far. This phenomenon is also found in the Kiku)u taboo-words, sometMng 
that means that our effort to give each word a specific meaning is doomed to fad. All this 
leads to one very important fact, ie translation of OT terminologies, already discussed, in 
Kikuyu is quite intricate. But for the purpose of consistency we shall in this study use mugiro 
to mean ' a proliibition' and thahu to mean the result of breaking a mugiro, unless otherwise 
stated, ie if a person breaks a ' mugiro' he becomes 'thahu
H  O  ID m Kikuyu
V\TiLle a prohibition in Kiku)u is mugiro and to become unclean is thahu, this is not so 
in the. OT, where the same root (D is used to express both ideas. In this study we shall, 
therefore, use the following rendermg:
H l O l D  vb (to become rmclean) = thahu
"  T
O  ^  adj (unclean) = mugiro
K Xlb ID (uncleamiess) = thahu
While this rule seems to havf  ^been followed in thf* translation of thf* I b brf w root 
X  Xh U) huo the Kikuyu Bible (cf Lev 11:1-28), in  certain passages it has been very difficult 
to decide wliich words are to be. used, especially where a triple occurrence root Eh ID is 
found.
' And everything upon which any part of their carcass falls shall be unclean dEAlO ;
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whether oven or stove, it shall be broken in pieces; they are unclean O'’ and shall
be unclean O'’(AX) 19 to you.' (Lev 11:35).
Tins text refers to carcasses of the. swarming tilings y) , that swarm upon tlie
earth, creatures that were considered taboo (cf v 29), ie should they fall on an oven 1 9 ]  M or 
stove Q"''T ■’D then the imcieamiess in them  is in  turn transferred to these objects, f  hat 
means K XALph here should be seen as the consequence of a carcass coming into contact with 
an object. This is particularly so if we follow Levine (1989:70) who says that ovens and stoves 
became contaminated as soon as dead swarming creatures fall onto them, a condition for 
wliich there is no remedy, and therefore the stoves and ovens m ust be smashed.
Among the Kikuyu swarming things were a taboo, and should a toad, frog or lizard fall 
or jum p into the fire in the hearth of a hut, ilie hut and all llial was in it became thahu, and a 
purification ceiemony was essential (cf OC i 9). And again, if a person killed a lizard his hands 
would begin to shake for ever.
It then follows that in Kikuyu the need for a purification ceremony to purify the entire 
house is a clear indication that the house is now in a state of thahu (Lev 11:35). That means, 
the Kikuyu rendering of the Hebrew word K ’ as mugiro (prohibition) is incorrect, for
T *. ■
anything into wliich a carcass falls has aheady been affected by the imcieanness of the dead 
creature. The oven and stove are now thahu and they shall be mugiro (prohibition)
O ’ X Eblp ' This is certainly true if we consider the immediate need for pm ifi cation among 
the Kikuyu, for as long as an object is in a state of thahu it cannot be used or touched, and it is 
therefore mugiro^^
The translation of the adjectival phrase K ’iFl H (is unclean) in Lev 15:2 is
also problematic in the Kikuyai Bible translation. The adjective >i O  ID m Kikuyu means 
mugiro as we have just mentioned, ie when a man has a discharge from his body, his discharge 
is unclean, implying that it should be avoided. The Kikuyu Bible has rendered this phrase as e
c f  OC iv  i i ,  wh e re  f o o d  be c o m e s  th a h u  and  c o u l d  n o t  be e a t e n  
excep t ,  by o l d  women p a s t  c h i l d  b e a r i n g ,  a f t e r  a l i z a r d  o r  a f r o g  
f e l l  i n t o  t h e  f i r e  w h i l e  t h e  f o o d  was c o o k i n g .
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na thahu (literally, he has uncleanness). 1 his would only be (rue m the light of Kikuyu 
understanding of what happens when a man's semen falls on the oxlilde on which he. and his 
wife are having sexual intercourse:
Never have intercourse with your wife in such a way that your penis can slip and 
ejaculate semen onto the oxhide sleeping mat. If this should happen, it is great evil, 
and before you sleep with your wife again you must arrange with someone else of yoiu: 
initiation age-group to sleep with her first and thus remove the evil (thahu - cf OC ix 
10) . ■
:It could be argued that among the Kikuyu, .semen as 'm atter out of place', to use the 
language of Mary Douglas (1966:53) is a potential source of thahu; and it would therefore be 
mugiro (jvrohibition) to spill it on an oxhide. It is interesting to note that when the semen 
touches the skin, then not only does the skin become contammated, but it also contaminates 
the woman lying on it - she becomes thahu.
This would ex]7lain why it is wrong to render K-l 71 M EA0 in l.ev 15:2 as e na thahu 
in Kikuyu, something that would mean tlfat the discharge has been made imclean. The
discharge itself is not the result' or product' but the causative agent^h which an object 
becomes unclean. In this text, therefore, we have a context that requires that the Hebrew root 
'K O  (D be translated as mwtpro in  the Kikuyu Bible.
Finally we have Lev 13:45.
The leper who has the disease shall wear torn clothes and let the hair of his head be 
disheveled, and he shall cover his upper lip and cry, "Unclean, unclean".
In the Kikuyu translation, the Hebrew words YlHQ • K have been rendered
'Ndi na ng'uki! Ndi na ng'uki!' (literally I have a curse! I have a curse!). Tliis is quite unnatural.
-------------------------------------------
■ c f  OC iv  17, ' I f  a  woman g e t t i n g  f o o d  f r om a g r a n a r y
( i k u m b i )  s h o u l d  h a v e  a c c i d e n t a l l y  l e t  a ny  m e n s t r u a l  b l o o d  t o u c h  
t h e  g r a n a r y ,  a l l  t h e  f o o d  i n  t h a t  g r a n a r y  h a d  t o  be  g i v e n  away:  
none  m i g h t  be  e a t e n  by a n y  member  o f  t h e  f a m i l y  -  i t  h a d  become 
t h a h u .
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.Among the Kikuyu a child who disobeyed liis parents ie beat them or refused to help them 
especially when they were sick or very old, would receive a curse. Consequently, a victim of a 
curse would gradually lose his toes and ftngei’s or any other form of dlsfigm'ement. The 
Kikuyu people were very keen on mattei’s of ritual purity and they were able to identify cases 
of curses from ritual uncleanness (thahu).
hi Lev 13:45, to translate X (£) M lOtD (Unclean unclean!) Ndi na ng'uki! Ndi na
. .  -f "  f
ng'uki! is erroneous since it implies that the leprous person is cursed and this tvould In turn 
raise the question: Who cursed this person? Again since in this text we have an idea of 
transferrable uncleamiess, that sense is lost in the translation, hi the preceeding chapters 11- 
12 the Hebrew root is rendered thahu or mugiro, depending on the context. Ihe cliange 
from thahu/mugiro to ng'uki is therefore inconsistent and creates a problem m tlie Kikuyu 
Bible and needs to be corrected, since we are not dealing with a curse in the Kikuyu 
understanding, something that creates a state of ng'uki.
Following Milgrom (778) who argues that the declaration of a victim of Vl A)T h. as~ T
ff  (2) 10 intplies that the pei'son suspected of scale disease is in a stale of impurity while he
’ ■ T
is quarantined, analogous to tlie quarantined house, whicli contaminates everything m tliin  It 
and all who enter it, the plirase K E3LD K 1310 should be translated Thahu! Thahu! in KikuyuT "  *r
hi order to convey the idea of transmissibility of the. uncleanness involved, hence the warning. 
Shnilarly, it is not correct to render ly LAID m Lev 14:36, thahu while in v 44 the same. . .y
word is rendered 'ng'uki'. One may argue that in the former case the uncleamiess refers to the 
objects in the house wliile in the latter it is the house itself. But such an argument cannot be 
accepted since in both cases what causes the undeanness is the scale disease, ie both the 
objects and the house are miclean and in the case of the. latter, purification is necessary (vv TO­
SS). A bird had to be set free which indicates tliat tliis rite s)mbohcaliy expresses die carrying 
away of the uncleamiess by the fleeing bird. It would be natural to render K (9 in this
• •  -T
chapter 'thahu', since, the idea of a house becoming thahu' was not unknown among the 
Kikuyu and also Maasai. For example, a house in which die ownei' of a homestead died became
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hahu and it had to be. abandoned to avoid .ritual contamination by the corpse of the dead body.
"Y p Ui /  W in Kikuyu
In Klku)ai, would be best rendered mugiro. But while tliis is true with the
noun and , the Pl'el ^  p  W (to abominate/to pollute/to contaminate) should
be rendered in the same way as the verb >03 tF thahu and not mugiro, since in Kikuyu there is
no verb that can be formed from the word mugiro. Care should, however, be taken in the
rendering of the Pi'el > especially in places where it appears in the. same passage with
the Hebrew root yt 19 > for example in  Lev 11:43 (cf 20:25):
'Yhu shall not make yourselves abominable with any swarming thing that
swarms; and you shall not defile yourselves ix  - k*? with them, lest you become 
unclean D JD 3 IÛ1 .
The Kikuyu Bible has rendered iÜ p |)Ll "5/^  Mutikaneikire mugiro (Literally, do not make
yourselves a prohibition). This translation jdoes not make any sense. We have just said that
the Kikiqai word mugiro cannot be verbalized and it would be wrong even in this context to
attem pt to do so. In Kikuym it is quite unnatural to say ' don't make yourselves abominable'
using the word mugiro. In such circumstances, where the wnrd means to make
abominable' as a result of violating a prohibition, the Kilcuyu verb thahia would be the best
translation. Hence,
Mutika'nae (literally, Y ou shall not make yourselves unclean).
This translation is in agreement with Milgrom ( 1991:684) who says that in tins text
Y 19 has an object *~FlK , and is synonymous tvith 'you shall not
contaminate yourselves' .) R )3(0 f l  ~ X p  . If this translation, is accepted, then we shall have a
double Ihahia, a verb from thahu, ie  ^K >31£> Hp. -  D Y ”■ W  Mutikanae
gwithahia...kana mwithahie (literally, Do not defile yourselves). All we are saying is that in
Kikuyu the writer of this text is warning the Israelites not to make themselves thahu by coming
in contact w ith the forbidden creatures.
We need to point out that the Hebrew term  y  l lpW , ati abomination', fits very well
with the Kikuyu Bible translation thahu and needs no further comment (cf Nah 3:6, Zech 9:7, 1
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Kmgs .11:5,2 Kings 23:24, Dan 11:31).
Q  n  Kikuyu
Our definition of the Hebrew tem i Q  q  n  , as we saw earlier in this study, especially 
in the context of war, is to prohibit to coinnion use’ or to consecrate to God or to use Ian 
Cairns (1992:45) w^ords, 'I h e  equivalent verb haram  in Hebrew and other Semitic languages 
has the root meaning 'forbid, or to make taboo' hence set apart to become the property of a
/Among the Kikuyu, taboos connected with war are not unknown, even though the ban 
is not on the loot which among the Kikuyu consisted of cattle, sheep and goats. After a 
successful war with for example the Maasai, the warriors became mugiro by their association 
with blood and corpses and also by being cursed by the dying enemies who were killed in the 
battle. According to Kenyatta (1971:11 If), after 'kaare' songs (battle songs of praise) were 
ended, the warriors' long hair was shaved off and. a purification ceremony perfomed to remove 
the curse (thahu). Num 31, even though it is not a T3 ”1H passage displays the idea that 
the slaughter of wttr is ritually polluthig: ' Encamp outside the camp seven days; whoever of 
you has killed any person, and whoever has touched any slain, purify yourselves and your 
captives on the third day and on the seventh day. You shall purify every garment, every article 
of skin, all work of goats' hah, and every article of wood' (w /19-20).
This background is profitable in our understanding of the Hebrew word D  T] E) and 
the problems it causes in the Kikiqo Bible translation. But we need to malce it clear that while 
the Kikuyu enjoyed theh  loot, in  Israel it was devoted to God hredeemably, ie the booty must 
be destroyed (cf Jos 7). On the other hand) taboo thahu connected with war among the Kikuyu 
seems to shed light on why in the OT objects taken from Israelites' enemies at a time of war 
are devoted to God. It is true to say that the Kiku)m warriors became thahu by theh  
association with a) blood, b) corpses and c) curse from theh  dying enemies, but in Israel ' those
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defeated in battle and their possessions were regarded as belonging to an alien God' (Cairns, 
45). He further argues that ' the writer of Deuteronomy does not stress the. sacrificial aspect of 
D H  n  (Hebrew mine) but characterizes it as a drastic but necessary step to ensure, that 
Israel is not lured into paganism by the indigenous population of Canaan (Deut 7:1-6; 20:16- 
18)'.
From the standpoint of our discussion about the contagion brought about by blood and
corpses among the Kikuyu, it would seem to be in order to say that war booty’ in the OT isI
taboo o n  n  not because it is holy, but because it has been defiled by its association with
service (Jos 6:19) completely inexplicable. However, even having said that our, next task will be 
to examine Jos 7:1 to find out how a n  n  has been rendered in the Kikuyu Bible, But the. 
people of Israel broke faith in regal’d to the devoted things OTlhA.'
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blood and corpses, and, given the severity of corpse-taboo, this would further explain the
irredeemabihty of such objects. Nevertheless, this is not the case, as Cairns has shown above. 
Again such interpretation would render the dedication of metal objects to Yahweh's cultic
'No rin, ciana da Israeli nidaagaranre ivatho ukonii indo ido damwiisvo da kimimvo.' 
in tliis translation, the Hebrew pluase aÇinH. has been rendered in Kikuyu 'indo ido 
damuritwo da kiminwo' (literally, those things consecrated for destruction), JJie word 
'damitritwo' in its ordinary usage means 'to set aside for general use', but when used in a 
religious context, it means 'to set apart for God's use’. This is the same Kikuyu word used in 
the ordination of a churcli minister or in the dedication of church properties, and our present 
translation 'set apart for destruction' would therefore sound very' strange and unreasonable to 
a Kikuyu reader, for when an object or a place is arnunvo (consecrated) it is considered to be 
holy and cannot be. destroyed.
Presumably, to a native Hebrew speaker the mention of the word D 1  ÇJ In a
context of war would spontaneously say the following: (a) things set aside for God, (b) these 
things have been plundered in war, (c) these things are prohibited, hence the need for
s
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destruction. Unfortunately, Kikuyu language lacks a single word that can embrace the three 
metmings at the same time, and even saying that these things are jiroMbited does not do any 
justice to the text, since the prohibition would only refer to the. state of the objects without 
giving any expkmation as to wfiy the objects are in  such a state, as is the case in the Hebrew i
word □ ” 1 n  .
Having noted that the above Kikuyu translation fails to meet the definition of a n n  , 
we should now attempt a better iTanslatlon, with the tiiree components of meanings in mind, 
as mentioned above. Hence, indo iria ciatahitivo inhaaraini na iria dari na mugiro ni undu 
nidamuriirwo Ngai (literally, things that were pkuidered in a time of war and wliich were 
prohibited for they were set apart for God), I am awaie that too many words in Kikuyu have 
been used here to translate a single Hebrew word D H n  , something that may seem to be 
unacceptable according to the principles of Bible translation, and yet the translation is useful 
since it retains the three originally intended meanings,
The translation difficulty of the term  a  yi n  is even more compounded by the 
occurrence of other OT mwp/ro-words in the same passage. For example in Deut 7:26, a text we 
referred to earlier:
And you shall not bring an abominable thing il-A-M i P into your house, and. become 
acciu’sed o n r i  like it; you shall utterly detest a ] whi y]? W and abhor it
3 3 J J D T 1  H for it is <m accursed thing k' I u □ ! .  H “  ' 0
Deuteronomy 7 as a whole is generally about foreign influence (idolatry of the
Canaanltes) on. the lives of the Israelites as we have already noted. The chapter begins by
introducing nations that the Israelites will encounter in the land they are about to possess: the
Hittites, the Girgashites, the Amorites, the Canaanltes, the Perizzites, the Hivites and the
Jebmdtes (v I). The way of life of these people, in  its totality, is seen to be incompatible with
the worship of Yahweh, who considers Israel to be a special nation, 'For you are a people holy
to the Lord your God; the Lord your God has chosen you to be a people for his own possession,
out of all th(  ^peoples that are on the surface of the earth' (v 6). This implies that Israel must
shun any association, whatsoever, with everything that belongs to these foreigners: graven
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images of their gods, silver or gold, for it is an abonimation, (v 25). Anyone who stole what was 
Cl n  n  became infected as it were with mystic quality which stems from the foreign
deity it once represented (Cairns, 94). He goes further to say the 'tam pering with what is 
taboo in  tliis deeply compromising way was said to be revolting (abomination) to God.'
A similai' claim for being a special people was evident among the Kikuyu and the need 
to keep away from the influence of the tribes round about them was observed with complete 
strictness^^. Should a Kilaiyu accidentally (eg captured during the war) or willingly come into 
contact with a foreigner, for example, a Maasai, tliis person became thahu, and a purification 
ceremony was necessary. But tlie thahu acquired by contact with a foreigner was less severe, 
and the Khaiyu pref erred to call it giko(dirt).
Nevertheless, the ceremony of purification to remove uncleanness of the giko type was 
complicated, even though not to the level of thahu. A  detailed account of this ceremony, as 
given by Lealcey (1977:12601), is significant for this section, and it wall help us not only to have 
a glimpse of the seriousness with which the Kikuyu people viewed contamination by a 
foreigner, bu t also a proper understtm ding of Deut 7:26 from  the perspective of transi ailon.
The Ceremony of NdahiJdo to remove Uncleanness of the Giko Type.
T ie  particular form of uncleaimess laiown as giko could be contracted in a 
number of different ways, and .it nearly always necessitated a ]iuriflcation ceremony of 
the ndahikio type to remove, it. Altliough the. details of the ceremonies for pmlfication 
from giko varied according to the circumsttmces in wliich the tmclecinness was 
contracted, in  general the ndahikio for this type of tmcleamiess followed the. smne lines. 
As an example we wül tcilce the case of a man who had dwelt for a period among the 
Maasai and then returned to his family in  .TCikuyu country. Such a man was held to be 
unclean in tlie sense of having giko, because he liad been hi contact with Maasai rites 
and ceremonies wliile he was resident among people of tliat tribe. He could .not, 
therefore, be allowed to re-enter Ms own family circle without being puriiied, for if he
T h i s  t r a d i t i o n  h a s  n o t  c o m p l e t e l y  d i e d  e v e n  w i t h  t h e  
i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  W e s t e r n  c u l t u r e .  T o d a y ,  w h i l e  t h e  o t h e r  t r i b e s  
i n  Kenya  f i n d  K i k u y u  g i r l s  go o d  t o  m a r r y ,  m a r r i a g e  b e t w e e n  K i k u y u  
a nd  ' n d u r i r i ' ( a  d e r o g a t o r y  t e r m  u s e d  t o  r e f e r  t o  o t h e r  t r i b e s )  
i s  r a r e l y  p r a c t i s e d .
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did so, he. would probably transm it tlie undeanness to the others.
When he arrived bade in Kikuyu country, tlnerefore, he conimuiiicated with bis 
family but did not. enter any of their ho.niesteads, and the. eldej’s of Ms faindy made 
arrangements to provide a ram for a purification ceremony, and engaged a 
medicine-man to come and conduct die proceedings. Ihe. rettuned traveller was given a 
smoked banana leaf (icoya inge), and was sent down to the nearest stream with 
instructions to bring up water in tliis leaf, and at the same time, to bring up another 
fresh banana leaf.
When he came tvith the water he was led out by the medicine-man to a place in 
the bush where there was an old overgrown path. A ram. was taken along. Here a small 
hole was dug, lined with the new banana leaf, and into it.- was poured, the water. Then 
the medicine-man. proceeded to build two small symbolic huts on either side of the 
basin. The first of these was built of bitter and bad plants such as mugere and mucathci, 
and represented the hut in Maasai comitry where he had been living. Tlie second hut 
was built of good wood such as mulhakwa, rniikeu, or nwkenia to represent his own 
TTkuyii home to wMch he was about to return.
When the symbolic huts were ready, the ram  was slaughtered without any 
ceremony of making it pass round the m.an, and its stomach contents were put into the 
basin, together with the water and some of each of the five magic powders always used 
in ndahikio ceremonies. Then the man was told to sit inside the hut wliich symbohzed 
the place he had come from, facing the land of his sojourn. The medicine-man came, 
and with two biui.cb.es of twigs of the ceremomai pkaits always used, he proceeded to 
'cause the man to vomit Ms uncleamiess', using the stem  ends of the bunch of twigs.
TMs done, the man was made to 'come out of the bad hut', step over the water in the 
basin, enter the 'good' hut, and sit down. Five embers were then put into the good hut, 
wliich represented Ms real home. Then the medicine-man. solemnly pulled up tlie sticks 
of the symbolic bad hu t and. scattered them, far and wide, saying, ' Nmdatharia nyumba.
Nindeheria giko gia kuria uratuire* (Î pull down the hut, I remove the undeanness of the 
place where you. have been living).
Taldng the intestines of the slaughtered tinunal, he encircled the good hut in 
which the man was squatting by the fire. The man was tl.ien again, caused to vomit the 
tm deanness of Ms temporary home, and this time the medicine-man used the leafy 
ends of the bundles of twigs for the ceremony. When lie had done iMs, the 
medicine-man stood by the doorway of the new liut and called to the man to come out.
As Ms face emerged from the door, the medicine-man rubbed ira powder on his nose 
and then told him. to remain thus, half in and half out of the door, while he removed 
the intestines that encircled the hut.
Then he told the man to come right out, and as he did so he rubbed ira powder 
on to Ms shoulders, navel, the pabns of Ms hands, and Ms two big toes. Then, with the 
man standing just outside the door of the good hut, the medicine-man arranged the 
intestines of the ram so that one end lay between the man's feet on the ground, and 
then passed, limough the good luit and out through the back w%ll. The meclicuie-man 
then, seized the end projecting tMrough the back wall and pulled, chawing the 
intestines between the man's legs, tluough the good hut, and out i.iirough the bade 
wall. As he did so, he said, ' Ndagarura giko gia kuu uratuire, gitigakurumirira' (1 turn 
back the imcieamiess which belongs to that place where you have; been residi.ng, that if 
may no t follow you).
These intestines were then tM’own away, and the medicine-man pulled up the 
silcîcs forming the symbolic good hut. These lie did not tlirow away, but; placed in a 
neat bundle at the foot of a muthakwa tree. The man. was then given some of each of 
the five magic powders to swallow, after wMch he was allowed to enter liis family 
homestead. Here he had to take part in the ceremony of kurkirnra (eating together), 
after wMch he resum ed norm al life in  his own home. (Leakey, 260f).
a
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k  is interesluig to note hi this piirificatory rite hoiv the medicine-man makes the v'ic’tim 
of this kind of contamination symbolically vomi.t (ndahikio) the nnclecmness he has brought 
\idtli him from the. foreign land. Tliis vomiting is repeated two limes. .Fhst, the man is caused 
to vomit using tlie stem ends of the bmicJ.i oi' twigs, mid second, the mmi is made to vomit the 
micJeanness of his temporary home. Note also the two ceremonictl huts built by the 
medicine-man: the Maasai hu t is built of bitter and bad plants like muge.ye and mucatha (to 
symbolize uncleanness) and the Kikuyu hut, on the other hand, is built of good wood hke 
muthakwa; miikeu or mukenia (a symbol of purity). There is no question now that in  the 
eyes of die Kikuyu, any foreign rites and ceremonies were deemed unclean and therefore 
detestable, atid any person thus contaminated became a taboo, and could not be allowed to 
join his family before being pitrified, for as Leakey says, he would probably transmit the 
uncleanness to the others. With tliis Icnowledge, we can no'tv try a translation, of tlie text tmder 
consideratioj.i.
Deuteronomy 7;26a is a warning to the Israelites not to liring into their houses objects 
belonging to the foreigners, and these things are here reffered to as Oti. the basis of
T "
what we hcive said above about the Kikuyu attitude towards foreigners, XlZl D '\ D vvould be”ï ' '
correctly rendered gilay. But the word ''giko" htis in the present day dropped its religious 
connotation, mid is commonly used to refer to ordinmy dirt. It would therefore, be 
appropriate to suggest tlaat the word gUœ be used alongside mhirin (other tribes). Hence, giko 
Ida mhiriri(the dirt of other tribes). The present translation of TlZlW I D  as thahu is
incorrect given the ini'erior form of the uncleanness involved here as is evidenced loy the giko 
type purification ceremony, miiiJce the thahu type which requires a more sophisticated
piu'lficatory rite.
The Hebrew word D D  1*1 in  v 26a seems to mean "to destroy utterly"ie if
Israelites were to bring the forbidden foreign objects into their houses, they would be utterly
Mukenia  i s  a  name g i v e n  t o  a t r e e  t h a t  makes  a p e r s o n  h a p p y
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destroyed. Perhaps it may be added hcj’e that O in  is in this passage used in the form of
^  I "p  j Kikuyu
In our earlier discussion of the Hebrew root , we made a distinction between
positive and negative holiness. We then suggested that in certain contexts negative holiness 
exhibits the same characteristics as 'taboo' related to the contagion by uncleanness. But most 
interesting was the fact that in. the OT the term  is commonly used for Yaliweii, ie lie is
the only one who is endowed or invested with the extreme purity.
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1a simile, to destroy Idee objects devoted to God .for destruction", but basically the idea is "to 
destroy" if tliis interpretation is accepted, then the ICümyu rendering would be kuninwo (cf 
"doom" in  die MTB).
The Hebrew phrase H yjP^\j) in v 26b comes after the consequence I
( o n  n  } of harbouring foreign objects which are considered to be T1 i H
'Iras been spelt out. It Is logical, then to suggest that tins phrase is suggestive of tire intensity'
w ith which the Q 'j  n  "utter destructions" should be detested. But the de testability of 
P i n  Is intensified even more by the plrra^e that follows H ILNTl . Our
concern now is to malce this idea of intensification extrliclt in the Kikuyu. Bible translation.
The present translation has comlrined the two phrases as though they were one, thuura 
o guthuura (utterly detest ). But a better translation is the one that would attem pt to translate 
them  separately, the second one being an intensifier of the first phrase. Hence,
^ ^  W Tl 'Y 'P  ^  should be rendered thuura o guthuura and 1 ] 3. N Jl H p. U J1 , 
mwigigime, a verb derived from magigi an adjective meaning a filthy object that is repugnruit
or a shameful act too nasty to hear. In religious circles, mwigigime would mean both "to hate" 
and "to shun" an object because of its uncleaimess. In our present text, Israel must "hate" and 
"shim" foreign objects since their presence causes "utter death," and the right word in  Kikuyu 
to express this idea is mwigigime.
___
The assodalion of holiness with Yahweh is crucial, particularly for tliis section where 
the concept of the transmission of negative holiness is considered on the basis of the Ktkm-u 
Bible U’anslation. One major question that we need to ask ourseives at the outset Is whether we 
aj:e trying to impose and translate a foreign idea that was non-existent among the Kikuyu, or a 
concept that was there bu t known in different terms?
Kikuyu people believed in one God who was known as Ngai or Miirungu. But when the 
Kikuyu spoke to him in pray ers or sacrifices they referred to him as Mwene-Nyaga (the owner 
of brightness or sparkle or dazzlingness), a name that was used exclusively for the deity. The 
Kikuyu supreme deity was believed to be clean’, 'pure ' or white’. In other words he wns 
without any blemish, and was associated with the white snow on Mount Kenya, which was 
thought to be his eartlily abode. It is instructive to note that objects or places or food once 
identified with God henceforth ceased to be available for human beings, and any attempt to do 
otherwise w%s met with very severe consequences®^. Only^  priests w e^re allowed to go too close 
to the presence of Mwene-Nyaga to offer sacrifices on behalf of the community^ they 
represented. Sometimes tivo little boys who because of their age were considered to be 
uncontam inated would accompany the priests to the place of sacrifice.
One thing is definite about the Kikuyu imderstanding of the deity - he is 'clean', 
cleanness that surpasses their vocabulary. It is indescribable pmTty, cuid the best way they 
could speak about him was to compare him with the 'cleanest' place (the top of the mountain) 
and the 'whitest' object (the snow). To them the Mwene-Nyaga ni murheru (the owuer of 
brightness is clean or pure). The Kikuyu Bible translators took up the name mutheru (clean) to 
translate the Hebrew root W'TTjT . Good! But how did they deal with the concept of contagious 
holiness?
A man in. h i s  9 0 s  whom 1 i n t e r v i e w e d  f o r  t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  my 
e a r l i e r  p a p e r  a t  S t .  P a u l ’ s C o l l e g e  s a i d  t o  me t h a t  he  s u f f e r e d  
s wo l i e n  f e e t  b e c a u s e  he  a t e  t h e  mea t  k e p t  f o r  t h e  d e i t y  u n d e r  a 
-S a c  r  i f i c i a 1 t  r  e e .
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The book of Haggai is probably the best source in the comparison of contagion by both 
the. holy objects and an unclean person, llaggai im der the directive of the  Lord wanted to 
know from  the priest the difference between the two: ' If one carries holy flesh in the skirt of 
his garm ent, and touches witii his skirl bread, or pottage, or wine, oil, or any kind of food, does 
it become holy?..if one. who is unclean by contact with a dead body touches any of these, does 
it become unclean? {Hag 2:12-13). Concerning the first question, tlie priest gives an emphatic, 
No! But In the  second he answ ers in the affirmative.
In th is text, where the prophet requests the priest's ruling on cultic m atters, 
uncleanness seem to be m ore contagious than holiness, ie holy flesh does not transm it its 
holiness, unlike .ritual defilement from  contact w ith a corpse (Num 19: 11-13). In Le\ 22:4, for 
example, a person who touched a corpse was unclean (taboo) until evening and may not eat of 
the holy things unless he had bathed his body in  w ater (cf 2.1:11). Hag 2:13 exliibits a similar 
contagion. Aware of the contagious powder of this kind of undeanness, Haggai in his question 
seeks to know w hether the objects in 2:12 will be effected by a person who has come in contact 
with a dead body. Surely, 1 may be allowed to put this tp,iestio.n in the light of the Kikuyu who 
definitely see a form  of thahu  in the text:
’If one who is thahu by contact w i|h  a dead body touches any of these does it become
thahu?  To which the  p riest answ ej's, Yes!
I have noted in Haggai's question that the holiness of holy flesh in the  skirt of a p riest’s 
garm ent is not transferrable to  the foodstuffs w hen his garm ent touches them. .In the first 
place, it seems that, the person carrying the flesh has not been sanctified. Furtherm ore, his 
garm ents, even though they have been affected by the  holiness of the flesh, the saiicta has not 
been transm i tted  to  the foodstuffs.
M ilgrom's (1991:449) m ention of Lev 6:27 as he. discusses the  m eaning of
yj D3 D  ' ^ 3  form ula is particulaiTy crucial for a better
u n d erstand ing  of the  problem  raised  in  this text. In liis careful study of the  Hebrew particle 
3  , MBgrom attem pts to  give the right rendering of this term. Does the word mean
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’ whoever' or ' vvhateve_r’? He points out that ' the rabbis are unaiim ious in opting for 
'w hatever' and elmiinating the .human factor completely.' According to him  Le.\' 5:14-16, Hag 
2:12, Ex 30:26-29, and finally Num 4:15 are indirect c'xamples of the fact tha t the sancta are not 
contagious to persons - 'b o th  Haggai and the rabbis agree that tlie sancta transm it their 
holiness only to foods'.
Having exjilained why the sancta are not contagious to persons in Haggai, it: is equally 
im portant to say that the rendering of " 4 3  as ’ whatver' thus excluding persons from 
contagious power of holiness has not always been the case (cf Lev 10:1-5; I Sam 6:19; 2 Sam 6:6- 
7). MiJgrom (433) has shown that in the earlier period, whenever the form ula originated, the 
range of 3  was im iestricted: even persons were included.' Ihis is particularly true when 
we consider, for example. Lev 6. Here, the sacrificial animal used for sin offering was
considered ' m ost holy' and had to be eaten in a holy place - in the court of the tent of meeting 
(cf Lev 6:25-27). Again, the shoulder of the ram  of the peace offering □"’D  031, together* T : "
with unleavened cake and water were holy portions for the priest and the priest had to wave 
them  for a wave offering before the Lord, (cf Num 6:19-20). It is obvious that the priests had to 
carry the holy portions in  their robes. Surely, the garm ent m ust have been affected by the 
holy flesh. 'W hatever' touches its flesh shall be holy; and when any of its blood is 
sprinckled on  a garment, you shall wash that on  which it was sprinkled m  a holy place' (Lev 
2:27, cfL ev6:ll;E x29:37; 30:26-29).
Wliile it is not easy to account for the Priestly's shift, from  ’ contagious power of sancta 
to persons' to ’ not contagious', Milgrom. (455) suggests that the change was due to ' the stream  
of m urderers, thieves, and assorted criminals who flocked to the altar and resided on  the 
sanctuary grounds on the basis of hoary, venerable traditions that the altar 'sanctifies' - 
som ething tha t deeply disturbed the priests. M lgrom ’s summary of this development merits 
our consideration:
' (l)h i the prebiblical stage all sancta commiuiicate holiness to persons, the inner simcta
' vvli a  t  e  v  e  I' ’ , R S V
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Certainly, this change creates an iinresolvable translational problem in the Kikuyu 
Bible. For, how can sacrll'ical meat, offered to Ngai (God) be contagious to persons at one time, 
and nOn-cont agious at another time? In Ezekiel 46:20 we have an instance where holiness is 
seen to be dangerous, and m ust therefore be avoided due to its destructive nature (cf 2 Sam 
6:6f, Lev 10:If). We shall now use this text to show how the Idea of contagion by negative 
holiness is uncertain  in the Kikuyu Bible.
?
:i
Idirectly by sight and indirectly by touch. This contagion is lethal even if the contact is accidental. The early bibllcitl narratives exemplify this deadly power of the sancta in 
the Ark, Mount Sinai, eind the divine fire. (2) The priestl)' account of the Lentes' work 
assignment in  the Tabernacle (Nimi 4) reveals the sancta unchanged from  previous 
stage... Ezeldel, however, opts for the older view that sancta are contagious to persons. 
(3) Haggai restricts the contagion of sancta to  foodstuffs. (4) The Tannai tes follow 
llaggai...’.
' This is the place w here the priests shall boil the guilt offering and the sin offering,
and w here they shall bake the cereal offering, in  order not to bring t hem  ou t into the
ou ter court and so com m unicate holiness to the people DN n -  T| K.  r  -  ■ ... . .1 '-  I
The idea here Is simple: w hen people come hi contact w ith holy objects, they too
become holy, and in  the case of negative holiness, this kind of contact is prohibited. We have 
already mentioned that in Kikuyu it Wcis mugiro (prohibition) to tam per w ith anything that had 
been set aside for Mwetie-Nyaga. Similarly, in this passage we have a situation where guilt 
offering and sin  offering are not to be brought out into the outer court lest they transm it 
holiness, for it is mugiro to do so. Our problem  now is to make this idea plain in our 
translation.
Since in  the rest of the OF (cf Is 6:3) the Kikuyu Bible uses the word mutheru (clean) to 
render the Hebrew roo t Ui"l p  . the sam e word, needs to be used here. Hence 
a \ !  7] '■JHf WHO) would be best translated itikagwaiie andu ulheru (not to communicate the 
cleanness to the people). The word itikcigwatie does not mean the English 'communicate'. This 
word is used in Kikuyu in  a derogative sense, and is usually used to refer to the transm ission 
of diseases. This is the same word we use for the transm ission of thahu (taboo related to 
undeanness). It then, follows that its use here would automatically give mutheru a negative 
m eaning, ie it places holiness in  the category of thahu.
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The. present Kikuyu translation has imitikaamure andu (not to ordain people or set 
the.tn apai't), following English versions (.ÜV, NJB). In tliis translation the idea of taboo inherent 
in this passage is lost, and it raises a very serious question in the minds of the readers: why is 
it Lniproper for people to be sanctified? In other words, such a translation would only help to 
make the passage meaningless, and doubtful, especially in view of the fact that a good 
percentage of people who are interested in the Word oi God among the Kikuyu are 
se.ini-Uterate, and usually take the words of the Bible literally.
.Another excimplc of a case where the Hebrew root uJ'Tp is seen to operate as though 
it were a taboo of the miiifiro type (prohibition) is in Deuteronomy 22:9, this time concerning 
mixtures. 'You shall not sow your vineyard with two kinds of seed, lest the whole yield be 
forfeited to the sanctuary \j)dpp -  "j g
r.V'Cn without enterbig into any detailed exegetical understanding of this passage, 
ground that was covered m  our earlier discussion of this text, it will suffice here to reconfirm 
that since in the OT it was a taboo to plant mixed seeds, the phrase “ pYi should be
seen as the conseqiience of t he violation of this prohJbilion.
We have already noted that m Kikuyu mugiro means 'proliibition' and that the result of 
breaking mugirais thahu. We have also noted that in certain contexts these two words could be 
used interchangeably. Here, mugiro is to plant mixed seeds and lhahu, the result, is that they 
(the seeds) will become holy. But if we render the root U inp thahu we are in essence saying 
t hat, holiness is defiling in the same way as ritual undeanness. True. But: that is not the case 
here, and it would be safe to suggest that we use mugiro and thahu interchangeably, so tliat we 
may get a good translation. Since it is mugiro for ordinary people to use holy objects, then 
definitely the issue in tliis context is that these seeds will directly become mugiro (because 
they have become holy) once they are planted together in the gcirden or aftei’ they have been 
surrendered to the sanctuary where they will become mugiro as a result of coming into contact 
with a holy place, in the same way as the Kikuyu sacrificial objects (eg meat) became mugiro 
after they had been taken to the sacred tree.
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VVliatever alternative we consider to be true, one iking is clecir, that holy objects are 
mugiro to the ordinary people, sometliing that would lead us to conclude tliat tlie Hebrew 
plit'ase VTrpJr -  in ICilcayu means Uigatuike mugiro ni unâu ni them  (lest they be
prolilbited since tliey are holy), Tliis is consistent with die. naturalness with vvliich JCiltayu 
ideas of taboo related not to the resu lt (thahuX bu t to tlie proliibition (mugiro), are expressed.
It would be unsuitable to render itikaamurinvo Ngai na iticooke gukimrikn
(same as for O n n  , devoted to God irredeemably, cf Jos 7:1) as the present Kikuyu Bible 
reads. Tin’s translation is obviously misleading and gives the root yj'd'p miother nuance, ie 
utterly destroy. Achnittedly, this shade, of meaning fortunately is not explicit, even though it is 
imp.lled in  tlie Kiltuyu trtmslation. But the fact that the translators have rendered the roots 
W H p and D 3  TI in the same way is indicative of a discrepancy whicli could easily be 
avoided if the suggestions we have p u t forward above were followed.
Kikuyu Translation of Lev 11 
In Lev 11 we saw how certain animals are considered, as a potenlial source of 
uncleanness. Again, tlifferent words were used to describe the animals mentioned in. the text: 
namely K and j? W . We also pointed out that in vv 2-23 a person did not
contract a contagious and puriflabie imcieanness by eating forbidden food, since the section 
consists only of proJnbitions. But at v 24ff the tmcleaimess is contagious and puriflabie. Our 
main concern in  tins section will be to deal with translational problems of K ^  IP tind 
Y 'jJ  yj inlClkiiyu.
While tlie main division of this chapter by subject, at v24 has been followed in the 
KiJcuyu Bible, ie the Kduiyu word mugiro has been used for vv 2-23 and thahu for vv 24-40, 
respectively, the rendering of as thahu w  41-45 is problematic since in i:his section the"  T
style is rhetorical rather than  tedm ical.
Do not defile yourselves (make yourselves abominable, RSV) by any of these creatures. 
Do not make yourselves cmclean (you shall not defile, RSV) by means of them or be 
made imcleanby them.
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The GNB which follows the principles and theories of the UBS has: - 'Do not make
yoi-trselves unclean by eating any of these'. Similarly, in the IClkiqai Bible we should avoid
literal translation w hldi 'fads because it. is largely insensitive to the difference in the. way
.form/meaning interaction calces place in tlie source and the way it operates in die receptor
languages '(Sterk, 1994:130). hi order to do so, we shall follow René .Peter - Contesse and John
Ellington (1990:173) who suggest that since. ' The words make yourselves abominable are
parallel to defile yourselves and die pronotm them in the second part corresponds to any
swarming thing that swarms in the first', d ien the repetidon of the same idea useing two
différent sets of words could be avoided in die receptor huiguage If it Is unnatural. Following
dlls argument, and hi view of die fact that the language hi diis section is rhetorical, die ICikuyu
rendering of diis text should be:
'You shall not malce yotu'selves abominable -l with any swarming thing that
swarms; and you. shall not: defile yourselves x') them, Jest you become
unclean p jiF J lP ]  (v 43). '
Tlie Kikuyu rendering of the Hebrew words is as follows: -
' 1 " mutikanaikire mugiro
XYrhtPJl CMutikcmegwatie thahu
UOl ^  ] * mwithiikie
The problem in this translation is that it Is quite unnatural hi Kikuyu we do not say
' mutikanaikire mugird (hferaJly do not malce yourselves a prohibition). Again it is umiatural
to say mutikanegwatie thahu (literally do not make yourselves undeanness). Mwithukie
(literally make yomrselves spoilt) is generic for anythmg bad, but it: seems to agree with, the
context.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion we need to point out that both words and culture are not static but 
dynamic. It m ust be accepted tliat the KUaiyu way of life and its language are not the same as 
they were many years ago, especially due to the introduction of Western lifestyle. For example, 
the present generation perceive life quite diiferently, ie their worldview is sc'emingly less 
concerned about die religious thought cherished by their forefathers. They now spealc 
differendy - foreign words have, become part of our vocabulary. Certain words, phrases and 
idioms, and even proverbs, have acquired different meanings.
But while ritual taboos seem to play a very insignificanl role in modern .Küaiyu society, 
they nonetheless reappeai' particularly when there is a crisis in the .famUy or society. For 
instance, in  some families, funeral ceremonies are marked with strict observance of taboos, 
lh a t  is to say, a culture that has talcen centuries to build cannot be destroyed in a few decades. 
Such a culture should be seen as being deeply-seated in die bone marrow of the ICUaiyu people 
and as a result, now and dien, these people revert to dieir old religion, peihaps when 
Qiristianity seems to have, .no immediate answer to dieir problems. .In recent times, some 
women who were demtmding the release of their sons from detention had to strip in  the 
streets of Nairobi. TradidonaUy, it was a taboo for a woman to strip in public. And should diat 
happen, the person who saw die nudity of the woman would meet with very severe 
consequences. An ill omen would befall him. VVlien the women stripped in the streets of 
Nairobi, that was indicative of die. existence of old taboos in  the m odern societal
All we are saying is that translating OT into a language whose old cultmal value system 
is cRtninisliing, mid yet is alive, in  the minds of some members of the society, is an event that is 
not only fascinating but difficult. Needless to say, Bible translators in  areas where people have 
divided loyalties, ie they have one foot in the west and the other firmly rooted in (heir tribal 
culture, .need to be well informed about both die original cultme (Hebrew) and the recipient
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ci.ilturemT.0 wM di tlie form er is being translated.
TJie tlioroug.hne.ss with whicli cultures and languages involved in a Bible translation 
sliould be studied is fiu'ther supported by the inexhaustl\'eness of the present study. Whereas 
an attem pt has been made; to shed more light on the p.robU'.ins of translating taboo words, we 
have .failed to deal adequately with every Hebrew text related to out' study that would 
obviously have needed our attention. For example, the Hebrew root ^ n  wliich means 
'profane' or 'common' has received a somewhat negligible treatment. The taboo imposed on 
'the bread of Presence, wliich is removed from before the Lord, to be replaced by hoi bread on 
the. day it is talcen away' (1 Sam 21:1-6) should have been discussed in the section deahng witli 
food, taboos, and would have been a good grotmd to compare the. OT food prohibitions, 
especially food set for Yaliweh, with tlie Kilatyu taboo of the sacrificial meat offered to Ngai 
under the nmgumo (fig) tree. It will also be realized that many Kikuyu taboos, appended to this 
work, wliicli would have helped us to have a better tmdei'standmg of the Kilaqai world of 
religion, and which in tm n  would be of great value in the comprehension of the Hebrew 
concept of un cleanness, have not been exhaustively utilized.
The relevance of tliis study, however, should not be underrated. The co.mparlso.n 
between tlie .Hebrew texts and tlie Ktlmyu understanding of ritual impurity has liigiilighted 
some of the translational problems of key biblical terms lilcely to be encountered not only by a 
Kilcuyu translator, but also by other tribes in Kenya with whom we share the same cultmal 
background. Such biblical terms include, sin, grace, holiness etc. Again, the use of different 
words in different contexts in  the OT to convey the same idea is particularly important. It goes 
witliout saying that, while for the salœ. of consistencey a single word should be used to express 
the same idea tJiroughout the whole translation, for example tlmhu to mean , the fact
that tiiere are many Hebrew words covering the concept of taboo would obviously override tliis 
rule, as our study has shown. It would therefore be correct to suggest that in the Kikuyu .Bible 
translation different words expressing the idea of taboo need to be used as the context 
requires.
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APPENDIX 
KIKUYU TABOOS AND REGUIAITONS
ORALCODE!
VILLAGE, HOMESTEAD AND HUT TABOOS AND REGULAHONS^^1. In no circmnstances m ight all tlie fires in a hom estead be. allowed to go out togetlier.
2. If a hyena should enter a village or homestead and dung either in the open clearing of the entrance (diome) or in any courtyard, ceremonial purification was essential.
3. If the owner of a homestead cut himself and drew blood either while in tlie homestead or 
when he was ou tin  the. fields, he  had to sacrifice a goat or sheep for pm'ification.
4. If a woman was preparing castor oil from castor oil berries, and during the process of 
heating them  over the fire, she either let them  boil over or dry up in the pot, a 
purification ceremony and sacrifice was essential.
5. If anyone, other than a diild  that had not been 'bo rn  a second time' (giicianvo na rnhuriX 
or a very sick person, defecated witliin a hu t or in the courtyard, a pmification ceremony 
was essential.
6. Should any beast, calf, goat or sheep, suck or lick any part of a hum an in a homestead, 
that animal had to be sacrificed for a jiuriXication ceremony at the village or a relation-in­
law.
7. h  a Jackie barked in  the entrance area or in  the couriyard. of a homestead a ceremonial, 
purification was necessary.
8. If anyone deliberately brolte a cooldng pot or gourd in a homestead, ceremonial 
purificatio]! was necessary.
9. Should a toad, frog or lizard fall or Jump into the fire in the hearth of a hut, a purification 
ceremony was essential.
10. If a cooking pot cracked while food was being cooked in. it, that food might not be eaten 
except by woman past child birth.
11. If aji owl hooted near a homestead, or worse still, perched on any hut or granary, 
purification was necessary.
12. If a snalce was Idlled witliin the confines of a homestead, a pm’ification ceremony had to 
tal.ce place.
13. No one might touch or approach, the midden dump {kianij of a homestead otlier than the 
member of that homestead. If they did so, apurificationwould.be necessary.
14. Should any one in  tuiger or drtmlcemiess pluck thatch from, any hut in. a homestead, a
sacrifice and purification wotdd be essential, to avoid disaster,
'
^  ^ T h i s  l i s t  h a  s b e- e a  c o m p l i e d  f r o  in L e a  k e y ' s w o r k , o jn o i l  p p 
1 6 5 -1 6 7 , 2 0 4 -2 0 8 , 2 7 7 , 2 9 6 -2 9 8 , 3 0 1 , 3 0 2 , 1 2 0 0 -1 2 0 9 , 24 8 , 250 , ■ ■:7 8 6 , 1 2 3 3 -1 2 3 4 , w i t h  some a me nd m e n t s  and  a d d i t i o n s .
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15. It was a taboo for a m an to sleep on the side by tlie outer wall of Ms wife's bed.
16. It was a taboo to start moving a woman's hu t to a now site while she was m enstruating.
17. It was a taboo for a fire in  a hu t to go out at any time when beer was being brewed in that 
hut, or when any specitd. ceremony or sacriiice was taking place in that hut, or in 
connection with it.
18. In a woman's hut, the head end of her bed was towards the 'thegk (food store h i the 
house) and foot and towards the Icweru' (the open, space in the house). It was a taboo for 
anyone to sleep m  these beds except w ith th en  heads at the head end of the bed.
19. It was a taboo to lean a spear up against Die roof of a hut. All spears had to be either 
stuck in the gromid, or leaned against the fence or under the fence. There was no 
penal ty/ for brealcing this taboo, b u t it was never done.
20. It was a taboo to kill a bird called 'nyamindigi' (cossyjiha or Robin chat) within, the 
confines of the homestead.
21. If a kite, when flying over a homestead, let its droppings fall on any person, that person 
had to be purified, tlie m anner of purification depending ujioii the sex of the person 
involved.
22. If a woman or man fell down within their own. homestead, purification and. sacrifice were 
necessary.
23. It was a taboo to come into contact with the mensti.nal blood of any other person 
(something wMch. could happen easily in a hut), and. purification was necessary il:' this 
happened. But there were also m inor exceptions.
24. When entering a hut, a person  had to pass to the right of the hearth.
ORALCODEÏÏ.
CUSTOMS AND TABOOS CONNECTED WITH AGRICULTURE
1. When a man worked in the garden or fields of a relalive-inTaw, he had to wear his 
ordinary skin cloak, however inconvenient it ivas to walk in, and could not adopt the kilt 
of banana leaves that he would normally wear when in  bi s own fields.
2. A giii or woman worldng in the fields of a relat:i.ve-in-law had to lay aside her cloaic and 
work bare to the waist as slie would in  her otvn fields.
3. An elderly man working in  his own garden could wetir an. ithitin instead of a banana, one 
over his buttocks and anus and one over Ms genitals.
4. A bunch of banancis that fell down of its own accord or was blown down by wind could 
not be eaten by any of the family owning that banana grove, but had to be given to some 
other family.
5. It was a taiioo to allow any sugar-cane plant to come into flower, if a plant so flowered, a 
very old man not related to the owner of the field had to be brought In to dig up a whole 
of the stool of canes by the roots. A ram was then Idlled on the spot where the plant had 
flowered and. its stomach, contents .sprinkled over i;he hole where the cane had been 
uprooted. A mukenia and a muthakwa plant had to be planted in the hole to take the
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place of thaï sugar-cane plant. The canes so uprooted were taken by the old man who 
had dug them up, and he made beer from them, but the owner of the field and his 
relations could not touch a drop of tha tbeer without endangering theniselves.
6. It was strictly a taboo to cut dom i a banana tree in anger or slash it in any way. Doing so 
necessitated the sacrifice of a ram, and the whole stool so damaged had to be dug up and 
rnutlmkwa and mukema plants planted in its place.
7. If any man beat his wife or any other woman in a garden or cultivated field, and drew 
blood, a purification ceremony with sacrifice had to take place on the spot where the 
beating took place, as the garden had b een thereby defiled.
8. If any married women tlirew soil at each other in the fields they could be purified only by 
the sacrifice or a ixim, and by ceremonial sexual intej'com’se performed by a man other 
than theirhiisband.
9. A man or woman wearing charm, (githilu) could not pass under a banana prop because, if 
they did so, the charm would, lose its power.
10. If a man or woman died suddenly in a cultivated area, the body was left there for the 
hyenas to drag away. Then the spot whei.r the body had been was marked off with sticks, 
and the food plants in the marked off tirea were not harvested. In all future seasons 
nothing would be planted there, and the spot would be used as a rubbish dump.
11. There was no taboo against a menstruating woman walking in  her gardens, or picking 
sweet potato vine for the goats and sheep, but sire could not hang up the bunch of vine in, 
the courtyard when she had taken it there, and she could not make gruel from, bulrush 
millet (gukia ucuru)ov o ther grains that she had. fetched from the fiel ds.
ORAÎ^CODEin
TABOOS CONNECTED WITH MEAT FEASTS
1. If the pot in which meat was being cooked, or the small, earthen pot m  whicli the soup 
was being stirred (hirci) should brealc, a rani or an ewe had to be sacrificed at once, to 
restore peace and ward off evil influences.
2. If, in  the case of a goat or a sheep, the man who pulled out the lungs hilled to bring out 
the heart at the same time, a ram. or an ewe had to be sacrificed at once for puri fication.
3. If the eyes of a goat or a ram  burst when taldng it out of the skull, a ram  or an ewe had to 
be sacrificed for purification,
4. If the half-gourd (kiuga) in. which the fat was put broke, a iram or ewe had to be sacrificed 
for ptuificallon.
5. If the fhe went out during a meal feast, a ram  or ewe had to be sacrificed, 'fo r lighting a 
new fire'.
6. On the last day of a meat feast (kirugu) the participants could not leave the cave or shelter
l.iy the entrance they had been using all the time, but each man had to break through the 
walls at a separate place and go out that way.
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7. On the last day of tlie feast eacli man had to put a little bit of meat on small sketvers and 
.leave it to toast at tlie fire made of aU the rubbish and stakes used for the roasting 
platforms.
8. No man participatmg in a meat feast could sleep anywhere except at the shelter built for 
the feast.
9. No woman or girls could enter the cave or shelter where a meat feast was taking place.
ORALCODEIV
TABOOS CONNECTED WTTHFOOD AND DRINK
1. If a cooking pot cracked while the food was being cooked in it, that food could not be 
eaten by the family, but had to be given, away.
2. If a woman broke a pot while she was maîdng food (gukhna irio) in  it, that food had to be 
given away.
3. If a woman, was cooldng food for a ceremony or sacrifice and the pot broke wliile she vras 
doing so, then a ram  had to be slaughtered for purification.
4. If a woman's bead accidentally fell into the food that was being cooked and was fished 
out, that food had to be given away and not eaten by the family.
5. If a woman's bead fell into the food when it was being cooked and was not: noticed imtil 
food was being eaten, when someone foimd it in his or her mouth, a sheep had to be 
sacrificed at once for a purificatory ceremony.
6. No woman, except those past childbearing, could eat in. the presence of her husband 
except in  comie ction w ith special ceremonies.
7. No woman or initiated girl, except a woman past cliddbearlng, could eat in the presence 
of m en other than son or brothers.
8. No flesh of wild animals, bird, or fish, might be eaten, except doves, which could, be eaten 
by boys.
9. No buh'ush. millet of a new season's crop could be eaten before a sacrifice had been made 
to purify it.
10. If the fire went out while food other than edible arum  (nduma) was cooldng, that food had 
to be given away and not eaten by Die family.
11. If a lizard or a frog fell into the fire while food n'as cooldng, that food could not be eaten 
by the family, and had to be given to old women past chi ldbearing.
12. If, while sweet potatoes were being cooked, the water boded over, the potatoes might not 
be eaten by the family, bu t had to be given away.
13. Food to be cooked that tvas tlm ist into the fire through the gap between two 
hearthstones and removed tlirough a different gap was called 'kirutiro*, and could, not be 
eaten by female children.
14. No one child in any chcum stances could step over a hearth  h i a hut.
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15. No sexual Intercourse, might talce place in a hut. whUe there was a pot o.f .food cooking on 
the fire. Should this be done, the food could no t be eaten, for it had been defiled.
16. No sexual intercotnse m ight take place in a h u t where beer is brewing.
17. If a woman getting food from a granary (ikumbi) should have accidentally let. any m enstrual blood touch the granary, all the food In lhat granai'y had to be given away: 
none might be eaten by any .member of the family.
18. No menstruating woman or girl could mtilte gruel by potmding corn tmd using the 
grindstones.
19. No m enstruating woman could milk a cow or goat.
20. If a woman was menstruating when she was given beer to clrinlt in connection with the 
offering mid prayers to the ancestors, it had to be poured from the gomd cup (ndahi)hno 
a half-gom’d (kinya) for her to clihilt. She might not drink ifom  a ndahi wliile in this 
condition.
21. No menstruating woman might handl.e a 'muratina' {a staff used for brewing the native 
beer - njohi), the fruit of KigehaAfricana'.
22. No menstruating woman might handle sugar-cane or crushed sugar-cane, while preparing 
it for beer, but she could do the acimal. jiounding if another woman, filled and emptied her 
m ortar for her.
23. If beer was taken to another village as a gift (gutega) in a small ndiui (brewing vessel), as 
sometimes occurred, and it: was lat:er fotmd that a muratinci had accidentally been left in 
the ' ndua\ a sheep had to be slaugh!;ered for purification.
24. If a sheep licked the canes from which beer was being prepared, or slipped some of the 
cane juice (ngogoyo) from the oxl.iide basin, that beer had to be thrown away or given 
away.
25. If a cluld should trip and faU into the sugar-cane juice in the oxliide basin where beer was 
prepar ed, a sheep had to be sacrificed and all the beer given away.
26. If any part of a woman's leather garment got into beer, a sheep had to be sacrificed for 
pm'ification.
27. If any cliild unstoppered a gourd of beer that had been stopped in readiness for carrying 
elsewhere, that gourdful could not be used to take to another village as a present.
28. If a  relation-in-law was at beer drinlc and vomited in the courtyard, a sheep had to be 
slaughtered at once for purification.
29. If a m an at a beer drinlc was so drimk that he defecated in. the courtyard, a sheep had to 
be slaughtered at once for purification.
30. If m en at a beer drinlc fought and blood was drawn a sheep had to be sacrificed for 
purification.
31. If a woman was struck while carrying beer and the beer gourd (kiny/a) broke in
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consequence, a sheep had to be slaughtered for purification.
32. If a man who was squeezing out juice from sugar-cane struck another num or woman 
with Ms bound up roll of sugar-cane, pulp (ikahiX a ram  had to be sacrificed in 
purification. But even so, die person struck would probably die.
33. If in anger a man broke a gourd containing beer, a sheep had to be sacrificed for 
purification.
ORALCODEV
TABOO CONNECTED WIHT TOBACCO
It was a taboo to tend tobacco plants after having eaten meat.
ORAL. CODE VI
TABOOS CONNECiTD WXTH CASTOR OIL
1. It was a taboo for the pot In wMch castor oil was being jirepared to be allowed to boil dry. 
If tills happened a sheep bad to be sacrificed for purification.
2. It was taboo to allow the castor o.il to boil over, and this too necessitated the sacrifice of a 
sheep for purification.
3. Sheep and goats might not, on. any account, drinlc water at the bottom  of the castor oil 
cooking pot. if one did, it had to be slaughtered.
4. h  the pot in wliich castor oil. was being prepared for ceremonial purposes were to break, a 
sheep had to be sacrificed for purification.
ORAL CO DEW
TABOOS CONNECTED WITH THE DIVINING GOURD
1. M. no circumstances could a niiimhi mugo (divhier) allow any member of Ms age-group to 
have sexual, intercourse with a wife who was the guardian, of liis divining gourd. If there 
was nowhere else for a male to sleep he might be told, to go and sleep In the hut where 
the divining gourd was kept, but he was wai’iied that it was there, and that therefore he 
had to avoid ah sexual contact with the woman, even though she might be ' an age-group 
wife'.
2. If the wife of the rnumiu nmgo who kept the divining gourd was away for any reason, tlie 
mundii mugo was not in  any circumstances to have restricted sexual intercourse with 
their lovers in  that hut.
3. The grown-up unmarried daughters of the woman in whose hut the divining gourd was 
kept were not in any chcumstances to have restricted sexual, intercourse with their lovers 
in that hut.
4. If a mimdii mugo had been away on a Journey, no other mimdu mugo might touch his 
divining gourd until he had returned and slept one night with, the wife who was its 
guardian.
5. Gourds containing water were never p u t near the divining gourd.
6. A fhe in any form other than of the nimuru  (torch) was never to be used as a light near 
the divining gourd, when it was hanging on. the kihariya (a post inside the liouse witli a 
place to hang tilings).
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7. hi the hut where the. diviniiig gourd was kept a fire had to burn all night. It did not 
m atter if the lire went out by day, but from n.ightfall to dawn there had always to be a fire 
in the hut. .If the woman in chai’ge. of the divining gourd found (hat t.tu* fire had. gone out overnight, it .had to be relit next morning by means oJ‘ a fire sticlq to the accomplishment 
of the slaughter of a ram.
8. The otvner of the dtvniiiig gourd bad to take great care never to draw blood in anger or by 
accident from, the wife who was the guard tan.
9. If the woman in whose hu t the divining gourd was kept died suddenly in her hut, she was 
for the time being spoken, of as asleep and meanwhile tlie divining gourd had to be 
moved to the men's hut. Her death was then recognised, and. henceforward the divining 
gourd was kept in men's hut. It was later transferred to the hut of the next senior wife, 
for it had been in contact with the form er keeper's death.
ORAL CODEVm
TABOOS CONNECTED WTm CATTLE, GOATS AND SHEEP
1. The sidn of an ox or cow that had died a natural death and had not been slaughtered 
could not be used to make a sleep m at for a bed.
2. If a franco!In alighted on the back of any animal, a ram had to be slaughtered and the 
purification ceremony of giithiuntra (encircling) peri'ormed.
3. 11' a cow belonging to a man of the Kikuyu initiation guild had twin calves it v\ns Idlled, 
but if it belonged to a man of the Ukabi guild, it was allowed to live. A man. of the Kikuyu 
guild was allowed to exchange Iris cow and. the twin calves for a bullock if lie could find a 
man of the IJkabi guild people pu t collars around the necks of twin calves, on which 
cowrie shells were sewn to avert evil.
4. If a cattle owner died, all liis bulls were immediately castrated arid none of his cows were 
allowed to be served by any bulls until the hukura ceremony (freeing from the plight of 
death) had been performed. All he-goats were also castrated, whi!,e his rams were 
segregated from the ewes.
5. Calves were kept in the men's hut at night. Sometimes a young bull would actually try to 
moimt a woman who had come to sit hi the men's hut. If tliis happened, it was 
immediately slaughtered, and its flesh could not be eaten by the man's wife or by him.
6. If a stud bull left the herd while, grazing, and of its own accord returned to the 
homestead, it was either castrated or killed, according to the circumstances. If it returned 
to the homestead and was caught by men, it was castrated at once, tmd that wtis enough 
to remove the ev4l. But if it came back and. only women were present, and. if It then 
re turned  to the herd, it would have to be slaughtered, as this was a taboo.
7. If a bull went to the midden of the homestead and. started to dig up the ground with Its 
horns, that bull would have to be slaughtered at once, otherwise the owner of the 
homestead would die.
8. It was a taboo for a m enstruating woman to milk a cow.
9. If a cow gave birth to a monstrosity, the monstrosity was spli t in half and thrown away at 
the foot of a muthakwa bush. The whole herd to whicli the cow belonged then had to be 
purified by the slaughter of a ram  or ewe and by the ceremony of guthiunira (encircling).
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10. Ü' a cow or ox should get its tail twisted round a pot or growing tree and so get caught, it 
w’ouklbeim m edlatelykilledbecauseit had ' tied itself up’.
11. .t he birth  of twin lambs or kids and /or monstrosity to ew^ e.s or goals was a taboo.
12. If a cow, ox or calf licked or bit a w^arrior's leather garment, it had to be slaughtered at 
once.
13. If a calf or adult cow, ox or bull reared up on Its hind legs and set its front legs against a 
hu t it had to be killed at once. This also applied to ewes, but not to goats or rams,
14. If any animal, cattle, goat or sheep, were to go to the pot where castor oil was being 
prepared by women and try to eat the mash, it would be slaughtered at once.
1,5. If a goat or sheep should by any chance get its horns or head caughi; up in a baby - 
carrying skin, it would have to be sent to tire home of the parents of ti;ie woman, to whom 
the skin belonged, and to be slaughtered.
I(>. If a goal or sheep drank water from a half-gourd kept for washing a liaby, it would hav(‘ to 
be given to some non-relations to slaughter.
17. If a goat or sheep, wliile in a hut at night, should touch a woman's breast, it had to be 
given to the woman's relatives to kill.
18. If a goat or sheep were to jum p into a wnman's bedroom while the woman was sleeping 
w ith her husband, then it wnuld. have to be slaughtered next morning.
19. If a she-goat or an ewe should give birth in hut when the woman of the hut was in lalrour, 
both the she-goat or ewe and its offspring had to be killed.
20. If a hc-goat should attempt to mount a woman when she was sitting on her stool in the 
hut it would be slaughtered .
21. If a goat or sheep should drink sugar-cane juice while the juice w^ as being extracted in 
preparation for beer, it had either to be killed or all that juice given away and not 
consumed by the owner or used by him for the ceremonial purpose for which, he was 
preparing it.
ORALCODELX
TABOOS AND REGUTAITONS ON SEXUAL INTERCOl.TRSE
1. In. no circumstances whatsoever should you either ha\e or attempt to have intercourse 
w ith your wife from behind. This is strictly a taboo and if you do so you will surely die.
2. If you have intercourse with your wife and you find that her menses have just started so 
that the blood has touched your body, do not hide the fact, but come and tell your father 
and mother at once next morning in order that you and your wife may be purified. If you 
fall to do this, either you or your wife will surely die, for tliis is great evil.
3. If you are aware that your wife's menses have started, do not attempt to have intercourse 
w ith her till they are over, for this is very evil.
4. If youi' wife should at any time touch your genitals with her hands either by accident or 
deliberately, come at once and tell your parents so that you may both be purified. This Is 
a very great uncleanness,
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;■). Do not touch your wife's breasts with your m outh or lips. Should you do so, deliberately 
or accidentahy, you wih die unless you are ceremonially purified.
(). iu no circumstances should you have intercourse with your wife in the fields or in the 
bush, but only in her own hut.
7. In no circumstances should you have intercourse with )our wife while the goats and 
sheep cU'e grazing. This is very great evil, but you will not die from it.
8. In no circumstances should you have intercourse while lying by the outer wall of the bed 
so that you are to the left of her. Always be on the inner side of t he bed nearest the cent re 
of the hu t when you go to sleep with your wife.
9. When you have intercourse with your wife always see to it that your legs and thighs ai e 
enclosed by hers, and not hers by yours, for that is very evil.
10. Never have intercourse with your wife in such a way that your penis can slip and ejaculai.e 
st'men on to tlie oxhide sleeping mat. If this should ha|)jien it is great evil, and before 
you sleep with your wife again you must arrange with someone else of your own 
initiation age-group to sleep with her first thus remove the evil.
OKA1.CODEX f
77f/UR/CAUSED BY CONTACT WITH DFA m
1. Any woman who had a miscarriage pr who gave birth to a still-born child acquired fhahu 
as a result of contact with the dead foeiais. This form of ihaJw was confined to the 
woman herself, but it was contagious and the contagion coidd be transferred by a sex act.
2. .\ woman ivho bore a child that was healthy and nornicü but which died before the second 
birth ceremony look place acquired lhahu through the death of such a child. Ibis thcihu 
was contagious through sex.
3. The death of any child that had been through the second, birth ceremony caused thahu to Ijoth the father and the mother.
4. The death of any unmarried adult, male or female, caused the condition of thahu to affect 
both parents and all the unm arried children of the mother.
5. The death, of a married woman caused her husband and all her children who were unm arried to acquire thahu,
6. The death of a married man caused liis parents, all his wives, and all his children to 
acquire thahu.
7. Any person who killed any other person by violence acquired thahu l.iy contaci with the 
death and the relatives of the deceased were also affected by the thahu.
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